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Probabilistic concurrent game semantics
Hugo Paquet
This thesis presents a variety of models for probabilistic programming languages in
the framework of concurrent games.
Our starting point is the model of concurrent games with symmetry of Castellan,
Clairambault and Winskel. We show that they form a symmetric monoidal closed
bicategory, and that this can be turned into a cartesian closed bicategory using a
linear exponential pseudo-comonad inspired by linear logic.
Then, we enrich this with probability, relying heavily on Winskel’s model of
probabilistic concurrent strategies. We see that the bicategorical structure is not
perturbed by the addition of probability. We apply this model to two probabilistic
languages: a probabilistic untyped λ-calculus, and Probabilistic PCF. For the former,
we relate the semantics to the probabilistic Nakajima trees of Leventis, thus obtaining
a characterisation of observational equivalence for programs in terms of strategies. For
the latter, we show a definability result in the spirit of the game semantics tradition.
This solves an open problem, as it is notoriously difficult to model Probabilistic PCF
with sequential game semantics.
Finally, we introduce a model for measurable game semantics, in which games and
strategies come equipped with measure-theoretic structure allowing for an accurate
description of computation with continuous data types. The objective of this model
is to support computation with arbitrary probability measures on the reals. In the
last part of this thesis we see how this can be done by equipping strategies with
parametrised families of probability measures (also known as stochastic kernels),
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It is exactly fifty years ago that Dana Scott [Sco69] introduced domain theory. In
[Sco70] he put forward his ideas for a “mathematical theory of computation”, laying
down the foundations for the field of denotational semantics. Scott advocates the use
of continuous functions between certain partially ordered sets as an interpretation
for programs, following some principles: the mathematical representation should be
independent of any implementation details, but it must be sound (meaning that the
abstract representation should give an accurate account of program behaviour) and
designed compositionally : the semantics of a program must be obtained from the
semantics of its parts.
Since then, denotational semantics has evolved far beyond Scott’s domain-
theoretic model. A variety of models for programs is now available, reflecting
the need to support a wide range of programming features and study many aspects
of program behaviour.
To relate and unify these models, and to build more, the general framework of
category theory offers much help: in a category, the notion of composition is central,
so that in a majority of cases, presenting a semantic model as a category provides
it with a sound structural basis. In this situation, the interpretation of common
program constructs (function application, recursion, conditionals, etc. ) is done by
applying general categorical principles guaranteeing correctness.
This thesis fits in a line of research in denotational semantics concerned with the
interpretation of programs as strategies in certain two-player games: this is known
as game semantics. More specifically, our results are about a theory of concurrent
games introduced in [RW11] and extensively developed in the past decade, most
notably by Glynn Winskel, Pierre Clairambault and Simon Castellan.
Our investigation into concurrent games is in the context of probabilistic computa-
tion. With an eye towards building models for probabilistic programs, we build on the
theory of probabilistic strategies put forward by Winskel [Win13a] and propose some
extensions; our contributions include several generalisations of existing concurrent
games models. We carry out some applications to programming language semantics,
but in this thesis the main point of concern is the mathematical development of
the models, and ensuring they enjoy the necessary categorical properties for future
application to the semantics of probabilistic programs. Following a growing trend
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towards the use of higher-categorical structures in semantics (see for instance [FS19]),
we take particular care to highlight some of the bicategorical aspects of concurrent
game models.
1.1 Background
We give some historical perspectives and scientific context for this work.
1.1.1 Game semantics
The development of game semantics for programming languages was driven by the
search for a “fully abstract” model for the functional language PCF [Plo77]. The
problem came out of domain theory, when Scott’s domain model turned out not
to capture the right notion of equivalence of programs in PCF: some programs
have different denotations, though they exhibit the same observable behaviour in all
contexts. In short, this is because domain theory is too large a model for PCF: some
continuous functions are not the representation of any PCF program. The search for
a mathematical characterisation of ‘PCF-definable’ functions is the essence of the
full abstraction problem.
Inspired by game-theoretic models for logic [Bla92, AJ94], Hyland and Ong
[HO00] and Abramsky, Jagadeesan, and Malacaria [AJM00] independently proposed
a solution to the problem which relies on a theory of two-player games. Although
this still follows the same categorical principles, it is far removed from domain theory.
We illustrate the contrast by considering the higher-order term
$ λf.f 3 : pNat Ñ Natq Ñ Nat.
Its representation in domain theory is simply a function from NK_NK to NK,
defined by f ÞÑ fp3q. (In domain theory, the space of natural numbers is NK, the
natural numbers with a bottom element representing divergence. The function space
NK_NK is the set of all continuous functions from NK to NK, ordered pointwise.)
Meanwhile its game semantics representation is a set of plays of the form:







The meaning of this diagram may not be immediately clear. The play is an interaction
between Player (the program, `) and Opponent (the execution environment, ´). As
is often done to convey intuition in game semantics, let us describe the play above as
a concrete dialogue between the program and its environment. Reading the sequence
of moves above from top to bottom:
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Opponent: “What is the value of this program?”
Player: “What is the value of its argument f?”
Opponent: “f is a function. What is its argument?”
Player: “3.”
Opponent: “Then the value of f is n.”
Player: “Then the value of the program is n.”
The strategy representing the term contains all possible plays in an execution,
accounting for all possible execution contexts.
One key aspect should be emphasised: the higher-order term is reduced to an
exchange of first-order messages, and at no point is it necessary to build a function
space. This is due to the intensionality of the game model. Models in domain theory
are called extensional. (Our goal is not to draw a full comparison here, simply to
highlight this as an advantage of game models over domain theory ones; though of
course this is mitigated by the very technical nature of games.)
After the initial success obtained with PCF, the field of game semantics was
pushed much further. Games proved to be widely applicable, and we only cite a
few of the many computational features accounted for: first-order references [AM96],
general references [AHM98], control operators [Lai97], call-by-value computation
[HY97, AM97], nondeterminism [HM99], and probability [DH02].
1.1.2 Concurrent games based on event structures
Rideau and Winskel’s original concurrent games model appears in [RW11]. In this
work they show how event structures [NPW79], a fundamental model for concurrent
processes, can be used as the basis for a general games model in which plays are no
longer the central object. Their viewpoint is not the same as that of [HO00, AJM00]
and their successors, and the new model is different in many ways:
• It is linear : no move can be played more than once;
• It is causal : event structures make explicit the causal dependency relation
between moves;
• The resulting mathematical framework is a bicategory, rather than a category;
this is a technical point, but arguably, the mathematical universe is richer and
has finer structure.
• Explicit branching point: in a concurrent strategy, every nondeterministic
choice made by a Player is represented explicitly. This is not the case in
traditional game semantics, since in any given play only the chosen path is
recorded.
This last point is important to us, because, as pointed out by Harmer [Har99], the
absence of explicit branching information makes the modelling of nondeterministic
and probabilistic computation less modular. (Another solution to this problem is to
use presheaves over plays, see [TO15, TO14].)
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The linearity requirement, on the other hand, was an obstacle to the develop-
ment of game semantics models for languages of the kind discussed above. So in
order to fully exploit the advantages of concurrent games, Castellan, Clairambault
and Winskel introduced games with symmetry [CCW14], based on event structures
with symmetry [Win07]. This significant generalisation allowed the same authors
to carve out a model of concurrent Hyland-Ong games in [CCW15], in which, for
instance, the original definability argument for PCF can be re-enacted. But the
games of [CCW15] are much more general, and thus concurrent games already have
far-reaching applications. Examples include the theory of programs with parallel
features [CC16, CCW17], non-angelic nondeterminism [CCHW18] and quantum
programming [CdVW19].
Independently of the above, and soon after the seminal paper [RW11], Winskel
developed a theory of probabilistic strategies [Win13a] on concurrent games. By
exploiting a connection between event structures and domain theory, he defines a
notion of probabilistic event structures generalising previous attempts at probabilistic
models for concurrency [VVW04, AB06]. The result is a model of concurrent
probabilistic strategies exhibiting the four characteristics listed above.
This thesis sets out to bring together this probabilistic model and the work on
games with symmetry of Castellan et al., with the objective of modelling general
programming languages with probabilistic features. Furthermore, we are concerned
with the support of continuous probability distributions, which are not readily
supported by the model of [Win13a].
These objectives are not new; there is a large body of research on the denotational
semantics of probabilistic programs. In what follows we mention a few approaches.
1.1.3 Probabilistic programs and their semantics
A basic example of a probabilistic program is given by a single call to a random
primitive coin which, say, returns one of the boolean values tt or ff , each with prob-
ability 1
2
. One can then build more sophisticated programs: if coin then 2 else 3,
λf.f coin, etc. ; soon it becomes tricky to correctly reason about their operational
behaviour.
The earliest examples of probabilistic programming languages are found in work by
Saheb-Djaromi [SD78, Sah80] and Kozen [Koz79]. Jones and Plotkin [JP89, Jon90]
studied semantics for a probabilistic language in the setting of domain theory, via
a monad called the probabilistic powerdomain. The approach is successful but not
entirely satisfying – see [JT98] for a detailed account. Recently other domain-
theoretic models have been defined and extensively studied by Goubault-Larrecq
[Gou15, Gou19]
The above models are of the extensional kind: a program is interpreted as a
function from an input space to the space of probability distributions on a output
space, or a variation thereof. There are also a variety of intensional approaches,
among them Danos and Harmer’s probabilistic game semantics [DH02], an obvious
precursor to the present work. This is a probabilistic version of Hyland and Ong’s
game model, which is fully abstract (in the sense of Plotkin [Plo77], i.e. without the
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need for a quotient) for an extension of PCF with probabilistic choice and first-order
references called Probabilistic Algol.
Closely related, also, is the line of research stemming from the relational and
coherent semantics of linear logic [Gir88, Gir87] often referred to as quantitative
semantics. Some pioneering work is by Lamarche [Lam92], a general approach is
developed in [LMMP13], and there is a series of papers focusing on probabilistic
computation, including [DE11, EPT11, ETP14]. Note that [ETP14] contains a
striking full abstraction result for a probabilistic extension of PCF without references.
Recent developments and probabilistic programming. The past few years
have seen a rise in the development of models for probabilistic programs. This is
largely due to the development of a set of tools and methods for statistical modelling
referred to as probabilistic programming [GHNR14]. The idea is for a statistical model
to be encoded as a probabilistic program, whose variables correspond to the random
variables in the model. The advantages of this approach for practitioners are, on
one hand, access to a wide range of features (data structures, conditionals, recursion,
higher-order functions, etc.) making for a succinct encoding of sophisticated models,
and on the other hand, access to built-in inference engines, giving approximate solu-
tions to inference problems at runtime. Implementing such systems efficiently is diffi-
cult, however. The expressive power of programming languages, albeit elegant, makes
well-known inference methods insufficient in general. Thus, extending those methods
to arbitrary probabilistic programs is the subject of active research, which triggered
the need for more theoretical guarantees. This has been very stimulating for the se-
mantics community: see for instance [BDLGS16, SYW`16, Sta17, HKSY17, VKS19].
We now detail the contributions of each chapter.
1.2 This thesis
In Chapter 2, we give an introduction to concurrent games, and to the games
with symmetry as first presented in [CCW15]. Our presentation is inspired by
that in the journal versions [CCRW17, CCW19]. Most of the material in this
chapter is obtained directly from the above papers, though in Sections 2.5 and
2.6 we offer a much more thorough description of the bicategorical structure of
the model than was previously available.
In Chapter 3, we introduce Winskel’s probabilistic strategies and enrich them with
symmetry. The extension is not particularly problematic and the results of
[Win13b], found in full details in a set of unpublished notes [Win], provide most
of the tools. We introduce Markov strategies, which are needed in the next
chapter, show a “push-forward” property for maps of probabilistic strategies,
and discuss some categorical properties.
In Chapter 4, we describe an application to the semantics of a probabilistic extension
of the untyped λ-calculus. We define sequential innocent probabilistic strategies,
and prove they are stable under composition. We show an adequacy result
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for the model, and compare the semantics of the language to a notion of
probabilistic Nakajima trees introduced by Leventis [Lev16]. This work was
done in collaboration with Pierre Clairambault, see the conference paper
[CP18].
In Chapter 5 we discuss another application, this time to a probabilistic extension
of PCF. We exploit the innocence condition of the previous chapter to prove
a definability result. The results of this chapter, together with a study of
the connections between probabilistic concurrent games and the probabilistic
relational model of [LMMP13], are joint work with Simon Castellan, Pierre
Clairambault and Glynn Winskel, see [CCPW18].
In Chapter 6, we discuss a generalisation of the bicategory of concurrent games with
symmetry of Chapter 2. In this generalised model, games and strategies come
equipped with measure-theoretic structure, allowing for an accurate description
of computation with continuous data types, e.g. real numbers. The objective
of this model is to support computation with arbitrary probability measures on
the reals. This is a relatively technical mathematical development: we give in
full details the construction of a bicategory of measurable games and strategies.
In Chapter 7, we enrich measurable games with probability using (basic) tools from
measure theory. The result is a generalisation of the model of Chapter 3, which
can in principle be used to model, say, a version of PCF with a real number
type and continuous distributions. (We leave this important application as
further work.)
The content of Chapters 6 and 7 originates in joint work with Glynn Winskel,
presented in [PW18]. But this work was done in games without symmetry; the
present development is so far unpublished.




The starting point of this thesis is a framework for games and strategies known as
concurrent games. Originally appearing in work by Rideau and Winskel [RW11],
theory and applications of concurrent games have been substantially developed by
Castellan, Clairambault and Winskel (see for example [CCW14, CCW15]). The ex-
tended versions [CCRW17, CCW19] have largely inspired the presentation given here.
The purpose of this chapter is to give a formal account of the construction of the
model. This will be useful in later chapters where this construction is extended with
probability.
The chapter is organised as follows. In Section 2.1 we introduce event structures
and the basic notion of games and strategies based on them. In Section 2.2 we see
that for our purposes additional structure is needed, symmetry in event structures.
In Section 2.3 we see how to compose strategies, and in Section 2.4 we discuss the
associativity of composition and identity strategies. In the remaining two sections,
2.5 and 2.6, we discuss some categorical properties of the model.
2.1 Basic games and strategies as event structures
We start with a brief introduction to event structures, which play a fundamental
role in the development of the model; we will see that both games and strategies are
instances of event structures.
An event structure consists in a partially ordered set of events equipped with
extra structure indicating which of the events are compatible. We first discuss how
this can be used to model nondeterministic processes.
2.1.1 Partial-order models of processes
Consider the set containing three events a, b, and c under the partial order ď




As the graphical representation suggests, the relation ď should be interpreted as
a dependency relation: the event c can only occur once both events a and b have
occurred. In this example a and b are said to be concurrent, meaning that they are
causally independent and in an execution of the process one may find both events
occurring.
Now take the same set of events but with the order ď instead defined by a ď c
only. Suppose that a and b are known to be incompatible events: this is pictured as
a b
c
with the wiggly line expressing this incompatibility. These two relations on events
(dependency and incompatibility) are combined in an elegant way in event structures,
originally introduced in [NPW79]. In order to better convey the idea, we first define
a class of event structures whose definition is more intuitive. This is the class of event
structures with binary conflict, which contains most examples of event structures
found in this thesis:
Definition 2.1. An event structure with binary conflict is a tuple pE,ď,#q
consisting of a set of event E, a partial order ď on E, and an irreflexive conflict
relation # on E satisfying the following two axioms:
• for every e P E, the set res “ te1 P E | e1 ď eu is finite; and
• if e#e1 and e1 ď e2 then e#e2.
The set res is the causal history of event e; we also write req for reszteu. The first
condition in the definition is the requirement that every event should be accessible
in finite time. The second says that conflict is hereditary: in the previous example, b
and c are incompatible, though this was kept implicit in the diagram. Indeed we only
draw e e1 when e and e1 are in minimal conflict: e#e1 and for any e0 ď e and
e1 ď e
1, either e0 “ e and e1 “ e
1 or  pe0#e1q. As seen in the above figures, in order
to depict the dependency relation ď it is sufficient to draw immediate causality
e _ e1, defined as e ă e1 with nothing in between. (The order ď is then recovered as
the reflexive, transitive closure.)
Event structures with binary conflict can be generalised to account for situations
in which, say, three events are pairwise compatible but mutually incompatible.
Instead of a conflict relation we take the dual: a consistency relation indicating
which subsets of events may occur together.
This extra generality comes at the cost of a slightly more involved definition, but
makes some of the abstract theory more natural.
Definition 2.2. An event structure is a tuple pE,ď,Conq consisting of a set E,
a partial order ď on E, and a nonempty set Con of subsets of E, satistying the
following axioms:
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• (Finite causes) for every e P E, the set res “ te1 P E | e1 ď eu is finite;
• for every e P E, teu P Con;
• if X P Con and Y Ď X then Y P Con; and
• if X P Con, e P X, and e1 ď e, then X Y te1u P Con.
A configuration of an event structure E is a subset of events x Ď E which is
consistent (x P Con) and down-closed (if e P x and e1 ď e then e1 P x). The set of all
finite configurations of E is denoted by C pEq. It is a partial order under inclusion
Ď, with least element the empty configuration H.
When x, y P C pEq, we write x Ắy and say y covers x when there is e P E
such that y “ x Y teu; we may also write x Ắey. The axioms of event structures
ensure the following important fact: given x P C pEq there exists a covering chain
for x, i.e. a sequence x1, . . . , xn of configurations such that H Ắx1 Ắ . . . Ắxn Ắx.
Covering chains are not necessarily unique.
Given a family pAiqiPI of event structures (with polarity), we define their (simple)





with componentwise causality (and polarity). The consistent sets are those of the form
‖iPI Xi for I, such that Xi P ConAi for each i P I. (Observe that any configuration
x P C p‖iPI Aiq corresponds to ‖iPI xi where each xi P C pAiq, and at most finitely
many xi are nonempty).
2.1.2 Games and strategies
In concurrent games, event structures are used to represent both games and strategies
— so in programming languages, types and terms. Events correspond to moves, and
we use a polarity function to distinguish between moves of each player. An event
structure with polarity (esp) is an event structure pE,ď,Conq equipped with a
polarity function pol : E Ñ t`,´u. The polarity polpeq indicates which of the two
players is responsible for the move e: Player (`) or Opponent (´).
We will often keep the data implicit and refer to an esp pE,ď,Con, polq simply
as E. Moreover we use the following notation: if x, y P C pEq and x Ď y, we write
x Ď` y (resp. x Ď´ y) if every e P yzx has positive (resp. negative) polarity. The
relations Ắ` and Ắ´ are defined analogously.
Definition 2.3. A game is an event structure with polarity.
So a game can be seen as a set of available moves for each player, along with
compatibility and causal constraints between them.
Informally, a strategy should specify Player’s behaviour at any point in the game,
according to the moves Opponent chooses to play. (Note, by strategy we always
mean a strategy for Player.) We encode this as another event structure with polarity
S whose events are in some sense labelled by those of the game, via a map σ : S Ñ A.
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To ensure that the strategy S obeys the causal constraints imposed by the game,
the map σ will be required to satisfy the axioms of a map of event structures.
Definition 2.4. If E and E 1 are event structures, a map of event structures
f : E Ñ E 1 is a function on events which
• preserves configurations: for every x P C pEq, the direct image fx P C pE 1q;
and
• is locally injective: for every x P C pEq and e, e1 P x, if fpeq “ fpe1q then e “ e1.
If E and E 1 have polarity, f must additionally preserve it.
The local injectivity condition gives for each x P C pEq a bijection x – fx.
Although maps of event structures are defined on events, their action on con-
figurations is sometimes easier to describe. So we begin by observing the following
property:
Lemma 2.5. Suppose f, g : E Ñ E 1 are maps of event structures. If fx “ gx for
every x P C pEq, then f “ g.
Proof. Let e P E. By assumption, f res “ gres and f req “ greq. Because the
restrictions of f and g to res are injective, fpeq “ f reszf req “ greszgreq “ gpeq.
It is also helpful to know when a function of configurations is generated by a map
of event structures:
Lemma 2.6. Let f : C pEq Ñ C pE 1q be a monotone function which preserves
cardinality (|fpxq| “ |x|) and preserves unions (fpxY yq “ fxY fy). Then, there is
a map of event structures E Ñ E 1 whose action on configurations corresponds to f .
The proof is straightforward and can be found in [Cas17]. We can now define
concurrent strategies:
Definition 2.7. For a game A, a strategy on A consists of an event structure with
polarity S, together with a map of event structures σ : S Ñ A which is
• receptive: if x P C pSq and σx Ď´ y for some y P C pAq, there exists a unique
x1 P C pSq such that x Ď x1 and σx1 “ y;
• courteous: if e, e1 P S are such that e _ e1 and σpeq ­_ σpe1q, then polpeq “ ´
and polpe1q “ `.
In words, the courtesy axiom says that a strategy may only specify additional
causal dependencies of Player moves on Opponent moves. The receptivity axiom
states that at any stage Player must be prepared to let Opponent play the moves
that the game A makes available to them.
Although sufficient in some contexts, for the purposes of this thesis games and
strategies as presented above must be enriched with extra structure. The issue is
with duplication: we expand on this in what follows.
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2.2 Symmetry in concurrent games
In order to model a programming language with no restriction on resource usage
(specifically, a non-affine language), it will be important to allow for moves of the
game to be played more than once. This is not possible with the above because
strategies must be locally injective.
One could consider an expanded version of the game where each move exists in
many copies, but this naive approach fails in ensuring that Player’s behaviour is
uniform with respect to Opponent’s particular choice of copy.
This issue is addressed by considering games and strategies based on event struc-
tures with symmetry [Win07], which extend event structures with extra information
expressing when configurations should be considered equivalent. The extra structure
and associated axioms will ensure that strategies are uniform.
We first define event structures with symmetry, and then see how the games and
strategies above can in turn be extended with symmetry.
2.2.1 Symmetry in event structures
There are multiple presentations of event structures with symmetry [Win07]; the
following best suits our purposes:
Definition 2.8. An isomorphism family on an event structure E is a set –E of
bijections θ : x – y, for x, y P C pEq, satisfying the following axioms
(Groupoid) –E contains all identity bijections, and is closed under composition and
inverse;
(Restriction) if pθ : x – yq P –E and x
1 Ď x, then there exists y1 Ď y and
pθ1 : x1 – y1q P –E such that θ
1 Ď θ (where Ď is inclusion of graphs); and
(Extension) if pθ : x – yq P –E and x Ď x
1, then there exists y1 P C pEq with y Ď y1,
and pθ1 : x1 – y1q P –E, such that θ Ď θ
1 (note that θ1 is not necessarily unique).
Additionally, if E has polarity, we ask that each θ P –E preserve it.
Definition 2.9. An event structure with symmetry (and polarity) is a pair
E “ pE,–Eq of an event structure (with polarity) and an isomorphism family on it.
We use E ,A,B,S, T , etc. to denote event structures with symmetry; it is under-
stood that E,A,B, S, T, etc. denote the underlying event structures. To indicate that
a bijection θ : x – y is in –E, we will write θ : x–E y. We do not distinguish between
the bijection θ, and its graph tpe, θpeqq | e P xu; in particular the set operations
Ď, Ắ,Y, etc. extend to bijections; and because elements of –E preserve polarity
when it is there, the polarised extensions Ď`, Ắ`, etc. are also well-defined.
Example 2.10. A process featuring countably many copies of a single event can
be modelled as an event structure with symmetry E as follows: E “ N; causality is
trivial (i ď j iff i “ j); all subsets are consistent; and the isomorphism family –E
contains all bijections θ : x – y between finite configurations of E ( i.e. finite subsets
of N).
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More generally, suppose A is an event structure with symmetry and polarity. An
expanded version of it is given by the essp !A which has underlying esp !A “‖iPω A.
Its isomorphism family –!A contains those θ :‖iPω xi –‖iPω yi for which there is
π : ω – ω and θi : xi –Ai xπpiq such that θpi, aq “ pπpiq, θipaqq for each pi, aq P !A.
(Lemma 2.15 below states that this satisfies the axioms for an isomorphism family.)
Definition 2.11. An map E Ñ E 1 of event structures with symmetry is a map
f : E Ñ E 1 which additionally preserves symmetry: if θ : x–E y then fθ : fx–E1 fy.
2.2.2 Arenas
A general model of games and strategies with symmetry may then be defined, following
[CCW14]. There, a game can be an arbitrary event structure with symmetry, and
uniformity of strategies in enforced via a saturation condition.
The work in this thesis follows an alternative approach, introduced in [CCW15],
in which games are event structures with symmetry equipped with two further
isomorphism families, containing bijections only affecting moves of one of the two
players. This concept appears in [CCW15], and in more details in [CCW19], under
the name of thin concurrent game. We choose this approach over the saturated
strategies of [CCW14], as it will prove much more accommodating to probability.
Definition 2.12. A game with symmetry is a tuple A “ pA,–A,–`A,–´Aq, where




A are three isomorphism families on A such that
• the families –`A and –´A are sub-families of –A;
• if θ P –´A X–`A, then θ is the identity bijection on some x P C pAq;
• if θ P –´A and θ Ď´ θ1 for some θ1 P –A then θ1 P –´A; and
• if θ P –`A and θ Ď` θ1 for some θ1 P –A then θ1 P –`A.
We extend the notation for symmetric configurations: if θ : x – y is in the
isomorphism –`A, we write θ : x –
`
A y. The following property of games with
symmetry is easily derived from the axioms:
Lemma 2.13. Let A be a game with symmetry and let θ : x –`A y. Suppose x Ď´
x1 P C pAq. Then there is a unique extension θ Ď θ1 : x1 –`A y
1.
Proof. Suppose there are extensions θ1 : x1–`A y
1 and θ2 : x1–`A y
2. Then the bijection
θ2 ˝ θ1´1 : y1 – y2 is in –`A, but it is also a negative extension of idy P –
´
A, so
necessarily in –´A by the third axiom of Definition 2.12. Thus by the second axiom
θ2 ˝ θ1´1 is an identity bijection, which implies the result.
We will be particularly interested in the following class of games:
Definition 2.14. An arena is a game with symmetry A whose underlying esp A is
• forest-shaped: if a ď b and c ď b then either a ď c or c ď a; and
• alternating: if a _ b then polpaq “ ´polpbq.
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Say an arena A is negative (resp. positive) if all its initial moves have negative
(resp. positive) polarity. If A is either negative or positive we say it is polarised.
The classic example of a game with symmetry is obtained via the construction of
!A in Example 2.10, given an essp A. The associated isomorphism family –!A allows
for an arbitrary choice of copy index for the moves of A. When A is a polarised
arena, there are two sub-families –`!A and –
´
!A defined as follows:
• –´!A contains bijections θ : x ––!A y such that for each i P ω the bijection
θi : xi – yπpiq is in the isomorphism family –
´
A, and moreover if πpiq ‰ i, then
all initial moves of xi have negative polarity.
• –`!A contains bijections θ : x ––!A y such that for each i P ω the bijection
θi : xi – yπpiq is in the isomorphism family –
`
A, and moreover if πpiq ‰ i, then
all initial moves of xi have positive polarity.
Lemma 2.15. When A is a polarised arena, the tuple p!A,–!A,–´!A,–
`
!Aq is an arena
with same polarity.




!A are isomorphism families. We check
the axioms for the first one.
(Groupoid) If x P C p!Aq then the identity bijection θ : x – x is in –!A since
(taking π to be the identity on ω) all θi : xi – xi are in –A. If θ : x–!Ay, then we have
bijections θ´1i : yi –A xπ´1piq for each i and therefore θ
´1 : y –!A x. If θ : x–!A y and
ϕ : y–!A z with reindexing bijections πθ and πϕ respectively, we can take π “ πϕ ˝ πθ
and let pϕ ˝ θqi : xi – zπpiq, clearly in –A for each i. So ϕ ˝ θ P –!A.
(Restriction) Let θ : x –!A y and x
1 Ď x. If x “
Ť





i, where for all i we have x
1
i Ď xi. The restriction of each
θi : xi – yπpiq to x
1






πpiq, and so with the same reindexing π
we have a bijection θ1 : x1 –!A y





The same argument can be used to check the (Extension) axiom, and given that
every bijection in an isomorphism family must preserve polarity, it is straightforward
to do the same verifications for –´!A and –
`





satisfies the axioms of a game with symmetry.
The isomorphism families –´!A and –
`
!A are subsets of –!A by definition. Suppose
θ : x – y is in –´!AX–
`





A, which must be the identity given that A is a game with symmetry.
Moreover if i ‰ πpiq, then the initial moves of xi have both negative and positive
polarity. But xi is nonempty since pi, aq P x, so we must have i “ πpiq and θ is the
identity bijection.
Suppose now that θ : x ––´!A
y and θ : x1 ––´!A
y1 with reindexing π and π1
respectively, such that θ Ď´ θ1. For i P ω, we have that θi Ď




1piq ‰ i. If xi has any initial moves, then πpiq “ π
1piq and so the








To ensure uniformity, a strategy on a game with symmetry A is defined as a map
σ : S Ñ A where S too is equipped with symmetry. There are extra conditions,
which we discuss below:
Definition 2.16. Given an arena A, a strategy on A consists of an event structure
with symmetry and polarity S, and a map σ : S Ñ pA,–Aq, such that:
• the underlying map σ : S Ñ A is a strategy in the sense of Definition 2.7;
• σ is „-receptive: if θ : x–S y and σθ Ď´ ψ then there exists a unique θ1 P –S
such that θ Ď θ1 and σθ1 “ ψ ; and
• σ is thin: if x P C pSq and idx Ď` θ for some θ P –S, then θ “ idx1 for some
x1 P C pSq.
The „-receptivity condition is very natural: informally, because σ is a strategy
for Player, the symmetry of Opponent moves in the strategy should be canonically
induced from the symmetry of the game. Thinness is more subtle: it says that there
is no non-trivial “positive symmetry” in a strategy. This does not mean that Player
is not allowed to play several copies of the same move, only that those should not be
recorded as symmetric in S.
Thin strategies, introduced in [CCW15], can be considered “up to positive
symmetry”; in other words, it is possible to consider two strategies equivalent if
they only differ in Player’s choice of copy indices. The key insight of [CCW15] is
that thinness makes this equivalence a congruence for composition of strategies. In
this thesis, this issue arises in the construction of a bicategory of games and thin
strategies (specifically, when defining horizontal composition of 2-cells).
The next section shows how strategies compose.
2.3 Composing strategies
2.3.1 Interaction
We start with an important definition: the dual AK of an event structure with polarity
A is the same event structure with polarity function reversed: polAK “ ´polA. If






Suppose A is a fixed arena. Consider a strategy σ : S Ñ A, and a strategy
τ : T Ñ AK on the dual arena. Just as σ specifies the behaviour of Player, τ can be
thought of as a strategy for Opponent, sometimes called a counterstrategy.
We consider the situation where Player follows strategy σ and Opponent strategy
τ . The goal of this section is to use constructions on event structures to understand
this interaction.
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always exists in the category of event structures with symmetry, where we abuse the
notation slightly: A refers to the ess pA,–Aq without the extra structure –´A and
–
`
A, and all polarity information is ignored (otherwise τ : T Ñ A would not be a
valid map).
The ess S ^ T models the result of the interaction of strategies S and T . Every
configuration of S ^ T corresponds to the synchronisation of a configuration of S
and a configuration of T . Thus σ and τ must agree on a set of moves, and the causal
constraints imposed on Player and Opponent must be compatible.
Formally, suppose x P C pSq and y P C pT q are such that σx “ τy. Then, by the
local injectivity condition on maps of event structures, so that there is a bijection
θ : x – σx “ τy – y. We say that such a bijection is secured if the transitive
closure of the relation Ĳ defined for ps, tq, ps1, t1q P θ as
ps, tq Ĳ ps1, t1q iff s ďS s
1 or t ďT t
1
is also anti-symmetric.
An event structure is fully determined by its set of configurations [Win86]. Thus
the event structure with symmetry S ^ T is characterised by the following result:
Lemma 2.17 ([CCW19]). Configurations of S ^ T correspond to pairs px, yq P
C pSq ˆ C pT q such that σx “ τy and the composite bijection x – σx “ τy – y is
secured. The isomorphism family –S^T comprises, for every z, z
1 P C pS ^ T q, the
bijections θ : z – z1 such that Π1θ : Π1z –S Π1z
1 and Π2θ : Π2z –T Π2z
1.
2.3.2 Strategies as morphisms
For arenas A and B, a strategy from A to B is a strategy on the arena AK ‖ B.
Let C be a third arena, and suppose σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B and τ : T Ñ BK ‖ C are
strategies. The composition of σ and τ will arise after the two strategies synchronise




We form the pullback
pS ‖ Cq ^ pA ‖ T q
S ‖ C A ‖ T
A ‖ B ‖ C
Π2Π1
σ‖C A‖τ
in which all polarity information is ignored, since in particular τ and σ disagree on the
polarity assigned to events of B. We denote by T fS the pullback pS ‖ Cq^pA ‖ T q,
called the interaction of σ and τ . The composite map T f S Ñ A ‖ B ‖ C induced
by the pullback diagram is written τ f σ.
If e P T f S is mapped to the A- or the C-component of A ‖ B ‖ C, then its
polarity is determined as follows: we take it to be polAKppτ f σqeq or polCppτ f σqeq,
accordingly. For events mapped to the B-component, the polarity is ambiguous
because σ and τ disagree. But we can recover a form of polarity by assigning neutral
polarity to those events.
In addition to the negative/neutral/positive description of events of T f S, the
following terminology will be useful: we say e P T f S is a σ-action if Π1e is a
positive event of S, and a τ-action if Π2e is a positive event of T . No event is both
a σ-action and a τ -action, and negative events of T f S are neither of the two.
2.3.2.2 Hiding and composition
To compose strategies τ and σ we need to hide the synchronisation events. Accordingly
we will hide from T f S the events with neutral polarity. The remaining events are
called visible.
To do this we use the following general construction on event structures with
symmetry [CCW19]. Let E be an essp and V Ď E a subset of events closed under
symmetry, so if θ : x –E y and e P x X V , then θpeq P V . Then E Ó V is the
esp with events V , and causality, consistency and polarity directly induced from
E. Importantly, a configuration x P C pE Ó V q has a unique witness rxs P C pEq
obtained as the down-closure of x in E. The isomorphism family –EÓV is the set
tθ : x – y | x, y P C pE Ó V q and Dθ1 : rxs –E rys with θ Ď θ
1
u
giving an essp E Ó V “ pE Ó V,–EÓV q.
So from the map τ f σ : T f S Ñ A ‖ B ‖ C, to obtain a map to A ‖ C we first
consider pT f Sq Ó V , where V contains A-moves and C-moves only:
V “ te P T f S | pτ f σqpeq “ p1, aq with a P A, or p3, cq with c P Cu.
We denote pT f Sq Ó V by T d S. Restricting the map τ f σ to T d S gives a
map of event structures with symmetry τ d σ : T d S Ñ A ‖ C. Polarity can be
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recovered, unambiguously: polTdSpeq fi polAK‖Cppτ d σqpeqq.
The map τ d σ : T d S Ñ AK ‖ C satisfies all the axioms for a strategy from A
to C [CCW15]; it is the composition of τ and σ.
2.3.3 Causally compatible pairs
Before continuing with the bicategorical development, we devote the rest of this
section to a more detailed description of the essps T f S and T d S. The results we
present will be useful in the rest of the thesis.
By Lemma 2.17, configurations of T fS correspond to pairs pxS ‖ xC , xA ‖ xT q P
C pS ‖ Cq ˆ C pA ‖ T q for which the bijection
xS ‖ xC – σxS ‖ xC “ xA ‖ τxT – xA ‖ xT
is secured. Since xA and xC are determined by xS and xT (respectively), the pairs
pxS, xT q suffice to characterise the configurations of T f S.
Definition 2.18. Configurations xS P C pSq and xT P C pT q are said to be causally
compatible when they are matching, i.e. there is xA ‖ xB ‖ xC P C pA ‖ B ‖ Cq
such that σxS “ xA ‖ xB and τxT “ xB ‖ xC , and the induced bijection xS ‖ xC –
σxS ‖ xC “ xA ‖ τxT – xA ‖ xT is secured.
So, configurations of C pT f Sq correspond to causally compatible pairs, and
we write xT f xS for the configuration corresponding to the pair pxS, xT q. This
notation, borrowed from [CC16], will significantly help the technical development.
Note however that f is not a total operator on configurations: writing xT f xS
assumes that xS and xT are causally compatible.
Elements of the isomorphism family –TfS can also be seen as matching pairs:
Lemma 2.19. Bijections θ : xT f xS – yT f yS in –TfS correspond to pairs
pθS, θT q, where θS : xS –S yS and θT : xT –T yT and the two are matching, i.e.
σθS ‖ θC “ θA ‖ τθT for some θA P –A, θC P –C. We write θ “ θT f θS.
Proof. By Lemma 2.17, a bijection θ : xTfxS – yTfyS is in –TfS only if Π1θ P –S‖C
and Π2θ P –A‖T . Writing Π1θ “ θS ‖ θC and Π2θ “ θA ‖ θT , the bijections θS and
θT are matching, since σθS ‖ θC “ pτ f σqθ “ θA ‖ τθT .
Conversely, given matching θS : xS –S yS and θT : xT –T yT , we take θ :
xT f xS –TfS yT f yS to be the bijection
xT f xS – xS ‖ xC
ϕ
– yA ‖ yT – yT f yS
where ϕ stands for either
xS ‖ xC – xA ‖ xT
θA‖θT
– yA ‖ yT or xS ‖ xC
θS‖θC
– yS ‖ yC – yA ‖ yT .
(The two bijections are equal by the matching requirement.) It is routine to check
that Π1θ “ θS ‖ θC and Π2θ “ θA ‖ θT .
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Lemma 2.20. Configurations of T d S correspond to causally compatible pairs
pxS, xT q P C pSq ˆ C pT q which are minimal among those with the same projection
to A and C.
We write xT d xS P C pT d Sq for the configuration corresponding to pxS, xT q.
As with xT f xS, this notation assumes that xS and xT are causally compatible and
that the pair is minimal.
2.4 Copycat and associativity of composition
2.4.1 Identity strategies
The following strategy, known as copycat, will act as identity on a game A. It
comprises an essp CCA and a map
ccA : CCA Ñ AK ‖ A.
As the name suggests, copycat might informally be described as the strategy on
AK ‖ A in which Player reproduces on each side Opponent’s behaviour on the other.
Formally, the events, polarity and consistency of CCA are those of A
K ‖ A,
and the causality is that of AK ‖ A enriched with the pairs tppa, 1q, pa, 2qq | a P
A and polApaq “ `u Y tppa, 2q, pa, 1qq | polApaq “ ´u.
Note that because CCA is just A
K ‖ A with added causal constraints, configurations
of CCA can be seen as a subset of those of A
K ‖ A. The following characterisation
will be useful:
Lemma 2.21. C pCCAq “ tx1 ‖ x2 P C pA ‖ Aq | x1 Ě` x1 X x2 Ď´ x2u.
The isomorphism family –CCA contains bijections θ1 ‖ θ2 : x1 ‖ x2 – x11 ‖ x12 with





` θK1 X θ2 Ď
´ θ2.
Because of this characterisation, the relation x1 Ď x2 defined as x1 Ě
` x1Xx2 Ď
´
x2 between configurations of A plays a significant role. It is a partial order, called
the Scott order.
2.4.2 Copycat is an identity
As it tends to be the case when composition is given by a universal construction,
there is no strict notion of identity in concurrent games. Indeed games and strategies
are not a category, but a bicategory, whose construction we will formally give in the
next section. Here we simply discuss in which weaker sense the copycat strategy is
the identity strategy on a game.
In general for a strategy σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B, there are isomorphisms of essps
λσ : CCB d S – S and ρσ : S d CCA – S making the following diagrams commute:









Showing the existence of these isomorphisms is not an easy task [CCRW17], and
requires a careful analysis of the interactions CCB f S and S f CCA. We do not
reproduce the full proof here; however we give sufficient detail that similar proofs
can be carried out in the probabilistic setting.
We consider only the composition σd ccA: the argument for ccB d σ is symmetric,
and anyway follows from the first case since σ can also be seen as a strategy from
BK to AK, and from this point of view pre-composition is post-composition.
Recall that configurations of CCA are of the form yA ‖ xA for xA, yA P C pAq with
xA Ď yA (where Ď is the “Scott order”). Interaction with copycat does not induce
any causal loops (we say it is deadlock-free), so that configurations of S f CCA
correspond to pairs of configurations xS P C pSq and yA ‖ xA P C pCCAq such that
σxS “ xA ‖ xB for some xB P C pBq. Similarly, configurations of CCB f S are
pyB ‖ xBq f xS, where xB Ď yB (so yB ‖ xB P C pCCBq), and σxS “ xA ‖ yB for some
xA P C pAq.
Lemma 2.22 ([CCRW17, Cas17]). There are isomorphisms ρσ : S d CCA Ñ S and
λσ : CCBdS Ñ S, making the above diagrams commute, and acting on configurations
as follows.
• To xS d pyA ‖ xAq P C pS d CCAq, where σxS “ xA ‖ xB and xA Ď yA, ρσ
associates the unique x˚S P C pSq such that x
˚
S Ď xS and σx
˚
S “ yA ‖ xB.
• To pxB ‖ yBq d xS P C pCCB d Sq, where σxS “ xA ‖ xB and yB Ď xB, λσ
associates the unique x˚S P C pSq such that x
˚
S Ď xS and σx
˚
S “ xA ‖ yB.
2.4.3 Associativity of composition
Consider three strategies σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B, τ : T Ñ BK ‖ C and ρ : R Ñ CK ‖ D.
Their composition is not associative on the nose, that is: ρd pτ d σq ‰ pρd τq d σ.
However, the strategies are isomorphic via a map ασ,τ,ρ : pRdT qdS ñ RdpT dSq
such that




commutes. The map was given in [CCRW17] and extended to games with symmetry
in [Cas17]. It is obtained by first considering a canonical isomorphism
αfρ,τ,σ : pRf T q f S ñ Rf pT f Sq
between the two obvious ways to make σ, τ, and ρ interact, and carefully restricting
this to an isomorphism αρ,τ,σ : pRd T q d S Ñ Rd pT d Sq involving only visible
events.
Lemma 2.23. There is a strong isomorphism of strategies ασ,τ,ρ : pρ d τq d σ ñ
ρdpτdσq of strategies, natural in its arguments σ, τ and ρ, and such that αρ,τ,σppxRd
xT q d xSq “ xR d pxT d xSq.
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The isomorphisms α, λ, and ρ are instrumental in defining a bicategory of games
and strategies; this is what is done in [CCRW17, Cas17]. We give a different
presentation, noticing that games and strategies form part of a larger object (a
pseudo-double category) from which the bicategory eventually arises.
2.5 A pseudo-double category
We first give some motivation.
The bicategorical story. Associators and unitors are examples of 2-cells – mor-





That the diagram commutes means that for any s P S, s and fpsq correspond to
the same move of the game. Because games are equipped with symmetry, we relax
this slightly, allowing s and fpsq to be different copies of the same move. All copies
of each Opponent move must appear in both S and S 1 anyway, by the receptivity
property, so this relaxation is only interesting for Player moves. With this relaxed
notion of 2-cell, two strategies are considered isomorphic if they only differ in Player’s
choice of copy indices.








where „` is an equivalence relation on maps defined as follows:
Definition 2.24. Two maps f, f 1 : S Ñ S 1 of essps are said to be symmetric,
written f „ f 1, if for all x P C pSq the bijection ϕx “ tpfpsq, f 1psqq | s P xu is in the
isomorphism family –S. If A is a game with symmetry, then we say g, g1 : S Ñ A
are positively symmetric (g „` g1) if they are symmetric with respect to the
isomorphism family –`A.
We will see that games (with symmetry), strategies and maps of strategies form
a bicategory. As a reminder, and to fix the notation, a bicategory consists of:
• a set C of objects;
• for each A,B P C, a category C rA,Bs, whose morphisms are called 2-cells
and denoted with a double arrow, e.g. f : σ ñ σ1 for σ, σ1 P C rA,Bs;
• for each A,B,C P C, a composition functor d : C rB,CsˆC rA,Bs Ñ C rA,Cs;
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• for each A P C, an identity morphism idA P C rA,As;
• for each A,B P C and for each σ P C rA,Bs, invertible 2-cells λσ : idB d σ ñ σ
and ρσ : σ d idA ñ σ, the left and right unitors; and
• for each A,B,C,D P C and for each σ P C rA,Bs, τ P C rB,Cs and η P
C rC,Ds, an invertible 2-cell ασ,τ,η : pη d τq d σ ñ η d pτ d σq called the
associator.
Unitors and associator are subject to naturality and coherence conditions which we
omit; a standard reference for this is [Lei98]. We do not normally distinguish between
the name of a category and that of its set of objects; if there is any ambiguity we
write |C| for the latter.
It is worth saying explicitly that the 2-cells of a bicategory can be composed in
two distinct ways: as morphisms in a hom-category C rA,Bs, and via the composition

































there exists a map






called the horizontal composition of f and g. Understanding why the map g d f
exists is technical, and an important contribution of [CCW19]; we will give more
details later on.
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Generalised maps and lifting. The notion of maps between strategies can be
generalised further. In [CCRW17, Lemma 4.4] maps of the form
S T




are briefly discussed. The authors notice that for maps
S S 1









they can construct a map
T d S T 1 d S 1




Strictly speaking, our situation is different, since in [CCRW17] games have no
symmetry. We will consider a “weak” variant, with the square commuting only up to
„`, and see that the construction of gdf proposed in [CCW19] readily extends. The
only additional requirement is that maps between games behave well with respect to
all three isomorphism families:
Definition 2.25. For games with symmetry A and B, a map of games f : AÑ B
is a map of essps which additionally preserves positive and negative symmetry: if
θ P –`A then fθ P –
`
B and if θ P –
´
A then fθ P –
´
B.
Generalised maps of strategies are not given a central place in [CCRW17], yet
they are used to show a significant result about “lifting”, a method for constructing
strategies from maps of essps between the games themselves. We start by recalling
the definition:
Definition 2.26. Let A and B be games. Let f : A Ñ B be a map of event




ÝÝÑ AK ‖ A A
K‖f
ÝÝÝÑ AK ‖ B
is a strategy from A to B, called the lifting of f and denoted pf . Similarly for




ÝÝÑ BK ‖ B g‖BÝÝÑ AK ‖ B
from A to B.
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This construction is helpful because maps of essps are often easier to describe
than strategies. For instance, the symmetry of parallel composition is evident from
the isomorphism of essps
b : A ‖ B Ñ B ‖ A,
so when A and B are games this can be lifted to a strategy
pb : CCA‖B Ñ pA ‖ BqK ‖ B ‖ A.
In the bicategory of games and strategies, pb is not strictly an isomorphism, but there
are invertible 2-cells
ccA – xb´1 dpb pbd xb´1 – ccB
making pb an equivalence. To see why those 2-cells exist, we must investigate compo-
sition with a lifted map. This is where generalised maps come in.
Lemma 2.27 ([CCW19]). Let f : B Ñ C be courteous, receptive and „-receptive,
and let σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B be a strategy. Then, there is an invertible 2-cell pf d σ –
pAK ‖ fq ˝ σ, i.e.







Proof. There are generalised maps
S S









which we can compose “horizontally”:
CCB d S CCB d S




This map is an isomorphism, which we combine with the unitor






to get the result.
A pseudo-double category. By considering generalised maps of strategies, we
step outside of the bicategory: the maps are now between strategies on different
games. As it turns out, games, strategies, maps of games, and (generalised) maps of
strategies form a pseudo-double category. In a double category there are two kinds
of morphisms (referred to as horizontal and vertical), and therefore two kinds of
composition, for which the laws of identity and associativity are required to hold
on the nose. In a pseudo-double category, the laws for horizontal composition are
relaxed and allowed to hold up to coherent invertible 2-cells, much like in a bicategory.
And indeed any pseudo-double category gives rise to a bicategory (its “horizontal
bicategory”), obtained by forgetting the vertical dimension. Note that pseudo-double
categories have recently appeared in several places within game semantics: see for
instance [EH19, Mel19].
The formal definition is as follows. (The notation reflects that our pseudo-double
category of interest consists of games and strategies.)
Definition 2.28. A pseudo-double category D consists of two categories D0 and
D1, together with functors
cc : D0 Ñ D1
src, tgt : D1 Ñ D0
d : D1 ˆD0 D1 Ñ D1




ÐÝ D1) such that for A P D0, srcpccAq “
tgtpccAq “ A, and for pτ, σq P D1ˆD0 D1, srcpτ dσq “ srcpσq and tgtpτ dσq “ tgtpτq.
Additionally D is equipped with natural isomorphisms
λ : ccB d σ ñ σ
ρ : σ d ccA ñ σ
α : pη d τq d σ ñ η d pτ d σq
subject to the same coherence axioms as in a bicategory, and such that srcpλq, tgtpλq,
srcpρq, tgtpρq, srcpαq, and tgtpαq are identity maps in D0.
Some standard terminology and notation: morphisms of D0 are called vertical
morphisms, and we write them f : A Ñ B. Objects of D1 are called horizontal
morphisms and written σ : A Ñ̀ B (where A “ srcpσq and B “ tgtpσq; this matches
the usual concurrent games notation). Finally a morphism α in D1 (known as a









where f “ srcpαq and g “ tgtpαq. Squares can be glued either horizontally or
vertically, following one of the two notions of composition for 2-cells.
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We will see that in the pseudo-double category G of concurrent games, G0 has
games as objects and maps of games as morphisms, while G1 has strategies as objects
and generalised maps as morphisms. Later on it will be important to recover the
usual bicategory, and for this we will perform the following construction on G :
Definition 2.29. The horizontal bicategory HpDq of a pseudo-double category
D has
• objects: objects of D0;
• morphisms: objects of D1;
• 2-cells: globular morphisms of D1, i.e. those α such that srcpαq and tgtpαq








we often write a globular 2-cell as α : σ ñ σ1.
In our pseudo-double category, a globular map will be one of the form
S T




i.e. a map in the usual sense.
Outline. The construction of a pseudo-double category of concurrent games and
strategies is very natural, and it seems important enough in its own right. Further-
more, we will see that the lifting and co-lifting constructions are justified by the
(established) double-categorical concepts of companions and conjoints.
Still, the result has practical relevance, since it allows us to identify symmetric
monoidal structure in the bicategory of concurrent games. A theorem of Shulman
[Shu10] states that if D is symmetric monoidal, and is isofibrant (in concurrent games
terms, “all isomorphisms can be lifted”), then the bicategory HpDq is symmetric
monoidal. It is significantly easier to show that a pseudo-double category is symmetric
monoidal than to carry out the full proof directly in the horizontal bicategory. As we
will see in Section 2.6, symmetric monoidal structure is an important step towards
cartesian closure, and the latter is needed for applications in semantics.
So the rest of the section is as follows: in 2.5.1 we define the pseudo-double
category G of concurrent games, discussing in particular the difficulty with horizontal
composition in the presence of symmetry. In 2.5.2, we explore lifting in more detail,
and in 2.5.3 we describe the symmetric monoidal structure of G .
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2.5.1 The pseudo-double category G
We start with two categories.
• G0 has games A,B, etc. as objects, and maps f : A Ñ B of games as mor-
phisms, with the usual notions of identity and composition for maps of event
structures.
• The objects of G1 are strategies σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B, τ : T Ñ CK ‖ D . . . , where
A,B, C,D, etc. are games. Its morphisms are tuples pf, g, hq with f a map of
essps and g, h maps of games, such that
S T




The identity morphism on a strategy σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B is pidS , idA, idBq, and the
composition operation (vertical composition) is the componentwise composition,
which is ensured to commute up to „`:
Lemma 2.30. Let pf, g, hq and pf 1, g1, h1q be maps of strategies given by
S S 1 S2







Then pf 1 ˝ f, g1 ˝ g, h1 ˝ hq is a map of strategies from σ to σ2.
Proof. We check that merging the two squares preserves the commutativity up to
„`. For x P C pSq, by definition of „` there are two “canonical” symmetries
ϕx : σ
1
pfxq – pgK ‖ hqpσxq φfx : σ2pf 1pfxqq – pg1K ‖ h1qpσ1pfxqq
which are in –`
A1K‖B1 and –
`
A2K‖B2 , respectively. Since the map g
1K ‖ h1 preserves
positive symmetry (as a map of games), the map
φfx ˝ pg
1K ‖ h1qϕx : σ2ppf 1 ˝ fqxq – ppg1 ˝ gqK ‖ ph1 ˝ hqqpσxq
is also in –`
A2K‖B2 , and it is clear that this coincides with the canonical bijection in
the definition of „`, so we are done.
So G0 is our category of objects, and G1 our category of morphisms. The “domain”
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and “codomain” functors src, tgt : G1 Ñ G0 are as expected:
srcpS σÝÑ AK ‖ Bq “ A
tgtpS σÝÑ AK ‖ Bq “ B
srcpf, g, hq “ g
tgtpf, g, hq “ h
For the “identity” functor cc : G0 Ñ G1, we use the following property:
Lemma 2.31. If f : A Ñ B is a map of essps, then the map fK ‖ f : AK ‖ A Ñ
BK ‖ B is also a map CCA Ñ CCB, denoted ccf .
Proof. It preserves configurations since for every x ‖ y P C pCCAq, y Ď x, so fy Ď fx
and therefore fx ‖ fy “ fpx ‖ yq is a configuration of CCB. It is locally injective
because fK ‖ f is, and preserves symmetry, since it preserves Ď and symmetries in
copycat are of the form ψ ‖ φ with φ Ď ψ.
So we define cc : G0 Ñ G1 as ccpAq “ ccA and ccpf : AÑ Bq “ pccf , f, fq.
We proceed with the horizontal composition functor d. The composition of
strategies σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B and τ : T Ñ BK ‖ C is the strategy τ dσ : T dS : AK ‖ C
obtained via interaction and hiding, as defined in 2.3.2. Defining the action of the
functor d on morphisms of G1 ˆG0 G1 is less straightforward. Suppose given maps
S S 1











The situation for interactions can be summarised in a diagram, with polarity
ignored as usual:
T f S
T 1 f S 1
S ‖ C S 1 ‖ C 1 A1 ‖ T 1 A ‖ T













The outer diagram, as well as the inner-most square, commute on the nose, because
T f S and T 1 f S 1 are defined as pullbacks. But because the two squares at the
bottom only commute up to symmetry, we are not in a position to apply the universal
property of T 1 f S 1 in order to obtain a map g f f : T f S Ñ T 1 f S 1.
But it turns out that T 1 f S 1 enjoys a stronger universal property:
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Lemma 2.32 (Bi-pullback property, [CCW19]). If X is an ess and there are maps
ϕ : X Ñ S 1 ‖ C 1 and ψ : X Ñ A1 ‖ T 1 such that pσ1 ‖ C 1q ˝ ϕ „ pA1 ‖ τ 1q ˝ ψ, then
there exists a map ω : X Ñ T f S, unique up to „, such that ϕ „ Π11 ˝ ω and
ψ „ Π12 ˝ ω.
We can apply this to the above diagram. This gives a map ω : T f S Ñ T 1 f S 1,
defined up to symmetry such that (simplifying the diagram)
T f S T 1 f S 1
A ‖ B ‖ C A1 ‖ B1 ‖ C 1
ω
τfσ „ τ 1fσ1
h1‖h2‖h3





T d S T 1 d S 1







τdσ „ τ 1dσ1
h1‖h3




is only defined up to „, and it is not necessarily a map of
strategies: for this the diagram above must commute up to „` with the projection
to the game (and „` Ď „). The next lemma, found in [CCW19], implies that there





Lemma 2.33 ([CCW19]). Let σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B and σ1 : S 1 Ñ A1K ‖ B1 be strategies,
and let g : A Ñ A1 and h : B Ñ B1 be maps of games. Then, for every f : S Ñ S 1
such that σ1 ˝ f „ pgK ‖ hq ˝ σ, there is a unique f 1 : S Ñ S 1 such that f „ f 1 and
σ1 ˝ f „ pgK ‖ hq ˝ σ.
(The statement of the lemma in [CCW19] mentions only globular maps of strate-
gies. But in fact the proof is valid also for generalised maps.)






It is often convenient to reason directly at the level of interactions, so we note
that g d f has a unique witness g f f : T f S Ñ T 1 f S 1. From the results in
[CCW19] we can derive:
Lemma 2.34. Suppose f and g are maps of strategies as above. Then there is a
unique map g f f : T f S Ñ T 1 f S 1 such that the diagram
T f S T 1 f S 1




commutes up to the isomorphism family –`
AK
‖ –B ‖ –`C on A1 ‖ B1 ‖ C 1.
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Proof. Suppose there are two such maps ω, ω1. By Lemma 2.32, ω „ ω1, and so by
Lemma 2.33, ω and ω1 must agree on A-moves and C-moves. We show by induction
on x that ωx “ ω1x for every x P C pT f Sq. For x “ H this is clear, and by
the previous remark we only need to consider extensions x Ắey for e a B-move.
Without loss of generality, suppose e is a σ-action. As ω „ ω1, we have a bijection
ϕ : ωy–T 1fS1 ω
1y. Its projection to –S1 is a positive extension of the identity bijection
on the projection to S of ωx (“ ω1x), therefore by thinness of S 1 it must itself be
the identity.
So in particular g f f restricts to g d f .
Theorem 2.35. There is a pseudo-double category G with
• objects: games with symmetry;
• vertical morphisms: maps of games;
• horizontal morphisms: strategies; and
• 2-cells: “generalised” maps of strategies.
Proof. We have given all the data. It remains to check (1) naturality of λσ, ρσ, and
ασ, (2) that the latter satisfy the necessary coherence axioms, and (3) that horizontal
composition is functorial (also known as the “interchange” law).
2.5.2 Lifting
We consider the lifting construction (Definition 2.26) in the context of double category
theory.
For D a (pseudo-)double category, the following are well-known concepts [GP04]:
Definition 2.36. Let f : AÑ B be a vertical morphism, i.e. a morphism in D0. A
















subject to coherence axioms [Shu10]. A conjoint of f is a horizontal morphism
qf : B Ñ̀ A which is a companion of f in the dual double category (the explicit data
is easily recovered).
The lifting construction for maps of essps is an instance of the above:
Lemma 2.37. If f : AÑ B is a courteous, receptive and „-receptive map of essps,
then the strategy pf of Definition 2.26 is a companion to f in G .
If fK : AK Ñ BK is a courteous, receptive and „-receptive map of essps, then the
strategy qf is a conjoint to f in G .
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Proof. From the definition of pf it follows that the diagrams
CCA CCB









commute, and this provides the required data. The axioms can be verified, and the
second part of the statement has a symmetric proof.
Say D is isofibrant [Shu10] if every isomorphism has both a companion and a
conjoint. This is easily verified in G :
Lemma 2.38. G is isofibrant.
Proof. A map f : A Ñ B can be lifted provided it is courteous, receptive and
„-receptive. It can be co-lifted if the map fK is courteous, receptive and „-receptive.
When f is an isomorphism, both of the above are immediately satisfied.
2.5.3 Symmetric monoidal structure
A symmetric monoidal pseudo-double category D is one where:
• D0 and D1 are symmetric monoidal categories,
• the functor cc preserves the monoidal unit,
• the functors src and tgt are strict symmetric monoidal,
and additionally D is equipped with globular, invertible 2-cells
φA,B : ccAbB ñ ccA b ccB
φpσ1,σ2q,pτ1,τ2q : pτ1 ‖ τ2q d pσ1 ‖ σ2q ñ pτ1 d σ1q ‖ pτ2 d σ2q
subject to coherence axioms which we omit [Shu10]. Those axioms are considerably
less intimidating than those for a symmetric monoidal bicategory [Sta16], which
makes the following result attractive:
Theorem 2.39 (Shulman [Shu10]). If D is an isofibrant symmetric monoidal pseudo-
double category, then its horizontal bicategory HpDq is symmetric monoidal.
The symmetric monoidal structure in G is given by the parallel composition
operation and the associated structural maps. Unsurprisingly, the next result will
play a fundamental role:
Lemma 2.40. The category Essp of event structures with symmetry and polarity is
symmetric monoidal, with monoidal product ‖ and unit H.
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Proof. The parallel composition operation ‖ extends to a functor in a natural way,
and there are isomorphisms
lA : H ‖ AÑ A aA,B,C : pA ‖ Bq ‖ C Ñ A ‖ pB ‖ Cq
rA : A ‖HÑ A bA,B : A ‖ B Ñ B ‖ A
There is a faithful functor Essp Ñ Set sending the above to the structural data
associated with the symmetric monoidal category pSet,`,Hq. From this we obtain
that all the necessary properties are satisfied.
The category G0 has games as objects and maps of games as morphisms; the
category inherits the monoidal structure of Essp in an obvious way.
The category G1 is also symmetric monoidal. For strategies σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B and
τ : T Ñ CK ‖ D, we define σ b τ to be the composite
S ‖ T σ‖τÝÝÑ pAK ‖ Bq ‖ pCK ‖ Dq –ÝÑ pA ‖ CqK ‖ pB ‖ Dq
where the second arrow is the appropriate reordering. This is clearly a strategy. This
construction extends to 2-cells: given
S S 1









we construct their monoidal product as
S ‖ T S 1 ‖ T 1
pAK ‖ Bq ‖ pCK ‖ Dq pA1K ‖ B1q ‖ pC 1K ‖ D1q








where the top square commutes up to „` by definition of the positive symmetry
in pA1K ‖ B1q ‖ pC 1K ‖ D1q, and the bottom square commutes by naturality of the
structural maps in Essp.
Two final pieces of data are required: for every A and B, an isomorphism
φA,B : ccA‖B ñ ccA ‖ ccB
and for every σ1 : A1 Ñ̀ B1, τ1 : B1 Ñ̀ C1 and σ2 : A2 Ñ̀ B2, τ2 : B2 Ñ̀ C2, an
isomorphism
φpσ1,σ2q,pτ1,τ2q : pτ1 ‖ τ2q d pσ1 ‖ σ2q ñ pτ1 d σ1q ‖ pτ2 d σ2q.
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We give both maps by defining their action on configurations. For pxA ‖ xBq ‖ pyA ‖
yBq P C pCCA‖Bq, φA,BppxA ‖ xBq ‖ pyA ‖ yBqq “ pxA ‖ yAq ‖ pxB ‖ yBq, and for
py1 ‖ y2q d px1 ‖ x2q P C ppT1 ‖ T2q d pS1 ‖ S2qq, let φpσ1,σ2q,pτ1,τ2qppy1 ‖ y2q d px1 ‖
x2qq “ y1 d x1 ‖ y2 d x2. This is easily shown to preserve symmetry, polarised
inclusions, cardinality, and unions, so that by Lemma 2.6, φpσ1,σ2q,pτ1,τ2q and φA,B are
generated by maps of essps.
Theorem 2.41. The pseudo-double category G is symmetric monoidal.
Proof. The axioms can be verified directly without any difficulty.
Using Shulman’s theorem, we immediately deduce:
Corollary 2.42. The bicategory HpG q is symmetric monoidal.
Rest of the chapter. Symmetric monoidal structure is not sufficient for our
purposes. So in the next section, we will impose some restrictions on the bicategory
HpG q, to get a sub-bicategory G of negative arenas and so-called negative, well-
threaded strategies. We will show that:
• G is symmetric monoidal closed;
• G has finite products; and
• there is a pseudo-comonad ! : G Ñ G such that the Kleisli bicategory G! is
cartesian closed.
We will give the necessary definitions along the way.
2.6 A cartesian closed bicategory
To interpret the higher-order languages we are concerned with in this thesis, we
construct a bicategory with more structure.
Our first step is to restrict the objects of the model to the negative arenas of
2.2.2. Then we restrict the morphisms:
Definition 2.43. A strategy σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B is negative if all initial moves of S
are negative. It is well-threaded if for every s P S, rss contains a unique initial
move, denoted initpsq.
This is a valid restriction:
Lemma 2.44. Negative and well-threaded strategies between negative arenas are
stable under composition.
Proof. Let σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B and τ : T Ñ BK ‖ C be negative and well-threaded, with
A,B, C negative arenas.
Maps of event structures preserve initial moves, so if e P S is initial, then it σe
is initial in AK ‖ B, and therefore because e is negative it is necessarily a B-move.
Similarly, initial moves of T are all C-moves.
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If e P T f S is initial, then Π1e is initial in S ‖ C and Π2e is initial in A ‖ T , so
by the above remarks e must be a C-move; in particular it is visible and negative.
This shows that τ d σ is negative.
Let d P T f S be visible and suppose e, e1 ď d with e and e1 initial. If Π2d is in
the T component of A ‖ T , then we must have Π2e,Π2e1 ď Π2d, which implies e “ e1
because τ is well-threaded.
If d is an A-move, then there must be B-moves c, c1 P T fS such that Π1c,Π1c
1 ď
Π1d, Π2e ď Π2c and Π2e
1 ď Π2c
1. The moves c and c1 can be chosen so that Π1c and
Π1c
1 are minimal in S, in which case we must have c “ c1 by well-threadedness of S.
Therefore e “ e1 as τ is well-threaded.
It is not difficult to see why negative and well-threaded strategies are closed
under b, and the copycat strategy on a negative arena is negative and well-threaded.
In particular, any strategy obtained by lifting an isomorphism of negative arenas is
negative and well-threaded.
Hence, by restricting the strategies and arenas of HpG q in this way, we obtain a
symmetric monoidal bicategory, denoted G, with
• objects: negative arenas,
• morphisms: well-threaded, negative strategies,
• 2-cells: (globular) maps of strategies,
and with symmetric monoidal structure inherited from HpG q.
At this stage it is helpful to recall some notions of bicategory theory. First, for
bicategories C and D, a pseudo-functor from C to D consists of:
• a map F : |C|Ñ |D|;
• for each A,B P C, functors FA,B : C rA,Bs Ñ D rFA, FBs, often written F ;
• for each A P C, an invertible 2-cell ΦA : idFA ñ F idA;
• for each A,B,C P C, σ P C rA,Bs and τ P C rB,Cs, an invertible 2-cell
Φσ,τ : Fτ d Fσ ñ F pτ d σq,
subject to coherence axioms. We will write pF,Φq, or simply F for a pseudo-functor
with data as above.
For pseudo-functors F,G : C Ñ D, a pseudo-natural transformation a :
F Ñ G consists of maps aA P C rFA,GAs for each A P C, together with for
each σ P C rA,Bs, an invertible 2-cell aσ filling the usual “naturality square”, i.e.
aσ : aB d Fσ ñ Gσ d aA, subject to more coherence axioms. Given two pseudo-
natural transformations a, b between pseudo-functors F and G, a modification
µ : a ñ b is a family of 2-cells µA : aA ñ bA which commutes (in the appropriate
sense) with the 2-cells aσ and bσ.
An adjunction in a bicategory C consists of two objects A,B P C, morphisms
σ P C rA,Bs and σ‚ P C rB,As and 2-cells η : idA ñ σ‚ d σ and ε : σ d σ‚ ñ idB
satisfying the usual “triangle identities” [ML13]. (In this situation σ is left adjoint
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to σ‚; we write σ % σ‚.) If η and ε are invertible, we call pA,B, f, g, η, εq an adjoint
equivalence.
An equivalence is weaker than an adjoint equivalence in the sense that η and
ε need not satisfy the triangle identities. But conveniently, every equivalence gives
rise to an adjoint equivalence between the same objects [ML13], so that whenever
an adjoint equivalence is required it is sufficient to exhibit an equivalence. We will
make much use of this.
A few more concepts will be introduced along the way as necessary. In doing
certain proofs, the coherence theorem for bicategories is an important tool: it
says that any diagram of 2-cells made up of instances of α, λ and ρ must commute.
2.6.1 Closed structure
We now show that G is symmetric monoidal closed. The formal definition is as
follows:
Definition 2.45. A symmetric monoidal bicategory C is closed if for every object
B, the pseudo-functor ´bB has a right biadjoint, denoted B( ´.
Unfolding the definition, to prove C is closed it suffices to give, for all objects A
and B,
• an object A( B;
• a morphism evA,B : pA( Bq b AÑ B
• an adjoint equivalence
C rA,B( Cs C rAbB,CsK
evB,C˝p´bBq
Λ
for every C P C.
We show G is closed.
Given (negative and well-threaded) games A and B (without symmetry for now),









pp2, bq, p1, pa, bqqq | b P minpBq, a P AK
(
.
Observe that there is a canonical function χ : A( B Ñ AK }B, sending B to itself
and mapping every copy of AK in A( B to the AK component of AK } B. Thus
the function χ reflects order and preserves polarity, and the consistency relation
on A( B is defined so as to turn χ into a valid map of event structures. Given




is injective and χX P ConAK}B.
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When A and B are games with symmetry, we define three families of bijections
on A( B:
• The set –A(B contains order-isomorphisms θ : x – y such that χθ : χx – χy
is in –A } –B.
• The set –´A(B contains order-isomorphisms θ : x – y such that χθ : χx – χy
is in –`A } –
´
B.
• The set –`A(B contains order-isomorphisms θ : x – y such that χθ : χx – χy
is in –´A } –
`
B.
The following technical lemma will be useful as we instantiate the lifting con-
struction with χ later on:
Lemma 2.46. The map χ : A ( B Ñ AK ‖ B is a courteous, receptive and
„-receptive map of essps.
Proof. Additional causal links in A( B are from initial moves of B to initial moves
of A. Because A and B are negative arenas, this respects courtesy.
We check receptivity. Let x P C pA( Bq and χx Ắey for some negative move
e. If e is a B-move, then xY teu P C pA( Bq and we are done. If e is an A-move,
then because e is negative it cannot be initial in A. Let a be its predecessor in A; a
must be in χx, so a “ χe1 for some (necessarily unique) e1 P x. There is a unique
e2 P A( B such that e1 _ e2 and χe2 “ e, so xY te2u is the witness to receptivity.
Finally let θ : x –A(B y and suppose χθ Ắ
pe,e1qφ : z –AK‖B w is a negative
extension. By receptivity there are unique x1 and y1 in C pA( Bq extending x and
y, and the (clearly unique) bijection θ1 : x1 – y1 extending θ such that χθ1 “ φ is an
order isomorphism, by courtesy of χ. So θ1 P –A(B which concludes the proof.
Lemma 2.47. The tuple A ( B “ pA ( B,–A(B,–´A(B,–`A(Bq is a negative
arena.
Proof. We check that –A(B is an isomorphism family. The map χ preserves identities,
composition and inverses of bijections, so the (Groupoid) axiom is satisfied since
–A } –B is an isomorphism family.
If θ : x ––A(B y, and x Ď x
1, then χx Ď χx1 and therefore by the (Extension)
axiom for –AK}B there exists ϕ : χx
1 ––
AK
}–B z such that χy Ď z and χθ Ď ϕ. From
the definition of A( B we see that there is at most one b P B such that y contains
elements of the form p1, pb, aqq. If it exists, we can define y1 “ y Y tp1, pb, aqq : a P
zzχyu. Therefore χy1 “ z, and in particular φ is the image under χ of some bijection
θ1 : x1 ––A(B y
1 such that θ Ď θ1. So the (Extension) axiom holds for –A(B.
Suppose now θ : x ––A(B y, and x
1 Ď x. Then, there is a bijection φ :
χx1 ––
AK
}–Bz such that φ Ď χθ. But since z Ď χy and χ is a map of event structures
there exists y1 Ď y such that χy1 “ z, and in particular φ is the image under χ of
some θ1 : x1 ––A(B y
1, with θ1 Ď θ. So the (Restriction) property is satisfied and






We now check the axioms from Definition 2.12. That –´A(B and –
`
A(B are subsets








B are subsets of –A } –B.
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If θ : x – y is in –`A(B X –
´








B, so χθ must be the
identity and in particular χx “ χy. Observe that this implies that θ is the identity
bijection on the restriction of x and y to the B component of A ( B. Suppose
there exists e P x such that θe ‰ e. Then e and θe must be in different copies of AK,
so by definition initpeq ‰ initpθeq. But because θ is an order-isomorphism, we have
initpθeq “ θpinitpeqq and so this implies initpeq ‰ θpinitpeqq. This is a contradiction,
as initpeq and θpinitpeqq are both in the B component of A( B on which θ is the
identity.
Finally, suppose θ is in –´A(B and θ Ď
´ θ1 for some θ1 P –A(B. Then we have
that χθ Ď´ χθ1, where χθ P –´
AK}B





θ1 P –´A(B. The last axiom is checked in the same way.
With this definition of A ( B, the evaluation strategy evA,B is obtained by




ÝÑ pA( BqK ‖ pAK ‖ Bq –ÝÑ ppA( BqK ‖ AKq ‖ B
is a strategy pA ( Bq b A Ñ̀ B. To see that ev induces a family of adjoint
equivalences between hom-categories, we will use the following result.
Lemma 2.48. For arenas A, B, C, there is an isomorphism of categories
Φ : G rA,B( Cs Ñ G rAb B, Cs .
Proof. For σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B( C, define Φpσq to be the composite
S
σ
ÝÑ AK ‖ B( C A
K‖χ
ÝÝÝÑ AK ‖ pBK ‖ Cq –ÝÑ pA ‖ BqK ‖ C,
a strategy Ab B Ñ̀ C.
We show that Φ has an inverse. Given a strategy τ : T Ñ AK ‖ BK ‖ C, we
define a strategy τ 1 : T Ñ AK ‖ B ( C such that Φpτ 1q “ τ. For t P T, there are
two cases: either τptq is an A-move a, or τptq “ e for some e P BK ‖ C. If τptq is an
A-move a, we set τ 1ptq “ τptq. Otherwise, if τptq is a BK ‖ C-move e, we need to set
τ 1ptq “ e1 for some e1 P B( C with pχB,Cqe1 “ e. If e “ p2, cq for some c P C, then
e1 “ e will do. If e “ p1, bq for b P B, then we can set e1 “ p1, pinitptq, bqq.
If x P C pT q and τ 1x Ắ´y P C pAK ‖ B( Cq, then pAK ‖ χqpτ 1xq Ắ´pAK ‖ χqy
and so by receptivity of τ “ pAK ‖ χq ˝ τ 1, there is a unique x1 P C pT q with x Ắx1
and τx1 “ pAK ‖ χqy. Then τ 1x1 “ y, since they are both negative extensions of
τ 1x with the same image under pAK ‖ χq. So τ 1 is receptive, and the argument for
„-receptivity is the same. Thinness is a property of T , so τ 1 is thin because τ is.
We investigate the action of Φ on 2-cells. Given strategies σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B( C
and σ1 : S 1 Ñ AK ‖ B ( C, and a map f : σ Ñ σ1, define Φpfq to be the same
f : S Ñ S 1: this is also a map Φpσq Ñ Φpσ1q because χ preserves positive symmetry.
Conversely if f : Φpσq ñ Φpσ1q, we show f : σ ñ σ1. Let x P S. By definition of




BK‖C , so tσs, pσ




‖ –`B(C , and we are done.
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Lemma 2.49. The bicategory G is symmetric monoidal closed.
Proof. For arenas A and B, we have defined A( B; the strategy evA,B is the image
of ccA(B under the functor Φ of Lemma 2.48, so
evA,B : CCA(B ÝÑ pA( B ‖ AqK ‖ B.
We show that the functor Φ´1 together with
evB,C d p´ b ccBq : G rA,B( Cs Ñ G rAb B, Cs ,
forms an equivalence of categories, from which one can always obtain an adjoint
equivalence. To do this we show that for any σ : A Ñ̀ B( C there is an isomorphism
evB,C d pσ b ccBq – Φpσq, and that this is natural in σ; from this the equivalence can
be immediately derived, because Φ is an isomorphism.
So fix σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B( C, and consider the strategy on the LHS: CCB(CdpS ‖
CCBq. Its configurations are of the form pxB(C , yB(Cq d pxS ‖ pzB, yBqq where
configurations of copycat are written as pairs; and the variable names emphasise
the matching conditions: χyB(C “ yB ‖ yC , σxS “ xA ‖ xB(C , and so on. The
isomorphism sends pxB(C , yB(Cq d pxS ‖ pzB, yBqq to the unique x:S P C pSq such
that x:S ĎS xS and ΦpσqpxSq “ xA ‖ zB ‖ yC .
2.6.2 Finite products
Finite products exist in a bicategory provided it has binary products and a terminal
object – or more accurately, a pseudo-terminal object, but in G this happens to be
strict and given by the empty game H. Indeed for any negative arena A, the only
negative strategy on AK ‖H is the empty one.
We recall the definition of binary products in a bicategory.
Definition 2.50. (e.g. [FS19]) A bicategory with binary products is a bicategory
C equipped with the following data for every A,B P C:
• an object A&B;
• projection morphisms $1 : A&B Ñ A and $2 : A&B Ñ B;
• for every C P C, an adjoint equivalence
C rC,A&Bs C rC,As ˆ C rC,BsK
p$1d´,$2d´q
x´,´y
We proceed to define this data for G. Given arenas A and B, the arena A& B is
defined to have the same events, causality and polarity as A ‖ B, with consistent sets
restricted to those of the form XA ‖H for XA P ConA and H ‖ XB for XB P ConB.









A‖B to C pA&Bq.
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The projections $1 : A& B Ñ̀ A and $2 : A& B Ñ̀ B are obtained by colifting
the injections AK Ñ pA & BqK and BK Ñ pA & BqK, respectively. Explicitly, this
gives strategies
$1 : CCA Ñ pA& BqK ‖ A $2 : CCB Ñ pA& BqK ‖ B
for every A and B. Finally, for every A,B, C we define a pairing functor
x´,´y : G rC,As ˆG rC,Bs Ñ G rC,A& Bs
assigning to each pair of strategies σ : S Ñ CK ‖ A and τ : T Ñ CK ‖ B the strategy
xσ, τy : S & T ÝÑ CK ‖ A& B
defined as the composition of σ & τ : S & T Ñ pCK ‖ Aq& pCK ‖ Bq with the map
pCK ‖ Aq & pCK ‖ Bq Ñ CK ‖ A & B identifying the two copies of CK. The action
on 2-cells is straightforward: if f : S Ñ S 1 and g : T Ñ T 1 are 2-cells σ ñ σ1 and
τ ñ τ 1 respectively, then the map xf, gy :“ f & g : S & T Ñ S 1 & T 1 is easily seen to
be a valid 2-cell xσ, τy ñ xσ1, τ 1y.
Lemma 2.51. For every A,B, C, the following is an adjoint equivalence:
G rC,A& Bs G rC,As ˆG rC,BsK
p$1d´,$2d´q
x´,´y
Proof. It suffices to exhibit unit and co-unit natural isomorphisms.
(unit) We show that for every strategy ρ : R Ñ CK ‖ A & B, there is a strong
isomorphism of strategies
ηρ : ρñ x$1 d ρ,$2 d ρy
We construct a map ηρ : RÑ pCCA dRq& pCCB dRq.
Note first that any initial move of R must be mapped to an initial move of
CK ‖ A&B, and because R is negative, it must be in the A&B component (initial
moves of CK are positive). So, because ρ is well-threaded, events of R can be
partitioned as RA ZRB where RA (resp. RB) contains those events depending on an
initial move e with ρpeq in the A (resp. B) component. An event of RA and one of RB
cannot be consistent, since ρ reflects conflict, so any configuration x P C pRq satisfies
x Ď RA or x Ď RB. By restricting the structure of R we get essps appropriately we
get strategies ρA : RA Ñ CK ‖ A and ρB : RB Ñ CK ‖ B, and an iso RÑ RA &RB.
This is natural in R: by the condition on maps of strategies any f P f : ρñ ρ1 sends
events of RA to those of R1A, and events of RB to those of R1B.
Consider the composition $1 d ρ. A configuration of CCA dR is pxA ‖ yAq d xR
where xR P C pRq with ρxR “ xC ‖ ιAyA, where ιA : AÑ A&B is the usual injection.
So xR Ď RA; and we observe that (a minor variant of) the map λρA gives a natural
isomorphism ρA ñ $1 d ρ. A similar reasoning gives an iso ρB ñ $2 d ρ.
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So we take ηρ to be the composite isomorphism





(co-unit) For every σ : C Ñ̀ A and τ : C Ñ̀ B there is a strong invertible 2-cell
εpσ,τq : p$1 d xσ, τy, $2 d xσ, τyq ùñ pσ, τq
which by the remarks of the previous paragraph is equal to pλσ, λτ q. This is clearly
natural, since λσ and λτ are.
2.6.3 A linear exponential pseudo-comonad
We define a pseudo-comonad ! on G. It is its Kleisli bicategory that we are ultimately
interested in: there, a strategy from A to B can play the moves of A as many times
as necessary.
Definition 2.52. A pseudo-comonad on a bicategory C consists of:
• a pseudo-functor ! : CÑ C;
• pseudo-natural transformations δA : !AÑ !!A and εA : !AÑ A;














subject to coherence axioms [Lac00].
The action of ! on objects of G was defined in 2.2.2: recall in particular that
for any essp E the essp !E has underlying esp ‖iPω E, and isomorphism family –E
making permutable the different copies of E: bijections θ :‖iPω xi–!E ‖iPω yi between
configurations of !E consist of a permutation π : ω Ñ ω and bijections θi : xi–E yπpiq
for each i.
The action of ! on strategies is as follows: if σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B then there is
a map !S Ñ !pAK ‖ Bq sending pi, sq ÞÑ pi, σpsqq. The strategy !σ is obtained as
the composite !S Ñ !pAK ‖ Bq Ñ !AK ‖ !B where the second map is the obvious
reindexing. Similarly, for every 2-cell f : σ ñ σ1 we get a 2-cell !f : !σ ñ !σ1 (and !f
is strong whenever f is).
Lemma 2.53. There is a pseudo-functor ! : G Ñ G whose action on objects,
morphisms and 2-cell is as above.
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Proof. That ! has a well-defined action on strategies and 2-cells is a routine verification.
It is clear that ! also preserves identity 2-cells and vertical composition.
To turn ! into a pseudo-functor we need 2-cells Φσ,τ : !τ d !σ ñ !pτ d σq and
ΦA : CC!A ñ !CCA. The former is defined by Φσ,τ pp‖iPω yiqd p‖iPω xiqq “ ‖iPωpyidxiq
(the causal compatibility conditions hold directly given the argument), while the
latter is ΦAp‖iPω xi, ‖iPω yiq “ ‖iPωpxi, yiq, writing configurations of C pCC!Aq as pairs
of configurations of !A.
The axioms follow from this definition without difficulty.
We continue with the rest of the pseudo-comonad data. Some technical aspects
are subtle because of the extra symmetry induced by !: in particular it is the first
time the structural data requires 2-cells which do not commute strictly (but only up
to „`) with the projection to the game.
We start by fixing a bijection α : ω2 Ñ ω; the particular choice does not matter.
Then note that for an essp E the map δ : !!E Ñ !E defined as δpi, pj, eqq “ pαpi, jq, eq
preserves symmetry (it is a valid map of event structures with symmetry) but does
not reflect it in general: suppose E has a unique event ˚, so that the sets !E and !!E
can be identified with ω and ω2, respectively. Then, configurations tp1, 1q, p1, 2qu and
tp1, 3q, p2, 4qu are mapped to symmetric configurations (in !E any two configurations
of same cardinality are symmetric) whilst not being symmetric in !!E (it is easy
to see that no bijection π : ω Ñ ω could be appropriate). The desire to turn !
into a monad on event structures was part of Winskel’s motivation for introducting
symmetry [Win07], as the monadic laws only hold up to „. We are interested in
positive symmetry, so Winskel’s result has to be adapted, but the reasoning is exactly
the same:
Lemma 2.54 ([Win07]). The triple p!, δ, εq is a monad up to „` on the category of
positive arenas and maps between them.
We see how this lifts to a pseudo-comonad on G. To construct the necessary
structural 2-cells it seems unavoidable to make use of “generalised” maps of strategies,
so we reason in the pseudo-double category G defined previously. It is the case
[GP99] that every pseudo-double category is equivalent to a strict double category,
so it is harmless to reason as if composition of strategies was strictly associative and
unital; this is what we will do.
For each negative arena A, define a strategy δA as the co-lifting of the map δAK
above. Similarly let εA be the co-lifting of the injection εAK : AK Ñ !AK defined as
εApaq “ p0, aq. Explicitly, we have strategies
δA : CC!!A Ñ !AK ‖ !!A and εA : CCA Ñ !AK ‖ A
respectively the comultiplication and counit of the pseudo-comonad. That these are
pseudo-natural in A is the statement of the next lemma.
Lemma 2.55. For every strategy σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B, there are invertible 2-cells
rδσ : !!σ d δA ñ δB d !σ and rεσ : σ d εA ñ εB d !σ, natural in σ, making δ and ε
pseudo-natural transformations.
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Proof. Define rεσ to be the map
!A A B B
















It is not obviously invertible, since εS : S Ñ !S has no inverse. But configurations
of CCB d !S (the composition of εB and !σ) are those pxB ‖ yBqd ‖iPω xiS where
the matching condition requires that p!σqBp‖iPω xiSq “ εBxB. This implies that
σBx
S
0 “ xB, and all other x
S
i are empty. So configurations of CCB d !S correspond to
those of CCB d S, making rεσ a isomorphism.
It is also not immediate that the map rδσ defined as
!A !!A !!B !!B
















has an inverse: as per the discussion above, the map δA : !!A Ñ !A is an isomor-
phism between the underlying event structures but does not reflect symmetry (and
consequently has no inverse in the category of essps).
But in fact the bijection idd δS : CC!!B d !!S Ñ CC!!B d !S does reflect symmetry.
To see this, let































be a symmetry between configurations of CC!!B d !S. By Lemma 2.19, and by
definition of the symmetry on copycat, this is determined by a family of bijections:
θi,j : xi,j–!!B x
1
πpiq,πipjq
, φi,j : yi,j–!!B y
1
πpiq,πipjq
and ψk : zk–!S z
1
ξpkq for i, j, k P ω (where
π, πi and ξ are bijections ω Ñ ω).

















j zξpαpi,jqq (α is the pairing function), is an element
of –!!S. For this it suffices to show that there are bijections κ, κi : ω Ñ ω, for i P ω,
such that ξpαpi, jqq “ αpκpiq, κipjqq for each i, j.
But by the matching condition of Lemma 2.19, the projection of δSψ to !B











, and since all initial
moves of S are B-moves, the result holds, we must have ξpαpi, jqq “ αpπpiq, πipjqq
as required.
Finally we must exhibit coherence modifications as part of the pseudo-comonad
structure. These are obtained by combining the various 2-cells associated with
co-lifted strategies, and the monadic laws for ! on positive arenas. For instance lA is
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given by a 2-cell of the form























where the 2-cell marked p‹q is constructed using one of the monad laws for maps of
essps (Lemma 2.54).
Lemma 2.56. The data p!, δ, ε,m, r, lq forms a pseudo-comonad on G.
2.6.4 The cartesian closed Kleisli bicategory
Going towards applications in semantics, we move to a cartesian closed setting
by considering the Kleisli bicategory for the pseudo-comonad !. Familiarity with
categorical models of linear logic should make the results of this section unsurprising;
the path we take is reminiscent of the Seely categories described (for 1-categories) in
e.g. [Mel09].
Definition 2.57 (e.g. [FGHW08]). Let C be a bicategory and ! be a pseudo-comonad.
The Kleisli bicategory C! has objects those of C, and morphisms and 2-cells defined
by C! rA,Bs “ C r!A,Bs. The composition in C! of σ : !A Ñ B and τ : !B Ñ C,
written g˝!f is defined as g˝ !f ˝δA, and the identity morphism on A is the component
at A of the co-unit for !: εA P C! rA,As.
Associator and unitors are defined using the pseudo-comonad data and shown to
satisfy the necessary coherence axioms; we omit the details as the thesis does not
require them.
Instantiating Definition 2.45 with the “cartesian” symmetric monoidal structure
yields the following: a cartesian closed bicategory is a bicategory D with finite
products equipped with, for objects A and B, an object A_B, a map EvA,B :
pA_Bq& AÑ B, and an adjoint equivalence
D rA,B_Cs D rA&B,CsK
EvB,C˝p´&Bq
Cur
Theorem 2.58. Let C be a symmetric monoidal closed bicategory with finite products.
Let ! be a pseudo-comonad on C and suppose that there is a natural family of adjoint












Then, the Kleisli bicategory C! is cartesian closed.
Proof. It is a standard result [Mel09] that C! has binary products induced from
those in C. Explicitly, A & B is the product in C, projections are defined as
$1 : !pA & Bq
ε
ÝÑ A & B
$1
ÝÑ A and $2 : !pA & Bq
ε
ÝÑ A & B
$2
ÝÑ B. The terminal
object in C! is the same as in C.
For the closed structure, define A_B “ !A( B and define the map EvA,B P
C! rA_B & A,Bs to be the composite
!pA_B & Aq mÝÑ !pA_Bq b !A εb!AÝÝÝÑ A_B b !A
ev!A,B
ÝÝÝÝÑ B.
Given σ P C! rA&B,Cs we define its currying Curpσq P C! rA,B ñ Cs as Λpσ˝m‚A,Bq.
Because mA,B is an adjoint equivalence, by a straightforward argument there is an
adjoint equivalence
C! rA,B_Cs C! rA&B,CsK
Λ´1p´q˝mA,B
Λp´˝m‚A,Bq
and because adjoints are preserved by natural isomorphism, to obtain the required
adjoint equivalence
C! rA,B_Cs C! rA&B,CsK
EvB,C˝p´&εBq
Cur
it suffices to exhibit an isomorphism EvB,C ˝! pσ & εBq – Λ
´1pσq ˝m, natural in σ.
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This is given by the following pasting diagram:
!pA&Bq !!pA&Bq !ppB_Cq&Bq
!p!A& !Bq



















We show that the bicategory G can be equipped with this structure. Fix a
bijection β : ω Z ω Ñ ω, and for negative arenas A,B, define mA,B : !pA & Bq Ñ
!A ‖ !B and m‚A,B : !A ‖ !B Ñ !pA& Bq as follows, for every i P ω, a P A and b P B:
mA,Bpi, aq “ p1, pi, aqq m
‚
A,Bp1, pi, aqq “ pβp1, iq, aq
mA,Bpi, bq “ p2, pi, bqq m
‚
A,Bp2, pi, bqq “ pβp2, iq, bq
We get two maps of essps, inverses up to positive symmetry in the case where A and
B are positive games.
Lemma 2.59. For positive games A and B, mA,B ˝m‚A,B„` idB and m‚A,B ˝mA,B„`
idA.
Proof. Direct verification.
So in particular, for A,B negative games, the lemma applies to maps mAK,BK and
m‚AK,BK which can also be checked to be courteous, receptive and „-receptive.
It is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.27 that any isomorphism of essps lifts to
an equivalence. This can be generalised to isomorphisms of essps “up to „`”:
Lemma 2.60. Let A and B be games with symmetry, and let f : A Ñ B and f ‚ :
B Ñ A be courteous, receptive and „-receptive maps of essps such that f ˝ f ‚ „` idB





in the bicategory G. Similarly, if g : BK Ñ AK and g‚ : AK Ñ BK are courteous,
receptive and „-receptive maps of essps such that g ˝ g‚ „` idBK and g





forms an adjoint equivalence in G.



























In the diagram the 2-cell labelled p‹q is constructed using the assumption that
f ‚ ˝f „` idA. There is also an iso pf d pf ‚ ñ ccB described using a symmetric diagram.
This proves the first part of the statement; the second part is similar.
By the second part of Lemma 2.60, the co-lifting construction gives strategies
mA,B : CC!A‖!B Ñ !pA& BqK ‖ !A ‖ !B and m‚A,B : CC!pA&Bq Ñ p!A ‖ !BqK ‖ !pA& Bq
which together form an adjoint equivalence. This forms a natural transformation,
since for each σ P G rA,A1s and τ P G rB,B1s there is an invertible 2-cell rmσ,τ :
mA1,B1 d !pσ & τq ñ !σ b !τ dmA,B.
Theorem 2.61. The Kleisli bicategory G! is cartesian closed.
Proof. By Theorem 2.58 it is enough to give a family of invertible 2-cells
wA,B : pδA b δBq dmA,B ñ m!A,!B d !x!π1, !π2y d δA&B
satisfying the modification axiom. For this we observe that the strategy !x!π1, !π2y
is isomorphic to the co-lifted strategy qg where g : !AK & !BK Ñ !pA& BqK has the
obvious action on events. (The isomorphism is a map CC!p!A&!Bq Ñ !p!CCA & !CCBq.)
Using this, the map wA,B is derived by repeated applications of Lemma 2.27.
2.6.5 Colimits of strategies
Finally, we show the existence of certain ω-colimits in hom-categories G rA,Bs.
These will be used to interpret recursion operators, and more generally to describe
strategies via ω-chains of finite approximations. Fix an arbitrary arena A. We study
colimits in G rH,As, and the results apply to G rA,Bs for any B since there is an
isomorphism G rA,Bs – G rH,A( Bs.
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ùñ . . .
in G rH,As.
Strong inclusions. The simplest case is that in which Si Ď Si`1 for every i,
the fi are inclusion maps, and σipsq “ σi`1psq for every s P Si. Note that this is
inclusion of event structures with symmetry, i.e. componentwise inclusion pSi,ďSi
,ConSi ,–Siq Ď pSi`1,ďSi`1 ,ConSi`1 ,–Si`1q. In this case, the colimit
Ž
iPω σi exists











iPω Si Ñ A is determined by the σi, and the 2-cells σi ñ
Ž
iPω σi
are the obvious inclusions.
Strong embeddings. Suppose more generally that the fi are embeddings, i.e.
injective, order-preserving maps of essps. The above construction still applies
because every embedding can be turned into an inclusion.
Indeed, given strategies σ : S Ñ A and τ : T Ñ A and an embedding f : σ ñ τ ,
we can relabel events in T to obtain an essp T : with T – T : and S Ď T :. We get a













2 ñ . . .
where σ:0 “ σ0 and each subsequent σ
:
i is obtained inductively by applying the above












i factoring through σ
:
j .
Preservation of colimits. Importantly, ω-colimits of strong embeddings commute
with the various constructions of this chapter.





ùñ . . . of strong embeddings. If τ P G rB, Cs, then there is a chain
τ d σ0
iddf0
ùùùñ τ d σ1
iddf1











Probability in concurrent games
In this chapter, we enrich the strategies of Chapter 2 with probability.
By way of illustration, consider a game A with three events a´, b` and c`, and
trivial consistency, polarity, and symmetry. (Events are directly annotated with their
polarity; we will use this notation throughout the thesis.) Consider the following




Here Player waits until Opponent plays move a; and then plays either b or c,
nondeterministically. A probabilistic version of this strategy must additionally give a






where pb and pc are positive reals with pb` pc ď 1. (The inequality is because Player
may choose not to play either.)
Though this may seem straightforward, there are difficulties in adding probability
to strategies in general. This is discussed in 3.1. Later on we see how probabilistic
strategies can be composed and organised into a bicategory (this involves defining
identities and composition in this setting), as in Chapter 2. This bicategory has good
structural properties, many of which can be lifted directly from the structure of G.
The work presented here is based on Winskel’s model of basic concurrent games
and probabilistic strategies [Win13a]. The addition of symmetry, as well as the study
of the categorical structure, are contributions of this thesis.
3.1 Probabilistic strategies
We have seen in the example above how probability can be added to an event
structure with polarity representing a simple nondeterministic branching. When
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event structures are not tree-shaped, however, the addition of probability is more
subtle.
Consider for instance removing the conflict between b and c in S above: define a




The situation for Player is no longer a simple nondeterministic choice; indeed b and
c may both be played in the same execution. We are still interested in the respective
probability of b and c occurring, but we may also want to express probabilistic
dependency between the two events. So probability coefficients are assigned to
configurations rather than individual events. As we will see, this approach also allows
for a smoother integration with the rest of the structure: causality, consistency, and
(later on) symmetry.
More precisely, for each x P C pEq we assign coefficients to positive extensions
of x, i.e. configurations y P C pEq such that x Ď` y. We write vpy | xq for this
coefficient, representing the conditional probability that y will occur given than x
has. If vp´ | ´q is to make sense as a form of conditional probability, we must have
vpx | xq “ 1, and a chain rule: vpz | xq “ vpy | xqvpz | yq, when x Ď` y Ď` z.
We must also ensure that vp´ | xq is a probability distribution on the positive
extensions of x. If those extensions are pairwise incompatible, then indeed the sum
ř
xĎ`y vpy | xq must be ď 1; if instead extensions y1, . . . , yn are not pairwise mutually
exclusive then we must account for any overlap, using the inclusion-exclusion principle.
This is condition (3) in the definition below, called drop condition in [Win13a].
Condition (4) formalises the requirement that Player and Opponent, whenever they
are causally independent, are also probabilistically independent; and finally condition
(5) forces Player to play symmetric configurations with equal probability.
Definition 3.1. A conditional valuation on an esp S is a family pvpy | xqqxĎ`y
of coefficients in r0, 1s satisfying
(1) vpx | xq “ 1 for all x P C pSq;
(2) if x Ď` y Ď` z then vpz | xq “ vpy | xqvpz | yq;
(3) if x Ď` y1, . . . , yn, then
ÿ
I
p´1q|I|`1vpYiPIyi | xq ď 1
where I ranges over nonempty subsets of {1, . . . , n} such that YiPIyi P C pSq;
(4) if x Ď` y, x Ď´ z and y Y z P C pSq, then vpy | xq “ vpy Y z | zq;
(5) if θ : x–S y and θ Ď
` θ1 : x1 –S y
1, then vpx1 | xq “ vpy1 | yq.
Conditional valuations are an intuitive way of making Player’s behaviour prob-
abilistic. Given a conditional valuation on an essp S, one can recover a form of
absolute (i.e. unconditional) probability vpxq for each configuration x P C pSq. Due
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to the presence of Opponent events this will not strictly speaking be an unconditional
probability distribution; more accurately, vpxq is the probability that an execution
will reach configuration x, provided Opponent chooses to play all negative moves in
x.
To define v : C pSq Ñ r0, 1s from the conditional family tvpy | xquxĎ`y we compute
the product of the conditional probabilities along a covering chain. A key observation
is that the particular choice of covering chain does not affect the resulting value:
Lemma 3.2. If y Ď x P C pSq and there are chains




¨ ¨ ¨ Ď
´ xn´1 Ď
` xn “ x




¨ ¨ ¨ Ď
´ x1m´1 Ď
` x1m “ x
we have
vpx1 | yq ˆ vpx3 | x2q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ vpxn | xn´1q











Proof. By induction on |xzy|. The equality holds trivially when x “ y.
If x1 “ x
1
1 “ y then we can assume w.l.o.g. that H Ĺ
´ x2 and H Ĺ
´ x12. Then,
fix a chain of the form x2 Ď
´ x2 Y x
1
2 Ď
` z1 Ď . . . zk Ď
` x; this has length strictly
less than |xzy|, so by the induction hypothesis we have
vpx3 | x2q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ vpx | xn´1q
“ vpz1 | x2 Y x
1
2q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ vpx | zkq.
and by a symmetric argument the RHS is also equal to vpx13 | x
1







from which we conclude using that vpx1 | yq “ vpx
1
1 | yq.
If x1 “ y but y Ĺ x1, then by axiom (4) for conditional valuations we have
vpx1 | yq “ vpx2 Y x
1
1 | x2q. Then, by fixing a chain x2 Y x
1
1 Ď
` z1 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď zk Ď
` x,
we get




2q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ vpx | xn´1q
“ vpx2 Y x
1










“ vpx2 Y x
1
1 | x2q ˆ vpz1 | x2 Y x
1
1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ vpx | zkq by IH for x
1
1 Ď x
“ vpz1 | x2q ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ vpx | zkq by axiom (2)
“ vpx3 | x2q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ vpx | xn´1q by IH for x2 Ď x
which is the desired result as y “ x1.
Finally if y Ĺ x1 and y Ĺ x
1
1, then vpx1 | yq ˆ vpx1 Y x
1
1 | x1q “ vpx
1





1q, by axiom (2) for conditional valuations, so that the result follows
using the induction hypothesis for x1 Ď x and x
1
1 Ď x.
The resulting function v : C pSq Ñ r0, 1s is an instance of the following:
Definition 3.3. A valuation on an event structure with polarity S is a function
v : C pSq Ñ r0, 1s satisfying
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(1) vpHq “ 1;
(2) vpxq “ vpyq when x Ď´ y;





where I ranges over nonempty subsets of {1, . . . , n} such that YiPIyi P C pSq;
(4) if θ : x–S y, then vpxq “ vpyq;
We check:
Lemma 3.4. If tvpy | xquxĎy is a conditional valuation on S, then defining vpxq “





´ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď´ xn´1 Ď
` xn yields a valuation on S (the choice of
covering chain does not matter by Lemma 3.2).
Proof. Axioms (1)-(3) follow directly from the definition. For (4), it suffices to
observe that if θ : x – y and H Ắx1 Ắ . . . Ắxn´1 Ắx is a covering chain for x,
then there is a covering chain H Ắy1 Ắ . . . Ắyn´1 Ắy for y such that θ restricts
to θi : xi –S yi for each i. The property then follows from axiom (5) for conditional
valuations.
Note that valuations are necessarily anti-monotone:
Lemma 3.5. If v is a valuation on S and x Ď y P C pSq then vpxq ě vpyq.
Proof. If x Ď´ y, then vpyq “ vpxq by the second condition in Definition 3.3, and if
x Ď` y then the third condition simplifies to vpxq ě vpyq. Since for every inclusion
x Ď y there exists a chain x Ď` x1 Ď
´ x2 Ď
` ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď` xn “ y, the statement follows
by transitivity of ě.
Lemma 3.6. If v is a valuation on S, then the following satisfies the axioms for a
conditional valuation:








if vpxq ‰ 0
1 if vpxq “ 0 and x “ y
0 if vpxq “ 0 and x ‰ y
for every x Ď` y P C pSq.
Proof. We check the conditions of Definition 3.1 for the family tvpy | xqu. Condition
(1) follows directly from the definition. Suppose x Ď` y Ď` z; we show that
vpz | xq “ vpy | xqvpz | yq. If any of the two inclusions is an equality, the statement
follows from (1). If both inclusions are strict and vpxq “ 0, both LHS and RHS are
zero by definition. If vpxq ě 0 and vpyq “ 0, then clearly RHS “ 0; but vpzq “ 0








“ vpz | xq. So condition (2) holds.
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p´1q|I|`1vpYiPIyi | xq ď 1. If vpxq “ 0 then vpYiPIyi | xq “
0 for every I so the inequality holds directly, and if vpxq ą 0 then it it obtained by
dividing both sides of (3.1) by vpxq.
Suppose x Ď´ y and x Ď` z, with y Y z P C pSq. If vpxq “ 0, then vpyq “ 0,
and therefore vpy Y z | yq “ vpz | xq “ 0. Otherwise, because z Ď´ y Y z, we have





“ vpz | xq. This proves (4).
Condition (5) is straightforward, since θ : x–S y implies vpxq “ vpyq.
Note that the above defines a one-to-one correspondence between valuations and
those conditional valuations satisfying the following property: if vpy | xq “ 0 and
y Ď z Ĺ` w then vpw | zq “ 0.
Conditional valuations are arguably more intuitive than valuations, since they
provide a more explicit representation for the probability coefficients assigned to
Player’s behaviour. They are also marginally more general, since nothing prevents
having, say, vpy | xq “ 0 but vpz | yq ě 0 for some x Ď` y Ď` z; such a situation
cannot arise from a valuation. (The mismatch is not surprising: it is well-known in
probability theory that conditioning on a zero-probability event is not well-defined.)
Nevertheless, we shall see that valuations provide a convenient way of making
strategies probabilistic; in particular they allow for a cleaner definition of composition
for probabilistic strategies than is possible with conditional valuations. So in the first
part of this thesis where only discrete probability is considered, we stick to valuations,
albeit making informal use of the correspondence with conditional valuations, notably
when drawing pictures of strategies. 1
Definition 3.7. A probabilistic strategy on a game A is a strategy σ : S Ñ A
together with a valuation vS on S.
In the following sections, we study two classes of probabilistic strategies:
• the Markov ones, in which any two Player actions are probabilistically inde-
pendent, conditionally on their causal history.
• the deterministic ones, in which the behaviour of Player is fully determined by
that of Opponent.
1Another reason to introduce conditional valuations is the essential role they will play when we
move to continuous probability distributions in strategies, in Chapter 7.
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3.2 Markov strategies




A valuation v on T must respect vpta, buq`vpta, cuq´vpta, b, cuq ď 1, by condition (3)
of Definition 3.3. A suitable candidate for vpta, b, cuq is the product vpta, buqvpta, cuq,
which always satisfies the above and indicates that events b and c are probabilistically
independent (conditionally on a). In a Markov strategy, this will be the case for any
two Player moves, and indeed for any set of moves:
Definition 3.8. A probabilistic strategy σ : S Ñ A is Markov (we may alternatively
say the valuation v is Markov) if for any y, z P C pSq such that y Y z P C pSq,
vpy Y zqvpy X zq “ vpyqvpzq.
This condition can be equivalently written as vpy Y z | y X zq “ vpy | y X zq ¨
vpz | y X zq, which says that y and z are probabilistically independent, conditionally
on their common history (y X z).
The following equivalent condition is convenient:
Lemma 3.9. A strategy σ : S Ñ A is Markov if and only if for any x, x1 P C pSq, if
x Ắsx1 then vpx1q ¨ vprsqq “ vpxq ¨ vprssq.
In conditional form, the above says vpx1 | xq “ vprss | rsqq. So informally, a
strategy is Markov if the probability of playing an event s only depends on its
causal history. (This justifies the name “Markov”, as it is reminiscent of the Markov
condition for probabilistic graphical models. See [Pea00, KF09] for details.)
Proof. The “only if” direction is clear, taking y “ x and z “ rss. We show the
converse. For y, z P C pSq with yYz P C pSq, we show that vpyYzqvpyXzq “ vpyqvpzq
by induction on |y Y z|. Assume the equality holds, and suppose y Ắsy1 with s R z.
Assume vpyq ‰ 0; otherwise the statement holds directly. By assumption,
since we have both y Ắsy1 and y Y z Ắsy Y z, we have vpy1 | yq “ vprss | rsqq “
vpy1 Y z | y Y zq, and thus vpy1 Y zq “ vpy Y zq ¨ vpy
1q
vpyq
. Note also that y1 X z “ y X z,
so we derive the equation as follows:
vpy1 Y zqvpy X zq “
vpy1q
vpyq









Finally, we prove a factorisation result:
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Proof. The (if) direction is an easy verification. For the (only if) direction, suppose
σ is Markov. The argument is by induction on x. The property holds for x “ H
since vpHq “ 1 by definition.
Suppose the property holds for some x P C pSq and suppose x Ắsx1. If s is
negative then the property holds since vpxq “ vpx1q and the positive events of x are
exactly those of x1.
Suppose s is positive. Notice that vpx1q “ vpx1 | xq ¨ vpxq. By Lemma 3.9
vpx1 | xq “ vprss | rsqq, so using the induction hypothesis for x we get









Markov strategies are not stable under composition, because the probabilistic
independence condition is not closed under hiding: two causally independent events
may have a hidden “common cause”, may not be probabilistic independent.
However, the interaction T f S satisfies the Markov property:
Lemma 3.11. Let x P C pT f Sq and suppose x Ắsx1. Then,
vTfSpx
1
q ¨ vTfSprsqq “ vTfSpxq ¨ vTfSprssq.
Proof. If s is negative, then vTfSpxq “ vTfSpyq and vTfSprsqq “ vTfSprssq by
Lemma 3.18 and we are done.
Suppose s is a σ-action, and write x “ xT f xS and x
1 “ x1T f x
1
S. Write




S. As xT Ď
´ x1T , vT pxT q “ vT px
1
T q, and similarly
zT Ď
´ z1T so vT pzT q “ vT pz
1
T q. Since S is Markov, vSpx
1






q ¨ vTfSprsqq “ vT px
1
T q ¨ vSpx
1
Sq ¨ vT pzT q ˆ vSpzSq
“ vT pxT q ¨ vSpxSq ¨ vT pz
1
T q ˆ vSpz
1
Sq
“ vTfSpxq ¨ vTfSprssq.
The proof for s a τ -action is symmetric.
The Markov property is a sub-condition of the sequential innocence condition
which we define in the next chapter. The lemma above is a necessary step in the
proof that sequential innocent strategies are stable under composition. We will see
that those strategies are sufficiently constrained for the hiding problem to disappear.
We continue with a discussion of deterministic strategies.
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3.3 Determinism and race-freeness
3.3.1 Deterministic strategies
In a deterministic strategy, Player behaves well-enough that simply assigning proba-
bility 1 to every configuration yields a valid probabilistic strategy. Note first that




There, assigning 1 to both ta, bu and ta, cu would violate condition (3) of valuations.
The issue here is that S contains a minimal conflict between two Player moves, b
and c. So we define deterministic strategies to be those in which this situation does
not happen, and the behaviour of Player is in some sense completely determined by
that of Opponent.
Definition 3.12. A strategy σ : S Ñ A is deterministic when for every x P C pSq,
if x Ắs and x Ắs
1
, with polpsq “ `, then xY ts, s1u P C pSq.
Lemma 3.13. If σ : S Ñ A is deterministic, then the map v : C pSq Ñ r0, 1s as
vpxq “ 1 for every x P C pSq satisfies the axioms for a valuation.
Proof. We check that v satisfies all three axioms. The first two are straightforward,
since by definition vpHq “ 1 and vpxq “ vpyq whenever x Ď´ y. If x Ď` y1, . . . , yn,













where the last equality is a well-known combinatorial result.
The converse to Lemma 3.13 is false due to the possible presence of races in
games and strategies. By race we mean a minimal conflict between a Player move
and an Opponent move, as in the following game B:
a` b´
Races do not mix well with probability: take the strategy σ : S Ñ B where S “ B
and σ is the identity. Although vptauq can be set to any p P r0, 1s, the operational
behaviour is ambiguous: Player does not have control over the move b and may not
be able to play a at all.
Thus we introduce the class of “race-free” games [Win].
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3.3.2 Race-free games
Definition 3.14. An event structure with polarity E is race-free if for all x P C pEq,
whenever x Ď` y and x Ď´ z then y and z are compatible: y Y z P C pEq.
By extension we call race-free the games and strategies whose underlying esp is
race-free.
Lemma 3.15. If A is a race-free game, then any strategy σ : S Ñ A is race-free.
Proof. Suppose x P C pSq with x Ắ`y and x Ắ´z. The map σ is defined on events, so
σx Ắ`σy and σx Ắ´σz. By assumption, A is race-free so σyYσz “ σpyYzq P C pAq.
Note that σy Ắ´σpy Y zq so by receptivity of σ there is a unique w P C pSq such
that y Ắ´w and σw “ σpy Y zq.
We show that w “ y Y z, so y Y z P C pSq as required. We write y “ x Y ts`u,
z “ xY ts1´u, and w “ cY ts`, t´u; we must show t “ s1. By courtesy, s ­_ t, and
therefore xYttu P C pSq. But σt “ σs1 since σw “ σpyY zq, and by receptivity there
is a unique x1 with x Ď x1 such that σx1 “ σz. Thus xY ttu “ z, i.e. s1 “ t, and in
particular w “ y Y z.
It is stated in [Win12, Lemma 2] that a game A is race-free if and only if the
copycat strategy ccA : CCA Ñ AK ‖ A is deterministic. This will be required for
copycat to be the identity morphism in the bicategory we construct below.
Lemma 3.16. For a race-free game A, a strategy σ : S Ñ A is deterministic if and
only if the function v : C pSq Ñ r0, 1s : x ÞÑ 1 is a valuation.
Proof. The (only if) direction is Lemma 3.13, so we check the converse. Suppose
σ : S Ñ A is not deterministic, so there exist configurations z Ắ`y1 and z Ắy2
with y1 Y y2 R Con. But S is race-free by Lemma 3.15, so z Ắ`y2. By the valuation
axioms, vpzq ě vpy1q ` vpy2q. It is clear that one cannot have vpxq “ 1 for all
x P C pSq.
The probabilistic copycat strategy is defined accordingly.
Definition 3.17. The probabilistic copycat strategy on a (race-free) game A is
the copycat strategy ccA : CCA Ñ AK ‖ A equipped with the constantly 1 valuation
v : C pCCAq Ñ r0, 1s.
So, from now on, we assume all games are race-free, and the rest of the chapter is
devoted to the construction of a cartesian closed bicategory of probabilistic strategies
on race-free games.
3.4 The bicategory PG
3.4.1 Composition of probabilistic strategies
Suppose σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B and τ : T Ñ BK ‖ C are probabilistic strategies with
valuations vS and vT respectively. Their interaction is τ f σ : T f S Ñ A ‖ B ‖ C,
and we can define a function vTfS on configurations of T f S as
vTfSpxT f xSq “ vSpxSq ˆ vT pxT q
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for every xT f xS P C pT f Sq. This satisfies the axioms for a valuation, treating
neutral events as positive. For x, y P C pT f Sq, we write x Ď`,0 y to mean that the
extension contains only positive and neutral events.
Lemma 3.18 ([Win13a]). The map vTfS : C pT f Sq Ñ r0, 1s satisfies the following
properties:
• vTfSpHq “ 1;
• vTfSpxq “ vTfSpyq if x Ď´ y; and





iPI yiq ě 0, where I ranges
over nonempty subsets of t1, . . . , nu such that
Ť
iPI yi is a configuration.
Then, the composition of σ and τ is τ d σ : T d S Ñ AK ‖ C, equipped with
the valuation vTdS defined as
vTdSpxq “ vTfSprxsq
for every x P C pT d Sq, or equivalently,
vTdSpxT d xSq “ vSpxSq ˆ vT pxT q
for every xT d xS P C pT d Sq. Showing that this satisfies the axioms of a valuation
is easily deduced from Lemma 3.18 [Win13a].
Remark 3.19. Chapters 6 and 7 of this thesis contain the development of a games
model for continuous probability distributions in a measure-theoretical setting. The
following points are worth clarifying.
• We sometimes refer to the probabilistic model presented here as “discrete”,
since coefficients are assigned directly to elements of C pSq, in a way that is
reminiscent of probabilistic reasoning in discrete spaces (such as countable
sets). But this terminology is short-sighted, and somewhat misleading, since
event structures can be infinite, and real numbers can be encoded as infinite
sequences of events; then, by assigning coefficients to finite sequences one is
able to model all probability distributions on the reals. This is briefly discussed
in [Win]. We leave as further work the comparison of this approach with the
measure-theoretic framework of Chapters 6 and 7.
• The “discrete” model arises as a sub-bicategory of the probabilistic games
model of Chapters 6 and 7. Therefore, to avoid redundancy, the structural
proofs are omitted in this chapter. In particular we make no mention of the
ambient pseudo-double category, and build a bicategory directly. We do state
all definitions and results; they will provide some intuition for the general
case, and suffice for the time being. (In the next two chapters, on the untyped
λ-calculus and PCF, only discrete distributions are considered.)
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3.4.2 2-Cells
The 2-cells in the bicategory of arenas and probabilistic strategies are maps of
strategies with an additional property relating valuations.
Definition 3.20. A map of probabilistic strategies from σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B to
σ1 : S 1 Ñ AK ‖ B is a map f : σ ñ σ1 satisfying
vSpxq ď vS1pfxq
for every x P C pSq.
Lemma 3.21. Maps of probabilistic strategies are stable under vertical and horizontal
composition.
Proof. For vertical composition, notice that if f : σ ñ σ1 and f 1 : σ1 ñ σ2, then
vSpxq ď vS1pfxq ď vS2ppf
1 ˝ fqxq.
For horizontal composition, let f : σ ñ σ1 and g : τ ñ τ . If xT d xS P C pT d Sq,
then pg d fqpxT d xSq is a configuration of T
1 d S 1, equal to yT 1 d yS1 for some
causally compatible pair pyS1 , yT 1q P C pS 1q ˆ C pT 1q, where there are bijections
ϕS1 : fxS–S1yS1 and ϕT 1 : gxT–T 1yT 1 . Thus we have vTdSpxTdxSq “ vSpxSqvT pxT q ď
vS1pfxSqvT 1pgxT q “ vS1pyS1qvT 1pyT 1q “ vT 1dS1pyT 1dyS1q “ vT 1dS1ppgdfqpxTdxSqq.
This gives a bicategory.
Theorem 3.22. There is a bicategory PG having:
• objects: race-free arenas;
• morphisms AÑ B: probabilistic strategies;
• 2-cells: maps of probabilistic strategies.
3.5 Rigid maps and push-forward valuations
This section is an aside. We describe how rigid maps of event structures can be used
to transport a valuation from one strategy to another.
Definition 3.23. A map of event structures f : S Ñ T is rigid if it preserves
causality, i.e. if s ďS s
1 then fpsq ďT fps
1q.
Rigid maps will play a fundamental role in the theory of measurable event
structures to be introduced in the second part of this thesis, because they correspond
precisely to those maps for which the induced map on configurations is a discrete
fibration.
For now we simply observe that rigid maps of strategies have the convenient
property that one can push-forward valuations across them. The concept is standard
in probability theory, where given a function f : X Ñ Y one can turn a probability
distribution on X into one on Y (provided f is “measurable”).
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Here, given a map of strategies f : σ ñ τ and a valuation v on S, define a map





for y P C pT q, where f´1tyu is the pre-image of y under f as a function of config-
urations, i.e. the set tx P C pSq | fx “ yu. We show that when the underlying
f : S Ñ T is rigid, f˚v satisfies the axioms for a valuation. A special case of this
result is known, for rigid maps of basic strategies without symmetry [Win15].
To handle the addition of symmetry the following technical lemma is key:
Lemma 3.24. Let f : σ ñ τ be a map of strategies, and let x, y P C pT q with
θ : x–T y. Then there exists a bijective function α : f
´1txu Ñ f´1tyu equipped with
a symmetry φz : z –S αpzq for every z P f
´1txu.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the size of θ, where the case θ “ idH is
straightforward.
Suppose θ Ắ`θ1 : x1 –T y
1 and we are given α with symmetries φz as above. If
z P f´1txu and z Ď z1 P f´1tx1u, since φz : z –S αpzq, there is w P C pSq with a
bijection φz1 : z
1 –S w extending φz. It must be the case that fw “ y
1, because from
fφz1 : x
1 –T fw and θ
1 : x1 –T y
1 we get a symmetry fφz1 ˝ θ
1´1 : y1 –T fw which
extends idy positively, and T is thin. So we define α1pz1q “ w. Since fφz “ θ and f
is defined on events, we have fφz1 “ θ
1.
The resulting α1 : f´1tx1u Ñ f´1ty1u is injective: assume α1pz1q “ α1pz2q for some
z1, z2 P f´1tx1u. Assume z1 and z2 are extensions of z0, z1 P f
´1txu, respectively;
then the bijections φz0 : z0 –S αpz0q and φz1 : z1 –S αpz1q extend to φz1 : z
1 –S α
1pz1q
and φz2 : z
2 –S α
1pz2q, so in particular αpz0q “ αpz1q and therefore z0 “ z1 (α is
bijective). So, writing z for z0 (and z1), we have idz Ắ
`φ´1z2 ˝ φz1 , which by thinness
of S implies z1 “ z2. That α is surjective uses a similar argument.
Now suppose θ Ắ´θ1 : x1 –T y
1. Given that f is a map of strategies, for every
z P C pSq there are positive symmetries ψz : σz –
`
A τx and ψαpzq : σpαpzqq –
`
A τy. By
assumption, τx Ď´ τx1 and τy Ď´ τy1, which (by Lemma 2.13) determines unique
extensions σz Ď´ u and σpαpzqq Ď w with a symmetry u–T w extending σφz. By
„-receptivity of σ, this can be lifted uniquely to an extension of φz.
From this we can prove the push-forward result:
Lemma 3.25. Let f : σ ñ σ1 be a map of strategies such that the underlying map
is rigid, and let v be a valuation on S. Then, the map f˚v is a valuation on T .
Proof. We check the four axioms of Definition 3.3. It is shown in [Win] that axioms
(1), (2), and (3) hold for f˚v provided f is rigid and receptive. To see why the latter
holds, consider z P C pSq and fz Ď´ y P C pT q. Applying τ we get τpfzq Ď´ τy.
Recall f is a map of strategies, so by definition there is ϕz : σz –
`
A τpfzq, which by
Lemma 2.13 extends uniquely to some ψ : w –`A τy. As σz Ď
´ w, by receptivity of
σ we get a unique z1 extending z such that σz1 “ w. Because ψ is unique we must
have fz1 “ y.
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is established using that axiom (4) holds for v.
Whenever the conditions are met we call f˚v the push-forward valuation of v
across f .
3.6 Bicategorical structure
The structure of G extends naturally to PG. All proofs will be given in Chapter 7
(see 7.4.4).
Lifting. The lifting and co-lifting constructions only produce instances of copycat,
and thus deterministic strategies. Observing this, it is not difficult to show that
Lemmas 2.27 and 2.60 still hold after the addition of probability. (Of course this
requires all games to be race-free, but objects of PG are race-free games.)
Products. Finite products are the same as in G; A& B is race-free whenever A
and B are. Recall that the pairing of strategies σ : S Ñ CK ‖ A and τ : T Ñ CK ‖ B
is a strategy xσ, τy : S & T Ñ CK ‖ A&B. Configurations of S & T are either empty,
or fully included in one of the two components. So for x P C pS & T q, we define
vS&T pxq to be 1 if x “ H, and (abusing notation) vSpxq or vT pxq accordingly.
As strategies are negative, the incompatibility between moves of S and T is
induced by Opponent, so that the above is a well-defined valuation.
Symmetric monoidal closed structure. Similarly, in setting up the monoidal
structure, all that needs re-defining is the action of b on strategies: for σ : S Ñ
AK ‖ A1 and τ : T Ñ BK ‖ B1, their tensor product σ b τ : S ‖ T Ñ pA ‖ BqK ‖
pA1 ‖ B1q can be equipped with the valuation vS‖T : C pS ‖ T q Ñ r0, 1s defined by
vS‖T pxS ‖ xT q “ vSpxSq ˆ vT pxT q. (Showing that this indeed defines a valuation is
slightly technical.)
All associated data is obtained in the same way as for G, using the remarks on
lifting above. It must also be checked that the 2-cells involved (the same as in G) are
valid maps of probabilistic strategies. We obtain that PG is a symmetric monoidal
bicategory. It is also closed: since σ and Λpσq have the same internal event structure
S, the valuation remains the same and the adjunction proof goes through with no
difficulty.
A linear exponential pseudo-comonad. When σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B is a proba-











The rest of the proof is done as in G. This gives a cartesian closed bicategory:
Theorem 3.26. The Kleisli bicategory PG! is cartesian closed.
In the next two chapters, we use this bicategory to give semantics to probabilistic
extensions of well-known languages: the untyped λ-calculus (Chapter 4), and PCF
(Chapter 5). To interpret recursion in the latter, we will need to consider ω-chains of
strategies.
Recursion. As in Chapter 2 we give an explicit description of ω-colimits in the
situation where the diagram is made up of strong inclusions. In this setting, we





ùñ . . . of strong inclusions and suppose that for every x P C pSiq
we have vSipxq “ vSi`1pSi`1q. Then the colimit construction given in the previous







is equipped with the valuation x ÞÑ vSipxq, where i is any index such that x P C pSiq.
More generally, given a chain consisting of strong embeddings, we construct the
colimit in the same way as in Chapter 2, using that a strong embedding can always
be factored as a strong inclusion composed with an isomorphism.
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Chapter 4
Innocence and the untyped
λ-calculus
The work presented in this chapter was conducted in collaboration with Pierre
Clairambault, and shows how probabilistic concurrent strategies can be applied to a
probabilistic extension of the untyped λ-calculus. We begin with a brief account of
the scientific context for this work; in particular we mention the various results from
which it draws inspiration.
A denotational model for the pure λ-calculus can be obtained by finding a
reflexive object in a cartesian closed category C, i.e. an object U with morphisms
app P C rU,U _U s and λ P C rU _U,U s such that app ˝ λ “ idU _U . A λ-term
with n free variables can then be interpreted as a morphism Un Ñ U , and the
induced equational theory is a well-defined λ-theory — a congruence on λ-terms
closed under β-reduction. (It is also the case that any λ-theory can be obtained in
this way [Sco80].) If app and λ are inverses of each other, the reflexive object is said
to be extensional and the induced λ-theory also validates the η rule.
One may then consider reflexive objects in cartesian closed bicategories. There,
the condition on the pair papp, λq can be relaxed. In [See87, Zei15] it is argued that
any adjunction pU,U _U, app, λq leads to a model, but it remains unclear that this
definition is completely appropriate: why, in particular, should the adjunction be
taken in one direction and not the other? To avoid any ambiguity we consider only
the extensional case, in which the adjunction must be an adjoint equivalence, and
hence the direction does not matter; see Definition 4.1 below. An example of this is
found in the cartesian closed bicategory of generalised species of structure [FGHW08].
Reflexive objects can also be found in categories of games, as described for example
in the work of Ker et al [KNO02], carried out in a model of Hyland-Ong games.
The reflexive object they consider is an arena U , the universal arena; it additionally
satisfies U – U_U , which implies (for abstract reasons [Sco80]) that the induced
λ-theory is also closed under η-reduction (the model is said to be extensional). But
the main result of [KNO02] is much stronger: the λ-theory of U coincides with H˚,
a well-studied λ-theory with a central place in the model theory of the λ-calculus.
To obtain this result the authors show that there is a precise correspondence
between, on one hand, innocent strategies, and on the other, Nakajima trees for
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λ-terms. Innocence is a condition on strategies which plays a significant role in the
game semantics of PCF [HO00], while Nakajima trees are syntactic structures used
as a representation for λ-terms; they are known to capture precisely the λ-theory
H˚.
The work presented in this chapter follows a similar approach to [KNO02], but
focusses on a λ-calculus enriched with an operator `p for probabilistic choice. We
consider a probabilistic head-reduction strategy for the calculus, in the spirit of
[EPT11]. The recent PhD thesis of Leventis [Lev16] provides an in-depth analysis of
the calculus and its operational semantics. In particular, Leventis puts forward a
probabilistic extension of Nakajima trees, and shows they characterise the proba-
bilistic analogue of H˚.
In this chapter we define game semantics for the probabilistic λ-calculus. Our
contributions are organised as follows:
• In Section 4.1, we show that the bicategory PG! has a reflexive object U which
additionally provides an interpretation for `p.
• In Section 4.2, we define and investigate “sequential innocence” for probabilistic
concurrent strategies. The condition is new, but largely based on innocence for
non-probabilistic concurrent strategies given in [CCW15].
• In Section 4.3, we show an adequacy result for the model of sequential innocent
strategies, saying that the probability of convergence of a λ-term can be obtained
from its interpretation as a strategy.
• Finally, in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, we show how the probabilistic Nakajima trees
of [Lev16] can be recovered from probabilistic innocent strategies. (Unlike
[KNO02], this is not a one-to-one correspondence, due to the presence of
additional branching information in probabilistic strategies.)
4.1 Syntax and semantics of the probabilistic λ-
calculus
We start with some syntactic background.
4.1.1 Syntax and operational semantics
The set λ` of terms of the probabilistic λ-calculus is defined by the following grammar,
where p ranges over the interval r0, 1s and x over an infinite set Var:
M,N ::“ x | λx.M |MN |M `p N.
Write λ`0 for the set of closed terms, i.e. those with no free variables, and λ
`
Γ for
the the set of terms with free variables in Γ.
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The operator `p represents probabilistic choice, so that a term of the form
M `p N has two possible reduction steps: to M , with probability p, and to N , with
probability 1´p. Accordingly, the reduction relation we consider is a Markov process
over the set λ`.
It corresponds to a probabilistic variant of the standard head-reduction [Bar84].



























For M,N P λ`, there may be many reduction paths from M to N . The
weight of a path π : M
p1
ÝÑ . . .
pn
ÝÑ N is the product of the transition probabili-
ties: wpπq “
śn
i“1 pi. The probability of M reducing to N is then defined as
PrpM Ñ Nq “
ř
π:MÑ˚N wpπq.
Our goal in this section is to give a denotational semantics to λ`-terms. We
identify a reflexive object in the bicategory PG!, which gives a canonical interpretation
for standard λ-calculus constructions; from this we will get for free a soundness result
for the semantics with respect to the usual βη-equality.
We will also give an explicit semantics for the operator `p, but for this the
meaning of this interpretation is not clear. It is not until Section 4.4 that we will get
a satisfactory answer to this question, through a comparison of strategies and Böhm
trees, only possible after the introduction of innocence in Section 4.2.
4.1.2 A reflexive object in PG!
As discussed in the introduction of this chapter, we define:
Definition 4.1. An extensional reflexive object in a cartesian closed bicategory




We define an arena U , starting with the underlying esp U . It has
• events : pNˆ Nq˚, finite sequences of ordered pairs;
• causality : s ď t if s is a prefix of t;
• consistency : no conflicts, ConU “ Pf pUq;
• polarity : polUpsq “ ´ if |s| is even, ` if it is odd.
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So U is an infinite, alternating tree whose nodes are labelled with pairs of natural
numbers pi, nq. In pi, nq, the integer i is the copy index of the node: the symmetry
on U will reflect this. (The computational meaning of n is more subtle and will only
become clear through the comparison with Nakajima trees.)
Accordingly, the isomorphism families on U are defined via equivalence relations
on events. We define „,„` and „´ to be the smallest equivalence relations satisfying:
s „ s1 ùñ s ¨ pi, nq „ s1 ¨ pj, nq
s „p s1 ùñ s ¨ pi, nq „ s1 ¨ pi, nq pfor p P t`,´uq
s „` s
1 and |s| even ùñ s ¨ pi, nq „` s1 ¨ pj, nq
s „´ s
1 and |s| odd ùñ s ¨ pi, nq „´ s1 ¨ pj, nq
Then, for x, y P C pUq, a bijection θ : x – y is in –U if for every e P x, e „ θpeq. The
families –´U and –
`
U are defined similarly using „´ and „`. The condition on |s| in
the definition of „` ensures that only Player copy indices are altered by a bijection
in –`U ; and the same holds for Opponent and –
´
U .
This data forms a game with symmetry:
Lemma 4.2. U “ pU,–U ,–´U ,–`Uq is an arena.
Proof. That U is forest-shaped and alternating holds by construction. We check




U are isomorphism families on U and satisfy the axioms of
Definition 2.12.
(–U is an iso family). Because „ is an equivalence relation, it is easy to check
that: the identity bijection on x is in –U ; if θ : x –U y then θ
´1 : y –U x; and if
θ : x–U y and ψ : y–U z then ψ ˝ θ : x–U z. Suppose that θ : x–U y and let x
1 Ď x.
In particular we have that e „ θpeq for any e P x1 and therefore the restriction
of θ to x is in –U . Suppose now that x Ắ
sx1 for some s. If x “ H then s “ ε
(the empty sequence) and θ extends trivially. If x is nonempty, let t be the unique
predecessor of s in x; write s “ t ¨ pi, nq. By assumption, t „ θptq, so for any j we
have s „ θptq ¨ pj, nq and since y is finite, j can be chosen so that s1 R y. So writing
y1 “ y Y ts1u, there is an extension θ Ď θ1 : x1 –U y
1.
The proofs for –`U and –
´
U are similar, with an added subtlety when checking
the extension axiom: suppose θx –U
` y and x Ắsx1, where s “ t ¨ pi, nq for some
t P x with |t| odd. By definition, s „` s1 where s1 “ θptq ¨ pi, nq. For the axiom to
hold with y1 “ y Y ts1u, it remains to check s1 R y. But if s1 P y, θ´1ps1q P x and
because θ is an order-isomorphism, θ´1ps1q is a successor of t. By definition of „`,
θ´1ps1q “ t ¨ pi, nq “ s which was assumed not to be in x.
(–`U Ď –U and –
´
U Ď –U). This follows from the fact that the equivalence
relations „` and „´ are subsets of „.
(If θ P –`U X–
´





any e P x satisfies e „` θpeq and e „´ θpeq. An easy inductive argument shows that
e “ θpeq.
(If θ P –`U and θ Ď
` θ1 P –U then θ
1 P –
`




case θ1 “ θ Y tps, s1qu. We know that |s| “ |s1| is odd, since s and s1 are positive
events. We need to show that s „` s1. Let t and t1 be the immediate predecessors of
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s and s1 respectively, so that t „` t1 and s “ t ¨ pi, nq and s “ t1 ¨ pj,mq. Since s „ s1,
we have n “ m, and because |t| “ |t1| is even, s „` s1. Checking the last axiom uses
a similar argument.
The object U , called the universal arena, is an extensional reflexive object in
PG!: the adjoint equivalence of Definition 4.1 is obtained by lifting an isomorphism
U – U_U of event structures with symmetry and polarity. By Lemma 2.60 this
gives an adjoint equivalence in PG, which is sent to one in PG! by the (canonical)
pseudo-functor PG Ñ PG!.
Lemma 4.3. The essps U and U_U are isomorphic.
Proof. First we show that U and U _U are isomorphic as event structures. Recall
the function space construction on games: U _U has events those of !U ‖ U , which
for clarity we write as ptαu ˆ Nˆ Uq Y ptβu ˆ Uq. The causality relation is defined
as the transitive closure of ď!U‖U Y tppβ, εq, pα, i, εqq | i P Nu (where ε P U is the
empty sequence).
The map
Ψ : U _U ÝÑ U
pα, i, sq ÞÝÑ pi, 0q ¨ s
pβ, εq ÞÝÑ ε
pβ, pi, nq ¨ sq ÞÝÑ pi, n` 1q ¨ s
is a bijection on events, with inverse
Ψ´1 : U ÝÑ U _U
ε ÞÝÑ pβ, εq
pi, nq ¨ s ÞÝÑ
#
pα, i, sq if n “ 0
pβ, pi, n´ 1q ¨ sq otherwise.
Ψ is an order-isomorphism: if e ă e1 in U _U , then either e “ pβ, εq, or
e “ pα, i, sq and e1 “ pα, i, s1q with s ăU s
1, or e “ pβ, sq and e1 “ pβ, s1q with
s ăU s
1. In all cases Ψpeq ă Ψpe1q. If s ă s1 in U , then s is a prefix of s1, and
it is easy to check that Ψ´1peq ă Ψ´1pe1q. Checking that Ψ preserves polarity is
straightforward. Thus U and U _U are isomorphic as esps.
The bijection Ψ preserves symmetry. Suppose that θ : x –U _U y, and write










Y tβu ˆ yβ.
By definition of –U _U , there is a reindexing bijection π : N Ñ N and bijections
θpα,iq P –U , i P N and θβ P –U such that θpα, i, sq “ pα, πpiq, θpα,iqpsqq and θpβ, sq “
pβ, θβpsqq for every s. Now for any e P x, we must show that Ψpθpeqq „ Ψpeq. If
e “ pα, i, sq, then θpeq “ pα, πpiq, θpα,iqpsqq, and Ψpθpeqq “ p0, πpiqq ¨ θpα,iqpsq. But
since θpa,iq P –U , we have that s „ θpa,iqpsq and therefore Ψpθpeqq „ pi, 0q ¨ s “ Ψpeq.
Similarly if e “ pβ, pi, nq¨sq (the case e “ pβ, εq is trivial), then θpeq “ pβ, θβppi, nq¨sqq.
We know that pi, nq ¨ s „ θβppi, nq ¨ sq and therefore θβppn,mq ¨ sq “ pn,m
1q ¨ s1 for
some m1, s1 such that s „ s1. We have Ψpeq “ pn`1,mq ¨s „ pn`1,m1q ¨s1 “ Ψpθpeqq.
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This concludes the proof that Ψθ P –U . We omit the proof the Ψ
´1 also preserves
symmetry, which can be verified similarly.
The isomorphism can be lifted to an adjoint equivalence in PG!:
Corollary 4.4. The arena U is an extensional reflexive object in PG!.
Proof. By Lemma 4.3, there is an iso Ψ : U_U Ñ U . Applying Lemma 2.60, we





in PG. The canonical pseudo-functor PG Ñ PG! is identity-on-objects and preserves





in PG! is given by app “ yΨ´1 d εU and λ “ pΨd εU _U .)
4.1.3 Interpretation of λ`
Closed terms of the probabilistic λ-calculus are interpreted as probabilistic strategies





, where UΓ “
˘
xPΓ U . The interpretation of the λ-calculus constructions
is standard:
JxKΓ “ $x, the xth projection
Jλx.MKΓ “ λd! ΛpJMK
Γ,x
q
JMNKΓ “ EvU ,U d! xappd! JMK
Γ , JNKΓy
For the probabilistic choice operator, we define the sum of two strategies. Let
σ : S Ñ p!UΓqK ‖ U and τ : T Ñ p!UΓqK ‖ U be strategies, and let p P r0, 1s.
The essp S `p T has a unique initial Opponent move (as do S and T — wlog
call this move ε), and continues as either S or T non-deterministically. That is,
it has events tεu Z pSztεuq Z pT ztεuq, and all structure induced from S and T ,
with X P ConS`pT iff X P ConS or X P ConT . We define vS`pT pxq to be 1 if
x “ H, tεu, pvSpxq if x P C pSq, and p1 ´ pqvT pxq if x P C pT q. The obvious map
σ `p τ : S `p T Ñ pUΓqK ‖ U is a strategy, and the interpretation of the syntactic
`p is simply JM `p NK
Γ
“ JMKΓ `p JNK
Γ.
For general reasons [Sco80], because the reflexive object pU , app, λq is extensional,
the semantics validates the β and η equations: for any M,N P λ`,
Jpλx.MqNK– JM rN{xsK and Jλx.MxK– JMK .
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However more work needs to be done in order to make sense of the probabilistic
interpretation. In the next section, we define sequential innocence for probabilistic
concurrent strategies. Then (in Section 4.3) we will prove an adequacy result relating
syntax and semantics, stating that the probability of convergence of a term (this will
be defined) can be recovered from the first level of Player moves in the (sequential
innocent) strategy representing it.
4.2 Probabilistic innocence
Innocence is a condition on strategies which captures definability by a purely func-
tional program; we will see (in this chapter and the next) the precise sense in which
this holds. In ‘traditional’ game semantics, innocent strategies are those in which
Player’s behaviour at any point of the game depends only on a part of the current
execution trace called the P-view. In concurrent game semantics, the explicit causal
dependency relation allows for a clean definition of innocence, in which P-views are
replaced by grounded causal chains.
Definition 4.5. A grounded causal chain (gcc) in a strategy σ : S Ñ A is a set
of events ρ “ ts0, . . . , snu Ď S such that s0 _ . . . _ sn and s0 is initial in S.
Innocence is there to forbid interference between Player moves appearing in
distinct gccs, where by interference we mean either causal dependence, conflict,
or probabilistic dependence. Note that innocence already appears in [CCW15] for
strategies without probability. The contribution of this thesis is essentially limited
to an extra constraint on the valuation.
4.2.1 Justifiers and visibility
By itself, innocence (and a fortiori probabilistic innocence) is not stable under
composition of strategies, without first restricting to visible strategies. Visibility
appears already in Hyland-Ong games [HO00], and involves the notion of justification
pointers.
Definition 4.6. Let σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B be a strategy, and s P S be a non-initial move.
The justifier of s, denoted justpsq, is defined as follows.
• If σs is an initial A-move, then justpsq is the unique s1 P S such that s1 _ s.
(σs1 is necessarily an initial B-move. Uniqueness is because σ is well-threaded.)
• Otherwise, justpsq is the unique s1 P S such that σs1 _ σs. (Uniqueness is
because arenas are forest-shaped and σ is locally injective.)
This is depicted using dashed lines (justification pointers) from every non-
initial Player move to its justifier. We do not need to specify the justifier of an
Opponent move s: by the receptivity condition on strategies, this must necessarily
be the unique t such that t _ s.
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Example 4.7. The identity strategy on the game A “ ta _ ‘u in PG! is the






in which the valuation is 1 everywhere.
We can finally define:
Definition 4.8. A strategy σ : S Ñ A is visible if for every gcc ρ in S, σρ P C pAq.
An equivalent requirement, closer in spirit to the visibility condition in [HO00],
is that any gcc containing a non-initial move must also contains its justifier.
Visible strategies are closed under composition [CCW15], pairing, tensor and
currying. They also include copycat and all of the structural morphisms of Chapter 2.
4.2.2 Sequential innocence
Visibility should be understood informally as a way of enforcing that each gcc is a
well-defined thread. In this point of view, innocence prevents interference between
certain concurrent threads of a strategy, namely those spawned by Opponent.
The innocence condition for concurrent strategies appears in [CCW15, Cas17], and
this can likely be extended to probabilistic strategies by enforcing an independence
constraint on the valuation. But it will not be necessary in this thesis to carry
out this extension in full generality. We are concerned here with programming
languages without any concurrency primitives, so we only give a probabilistic version
of sequential innocent strategies. This makes the presentation significantly simpler.
Definition 4.9. A strategy σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B is sequential innocent if it is visible
and satisfies the following properties:
• a subset X Ď S is a configuration if and only if σX P ConAK‖B and it is an
Opponent-branching forest (that is, causality is forest-shaped and if a _ b and
a _ c in X then polpaq “ `).
• the valuation vS is Markov.
The first condition is equivalent to the sequential innocence condition for non-
deterministic strategies given in [CCW15]. If σ : S Ñ A is sequential innocent,
then causality in S is itself forest-shaped, and if a _ b and a _ c with polpaq “ ´,
then necessarily b c. In this sense the behaviour of Player is sequential, and any
concurrency in S is induced by Opponent.
Additionally, concurrent gccs in S (necessarily Opponent-branching) cannot
interfere with each other without violating the requirements. In a Markov strategy
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causal independence implies probabilistic independence; so there is no “probabilistic
interference” between concurrent gccs.
Sequential innocent strategies are stable under composition:
Lemma 4.10. If σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B and τ : T Ñ BK ‖ C are sequential innocent
strategies, then their composition τ d σ is sequential innocent.
Proof. The first condition is preserved by composition: one can show that every
configuration of T fS is an Opponent-branching tree, and this is preserved by hiding.
See [CCW15] for details. We show that vTdS is Markov.
Let x, x1 P C pT d Sq and x Ắsx1. To avoid ambiguity in the rest of the proof,
we denote by r´sd and r´qd the down-closure operations in T d S, and r´sf for the
down-closure in T f S.
We must show that vTdSpx
1q ¨vTdSprsqdq “ vTdSpxq ¨vTdSprssdq, i.e. vTfSprx
1sfq ¨
vTfSprrsqdsfq “ vTfSprxsfq ¨ vTfSprssfq, observing that rrssdsf “ rssf.
We have rrsqdsf Ď rrssdsf in C pT f Sq, and because the causality relation in
T f S is forest-shaped, there is a unique covering chain
rrsqdsf Ắ
e1u1 Ắ
e2 . . . Ắen´1un´1 Ắ
s
rssf,
with ui “ reisf for every i. There is a covering chain
rxsf Ắ
e1w1 Ắ
e2 . . . Ắen´1wn´1 Ắ
s
rx1sf






sf | wn´1q ¨ vTfSpwn´1 | wn´2q . . . vTfSpw1 | rxsfq
“ vTfSprssf | un´1q ¨ vTfSpun´1 | un´2q . . . vTfSpu1 | rrsqdsfq
“ vTfSprssf | rrsqdsfq
which concludes the proof.
For any arena A, the copycat strategy is sequential innocent, so there is a
sub-bicategory PGsi of PG whose morphisms are sequential innocent strategies.
Furthermore, PGsi retains all the structure of PG: it is a symmetric monoidal closed
bicategory, with finite products and supporting a linear exponential pseudo-comonad.
In particular, the Kleisli bicategory PGsi! is cartesian closed.
Verifying the above properties is straightforward, with the key observation that
the tensor product creates no additional probabilistic dependencies. Details are
omitted.
4.3 Adequacy
Observe that the reflexive object U is still reflexive in PGsi! , because the morphisms
app and λ are sequential innocent.
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Further, the definition of JMK for M P λ` is not affected by the restriction: all
strategies involved in the definition (4.1.3) are sequential innocent, and the sum
σ `p τ of sequential innocent strategies σ, τ P PG
si
! is also sequential innocent.
So in this section we prove an adequacy theorem bridging the operational and
denotational semantics of λ`. We begin by defining notions of convergence for terms
and strategies.
4.3.1 Convergence
The normal forms for the reduction
p
ÝÑ defined in 4.1 are terms of the form
λx0 . . . xn´1. y M0 . . .Mk´1,
for non-zero n, k P N and Mi P Λ` for all i. Such terms are called head-normal
forms (hnfs). In the pure λ-calculus, each term has at most one head-normal form.
This is of course not the case in λ`.
The probability of convergence of a term M , denoted PrópMq, is the proba-
bility of M reducing to some hnf: PrópMq “
ř
H hnf PrpM Ñ Hq. More generally
for any set N of terms we write PrpM Ñ N q “
ř
NPN PrpM Ñ Nq.
Finally we say that two terms M and N are observationally equivalent, writ-
ten M u N , if for all contexts Cr s, PrópCrM sq “ PrópCrN sq.
Now, given a strategy σ : S Ñ p!UΓqK ‖ U , we obtain its probability of
convergence by summing the coefficients assigned to the first level of Player moves.
Opponent plays the initial move, so it is equivalent to consider the configurations






We show an adequacy theorem for the interpretation of λ`-terms in U :




The proof involves a relation Ÿ between terms and strategies which we obtain
using a fixed point construction. This is an untyped alternative to the “logical
relations” technique traditionally used to show adequacy. This method was put
forward by Pitts [Pit93] and recently used to obtain adequacy results for λ` – see
[EPT11, LP19], from which we draw much inspiration.
4.3.2 The relation Ÿ















where Γ ranges over finite sets of variables (and recall λ`Γ “ tM P λ
`
| fvpMq Ď Γu).
For each such relation R we will define a new relation φpRq, and the relation Ÿ
will arise as a fixed point for φ. We first introduce some notation. If Γ and ∆ are
sets of variables with Γ Ď ∆, then any strategy σ : S Ñ pUΓqK ‖ U gives rise to a
strategy σÒ∆ defined by the map
σÒ∆ : S Ñ pUΓqK ‖ U Ñ pU∆qK ‖ U
where the second arrow is the canonical injection pUΓqK ‖ U Ñ pU∆qK ‖ U .









σ@τ “ Ev d! xappd! σ
Ò∆, τy
and we write σ@τ1 . . . τn for pσ@τ1q . . .@τn.
Now fix an arbitrary relation R. For each Γ, define the relation φpRq to contain




ˆλ`Γ if the following condition holds: @∆ Ě Γ, @n P N,






and N1, . . . , Nn P λ
`
∆ with all pτi, Niq P R, then
Própσ@τ1 . . . τnq ď PrópMN1 . . . Nnq.
The action of φ is anti-monotone with respect to inclusion of relations, so in order
to find a fixed point for it we consider the map ψ defined for each pair of relations
pR`, R´q as
ψpR`, R´q “ pφpR´q, φpR`qq.
The map ψ is monotone for the order on pairs defined as pR`1 , R
´











1 , and moreover the order Ď makes the set of pairs of relations
a complete lattice.
Consider the set of pre-fixed points for ψ:
tpR1, R2q | ψpR1, R2q Ď pR1, R2qu
We write pŸ`,Ÿ´q for its glb, which by Tarski’s Theorem is a least fixed point
for ψ: ψpŸ`,Ÿ´q “ pŸ`,Ÿ´q, or in other words φpŸ`q “ Ÿ´ and φpŸ´q “ Ÿ`.
From this we deduce easily that pŸ´,Ÿ`q is also a fixed point for ψ, so that
pŸ`,Ÿ´q Ď pŸ´,Ÿ`q, i.e. Ÿ` Ď Ÿ´. As we will see now, the reverse inclusion holds
too, and we will take Ÿ “ Ÿ´ “ Ÿ`. We first note the following general fact:







pσ,Mq P φpRqu is closed under ω-colimits of strong embeddings.






























N1, . . . , Nn with each pτk, Nkq P R.
Since colimits commute with all constructions, we have p
Ž
iPω σiq@τ1 . . . τn “
Ž




σiq@τ1 . . . τnq “ sup
iPω
Própσi@τ1 . . . τnq.
By assumption, Própσi@τ1 . . . τnq ď PrópMN1 . . . Nnq for each i, so
sup
iPω
Própσi@τ1 . . . τnq ď PrópMN1 . . . Nnq,
hence p
Ž
iPω σi,Mq P φpRq and we are done.





sequence pσiqiPω of finite-depth approximants. Let us say first what we mean by the
depth of a strategy:
Definition 4.13. The depth of a sequential innocent strategy σ : S Ñ UK ‖ U ,
depthpσq, is the maximum number of Player moves in a gcc of S, and 8 when all
gccs have unbounded length.
Given a strategy σ : S Ñ pUΓqK ‖ U , and d P N, let σd be the largest sub-strategy
of σ with depth ď d. It is clear that the σd approximate σ in the sense that the




of the chain σ0 ñ σ1 ñ . . . (where all arrows
are inclusion maps).
Lemma 4.14. The relations Ÿ´ and Ÿ` satisfy Ÿ` Ď Ÿ´, so that Ÿ` “ Ÿ´.
Proof. We show by induction that for all d P N, if σ Ÿ´ M then σd Ÿ` M . By
Lemma 4.12, this shows that σ Ÿ`M .
For d “ 0, σd – K, and so for any τ1, . . . , τn, σd@τ1 . . . τn – K. In particular,
Própσd@τ1 . . . τnq “ 0; from this we easily deduce pσd,Mq P φpŸ
´q “ Ÿ`.
For the inductive step, observe first the following general fact: if σ ñ σ1 is an
embedding, then Própσq ď Própσ
1q. Furthermore if pσ1,Mq P φpRq for some R, then
pσ,Mq P φpRq.
Assume σd Ÿ
`M . Because σ Ÿ´M , we have σd`1 Ÿ
´M by the remark of the
previous paragraph. To show that σd`1Ÿ
`M, we use that Ÿ` “ φpŸ´q. Let ∆ Ě Γ,






and N1, . . . , Nn with τi Ÿ
´ Ni. We show that
Própσd`1@τ1 . . . τnq ď PrópMN1 . . . Nnq.
Applying the induction hypothesis to the τi, we get that pτiqd Ÿ
` Ni for each i.
Since σd`1 Ÿ
´M and Ÿ´ “ φpŸ`q, we deduce that
Própσd`1@pτ1qd . . . pτnqdq ď PrópMN1 . . . Nnq.
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It suffices now to show that Própσd`1@pτ1qd . . . pτnqdq “ Própσd`1@τ1 . . . τnq, and this
is a straightforward induction on n, observing that in a composition of the form
Ev d! xappd! σd`1, τy, a τ -event of depth ą d cannot occur.
So we define Ÿ “ Ÿ` “ Ÿ´. We move to the proof of the adequacy theorem.
4.3.3 Closure properties and proof of adequacy








ˆ λ`Γ such that
φpŸq “ Ÿ. We now aim to show that JMKΓ ŸM for every M , which implies the
adequacy theorem. This involves checking that Ÿ satisfies a number of properties.
Lemma 4.15. The relation Ÿ satisfies the following properties:
(1) If σ ŸM and σ – σ1, then σ1 ŸM.






is the xth projection.
(3) σ Ÿ pλx.MqN iff σ ŸM rN{xs.
(4) If σ ŸM and τ ŸN then σ `p τ ŸM `p N .
Proof. (1) Straightforward, because σ – σ1 implies Própσq “ Própσ
1q.
(2) Notice that for anyN1, . . . , Nn, PrópxN1 . . . Nnq “ 1, so necessarily Própπx@τ1 . . . τnq ď
PrópxN1 . . . Nnq. So pπx, xq P φpŸq “ Ÿ.
(3) This follows directly from the fact that Próppλx.MqNN1 . . . Nnq “ PrópM rN{xsN1 . . . Nnq
for any N1, . . . , Nn.
(4) For any τ1, . . . , τn, pσ `p τq@τ1 . . . τn – pσ@τ1 . . . τnq `p pτ@τ1 . . . τnq so in
particular Próppσ`pτq@τ1 . . . τnq “ p¨Própσ@τ1 . . . τnq`p1´pq¨Própτ@τ1 . . . τnq. It is
clear that PróppM`pNqN1 . . . Nnq “ p ¨PrópMN1 . . . Nnq`p1´pq ¨PrópNN1 . . . Nnq,
so the result follows.
We will also need the following characterisation:




ˆ λ`Γ , the following are equivalent:
(1) σ ŸM ;




ˆ λ`∆, if τ ŸN then σ@τ ŸMN.
Proof. The p1q ñ p2q direction is immediate, since φpŸq “ Ÿ. Assume p2q holds,





and N1, . . . , Nn P λ
`
∆, if τi Ÿ Ni for all i then Própσ@τ1 . . . τnq ď
PrópMN1 . . . Nnq. Because by assumption, σ@τ1 ŸMN1, the property holds directly
for every n ě 1. It remains to treat the case n “ 0, i.e. show that Própσq ď PrópMq.
But by Lemma 4.15(2), πxŸx, and so σ@πxŸMx and in particular Própσ@πxq ď
PrpMxq. But standard reasoning shows σ – λ d! Curpσ@πxq, hence Própσ@πxq “
Própσq. An easy argument shows PrópMxq “ PrópMq, so Prpσq ď PrpMq, and we
are done.
We are now able to show the following:
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Lemma 4.17. Let Γ “ x1, . . . , xn, and let M P λ
`
Γ . Let ∆ Ě Γ and suppose






and N1, . . . , Nn P λ
`
∆ with τi ŸNi for each i. Then,
JMKΓ d! xτ1, . . . , τny ŸM rN1{x1, . . . Nn{xns.
Proof. The proof is by induction on M .
Case M “ x. We must have x “ xj for some j, then M rNi{xis “ Nj and
JMKΓ d! xσ1, . . . , σny – σj, so the result holds using Lemma 4.15(1).





and P P λ`Θ with ρŸ P ,
pJMKΓ d! xτ1, . . . , τnyq@ρŸ pM rNi{xisqP.
But pJMKΓd! xτ1, . . . , τnyq@ρ – JNK
Γ,x
d! xτ1, . . . , τn, ρy, and by the induction hypoth-
esis, JNKΓ,x d! xτ1, . . . , τn, ρy Ÿ N rNi{xi, P {xs. But pM rNi{xisqP Ñ N rNi{xi, P {xs
so we conclude by Lemma 4.15(3).
Case M “ NN 1. We show pJNN 1KΓ d! xτ1, . . . , τnyq Ÿ pNN 1qrNi{xis. This is
equivalent to pJNKΓd! xτiyq@pJN 1K
Γ
d! xτiyqŸN rNi{xisN
1rNi{xis, which follows from
the IH for N and N 1.
Case M “ N `p P . Direct consequence of Lemma 4.15(4).
The adequacy property is a direct consequence of the lemma:








4.4 Strategies and Nakajima trees
In this section we refine the computational meaning of the semantics through a
connection between innocent strategies and the probabilistic Nakajima trees of
Leventis [Lev16]. We start by defining the latter.
4.4.1 Probabilistic Nakajima trees
Nakajima trees. The Nakajima tree [Bar84] of a pure λ-term M is in general
an infinite tree, which can be defined as the limit of a sequence of finite-depth
approximants. In fact those approximants will suffice for our purposes: given a
λ-term M and d P N, the tree NTdpMq is K if d “ 0 or if M has no head-normal
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form, and
λz0 . . . zn´1x0x1 . . . ‚ y






px1q . . .
if d ą 0 and M has hnf λz0 . . . zn´1.y P0 . . . Pk´1.
In order to deal with issues of α-renaming, we adopt a convention also used
in [Lev16], whereby the infinite sequence of abstracted variables at the root of a
tree of depth d ą 0 is labelled xd0, x
d
1, . . . so that any tree is determined by the pair
py, pTnqnPNq of its head variable and sequence of subtrees.
Leventis’ probabilistic trees Nakajima trees for the λ-calculus have striking
properties: they characterise observational equivalence of terms, and as a model they
yield the maximal consistent sensible λ-theory (see [Bar84] for details). In his PhD the-
sis, Leventis [Lev16] proposes a notion of probabilistic Nakajima tree which plays the
same role for λ`. Intuitively, because a term of the form λx0 . . . xn´1.z P0 . . . Pk´1 `p
λy0 . . . ym´1.w Q0 . . . Ql´1 has two hnfs, it may be represented by a probability distri-
bution over trees of the form of that above. Accordingly, two different kinds of trees
are considered: value trees, representing head-normal forms (without probability
distribution at top-level), and probabilistic Nakajima trees, representing general
terms:
Definition 4.19. For each d P N, the sets PT d of probabilistic Nakajima trees
of depth d and VT d of value trees of depth d are defined by VT 0 “ H,
VT d`1 “
 





T : VT d Ñ r0, 1s |
ř
tPVT d T ptq ď 1
(
.
We can then assign trees to individual terms:
Definition 4.20. Given M P λ` and d P N, its probabilistic Böhm tree of
depth d is the tree PTdpMq P PT d defined as follows:
PTdpMq : VT d ÝÑ r0, 1s
t ÞÝÑ PrpM Ñ tH hnf | VTdpHq “ tuq













, . . .
˘˘
.
Consider for example the term M1 “ λxy.x py ` 1
3
pλz.zqq, a head-normal form.
The first steps in the construction of its value tree of depth d, for some fixed d ě 2
are given as follows (where we use the symbol δt to denote the Dirac distribution at
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t: δtpt














δVTd´1pxd3q . . .







2 . . . ‚ x
d
l

























The strategy is an alternative representation of the term; but in this particular
example it corresponds precisely to the Nakajima tree representation. Ignoring the
depth superscript on the variable names in the latter, we see a correspondence between
the negative branching in the strategy and the branches in the value trees, and
between the positive branching and the variables indices at the head of probabilistic
trees. This correspondence will be formalised below. Note that the strategy is
pictured in “reduced form” [CCW15], meaning that the (countably many) symmetric
copies of each Opponent move are not pictured.
Probabilistic Nakajima trees precisely characterise observational equivalence in
λ`; writing M “PT N if for every d P N, PTdpMq “ PTdpNq, we have:
Theorem 4.21 (Leventis [Lev16]). For any M,N P Λ`, M u N if and only if
M “PT N .
In this sense probabilistic Nakajima trees provide a fully abstract interpretation
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of the probabilistic λ-calculus.
4.4.2 Nakajima-like strategies
In [KNO02], the authors prove an exact correspondence theorem for the pure λ-
calculus: Nakajima trees precisely correspond to deterministic innocent strategies on
the universal arena.
For λ` however, the correspondence is not so exact: although terms M and
M `pM have the same Nakajima tree, they have different interpretations in PG
si
! ,
where each probabilistic choice is recorded as an explicit branching point.1 In what
follows, we identify a class of Nakajima-like probabilistic strategies for which the
exact correspondence does hold, and we show that any strategy can be reduced to a
Nakajima-like one, essentially by quotienting out the “redundant” branching. This
yields a notion of equivalence between strategies, defined as reduction to the same
Nakajima-like strategy.
First, given a sequential innocent strategy σ : S Ñ U , define a relation « on
the events of S as the smallest equivalence relation such that if s1 « s
1
1, s1 _ s2,
s11 _ s12 and there is an order-isomorphism ϕ : ts P S | s2 ď su – ts1 P S | s12 ď s1u
such that for all s ě s2,
• σ s „` pσ ˝ ϕq s, and
• vSprss | rs2sq “ vSprϕpsqs | rs12sq,
then s2 « s
1
2. Informally, « identifies events coming from the same syntactic construct
in two copies of a term in an idempotent probabilistic sum, as in M `pM (where
Opponent has played the same copy indices).
Definition 4.22. We say σ : S Ñ U is Nakajima-like if vS is non-vanishing and
for every s, s1 P S, if s « s1 then s “ s1.
In other words, a Nakajima-like strategy is one with no redundant branches.
Many λ`-strategies do not satisfy this property, but all can be reduced to one that
does.
Given an innocent sequential strategy σ : S Ñ UΓ Ñ U , construct a sub-strategy
σą0 : Są0 Ñ UΓ with events Są0 “ ts P S | vprssq ą 0u. Then, let Snak be the set
of «-equivalence classes in Są0. We now show that this inherits a partial order
structure from Są0; we will then turn this into an essp.
Lemma 4.23. (1) If s « s1 then there is a bijection l : rss – rs1s such that t « lptq
for every t P rss. (n.b. rss is the down-closure, not the equivalence class of s.)
(2) The relation defined on «-equivalence classes as s ď t iff there exists s P s and
t P t with s ď t is a partial order.
(3) The order ď is tree-shaped.
1In particular, PGsi! does not yield a probabilistic λ-theory in the sense of Leventis [Lev16].
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Proof. (1) By induction on the definition of «. If s “ s1 then this is clearly true,
taking l to be the identity. Moreover the property is closed under applications of
transitivity and symmetry for «. Now suppose s1 « s
1
1 and there is such a bijection
l1 : rs1s Ñ rs
1
1s. If s1 _ s2, s11 _ s12 with conditions implying s2 « s12. Then, because







define l2 : rs2s Ñ rs
1
2s as the extension of l1 sending s2 to s
1
2.
(2) Reflexivity is clear. For transitivity, suppose s ď t and t ď u, so there is
s P s, t, t1 P t and u P u with s ď t and t1 ď u. Since t « t1, by (1) there is s1 P s
such that s1 ď t1. So s1 ď u and thus s ď u. For antisymmetry, suppose s, s1 P s and
t, t1 P t are such that s ď t and t1 ď s1. By (1), there is t2 ď s such that t2 « t1 « t.
But t ď t2, so t “ t2 “ s and therefore s “ t.
(3) Suppose s ď t and u ď t, so there is s P s, t, t1 P t and u P u with s ď t and
u ď t1. Since t « t1, by (1) there is s1 P s such that s1 ď t1. Since the order in Są0 is
tree-shaped, s ď u or u ď s, so s ď u or u ď s.
With respect to the order defined in (2) above, there is a unique initial move
ε P Snak. Define a map σnak : Snak Ñ U on s P Snak by induction on the length of the
unique chain ε _ ¨ ¨ ¨ _ s. Define σnakε “ ε. Now suppose σnaks “ u P pUΓqK ‖ U
and s _ t. Then σnakt is taken to be any successor u1 of u such that u1 „` σt for
every t P t (this always exists and is in fact unique when pol t “ ´). We define the
rest of the structure of the essp Snak, writing f : Są0 Ñ Snak for the quotient map:
• consistency : X Ď Snak iff rXs is an Opponent branching-tree and σnakX P
ConpUΓqK‖U .
• symmetry : θ : x–Snak y if there is ϕ : z –S w with fϕ “ θ.
• probability : taken as the push-forward of vS under the quotient map f : Są0 Ñ
Snak.
Lemma 4.24. The map σnak : Snak Ñ U is a sequential innocent strategy.
Proof. We first check that σnak is indeed a strategy. It is courteous, because if
s _ t and σnaks ­_ σnakt, then there are s P s and t P t with s _S t but s ­_S t,
so polpsq “ polpsq “ ´ and polptq “ polptq “ `. To show it is receptive, let
x P C pSnakq and σnakx Ď´ y P C pUq. The map f : C pSq Ñ C pSnakq is surjective, so
there is x P C pSq such that fx “ x, so there is a unique extension x Ď´ x1 such that
σx1 “ y. Then x Ď´ fy, and (by surjectivity of f) this extension is unique among
those mapping to y, so σnak is receptive. The argument for „-receptivity is the same.
Finally, if idfx Ď θ
1 : x1 –Snak x
2, then by definition of –Snak , idx Ď
` ϕ with fϕ “ θ1.
S is thin, so ϕ “ idx1 for some x1, so θ1 “ idx1 and Snak is thin.
By construction, f : Są0 Ñ Snak is a weak map of strategies, so by Lemma 3.25,
the pushforward f˚vS is a valuation on Snak. We use the characterisation of Lemma 3.9
to show that the valuation vnak (“ f˚vS) is Markov. (In what follows we use that it
is non-vanishing.)
The proof uses the following observation. Let x Ắsx1 in C pSnakq, and for x P
f´1txu, define a set Ax “ ts P s | x Y tsu P C pSqu. Then for any x, y P f´1txu,
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To see why such a φ exists, consider for each s P Ax its unique predecessor t P x.
Then let u be the unique event of y such that fptq “ fpuq; since f is a quotient map,
t « u, and so φpsq is taken as the appropriate successor of u.
We use this to show vnak is Markov. Let x Ắ































where the last step uses the observation of the previous paragraph (instantiated to
rsq Ắsrss) and that rsq “ rs1q for any s, s1 P Ax.




, we construct a






. Write σ “PT τ when σnak “ τnak.
4.4.3 Nakajima trees correspond to Nakajima-like strategies
We can now make formal the connection between sequential innocent strategies and
probabilistic Nakajima trees. To do so we define a bijective map from the set of
Nakajima-like strategies of depth d on pUΓqK ‖ U , to the set PT Γd of probabilistic
Nakajima trees of depth d with free variables in Γ. Since probabilistic Nakajima
trees are defined together with value trees, it will be necessary to also consider a
class of value strategies :
Definition 4.25. A strategy σ : S Ñ pUΓqK ‖ U is a value strategy if the initial
move ε P S has a unique successor s, such that vSptε, suq “ 1.
We can now define maps going both ways:
























which are inverses up to isomorphism of strategies.
Proof. By induction on d. The case for d “ 0 is straightforward: the domain and
codomain of ΦdΓ are empty, and those of Ψ
d
Γ are singletons.
In the general case, suppose σ is a Nakajima-like value strategy S Ñ p!UΓqK ‖ U
of depth ď d. We define a value tree t “ py, pTnqnPNq P VT dΓ. The head-variable y is
determined by the (unique) minimal positive move s of S. Either σs is the initial
move in the copy of UK corresponding to some variable x P Γ: in this case we set
x “ y; or σs is mapped to a minimal positive move of U , in which case we set x “ xdi
where σs “ pi, kq for some k.
By receptivity, s has ω immediate successors t0, t1, . . . . Each of them induces
an essp Si, the subtree of S with root ti, which can be turned into a strategy
σi : Si Ñ pUΓ`tx
d
k|kPNuqK ‖ U , such that σi is Nakajima-like (because σ is) and has
depth ď d´ 1. Then, for each i, we define Ti “ Ψ
d´1
Γ`txdk|kPNu
pσiq, and we have defined
ΦdΓpσq as t “ py, pTnqnPNq.
Suppose now that τ : T Ñ pUΓqK ‖ U is an arbitrary Nakajima-like strategy.
Then it is of the form
ř
iPI pi ¨ σi, where for each i P I, σi : Si Ñ pUΓqK ‖ U is
a value Nakajima-like strategy of depth d, and moreover all the σi are distinct.
So, by the drop condition, a Nakajima-like probabilistic strategy corresponds to a
probability distribution on value strategies. Using that ΦdΓ is a bijection, a probability
distribution on value strategies is the same thing as one on value trees, and therefore
ΨdΓ is a bijection.
In the rest of the chapter, we show that this bijection preserves the interpretation
of λ`-terms, in the following sense:
Theorem 4.27 (Correspondence theorem). For any M P Λ` and d P N, ΨdΓppJMK
d
qnakq “
PTdpMq, where JMKd is the maximal sub-strategy of JMK with depth ď d.
To alleviate notation we will simply write Φ and Ψ for ΦdΓ and Ψ
d
Γ, when the context
is clear. The next section gives a detailed proof and some immediate consequences.
4.5 The correspondence theorem
The proof is by induction on d, and follows a similar argument as in the non-
probabilistic case [KNO02], with the additional difficulty of dealing with infinite
width: a probabilistic Nakajima tree may be a probability distribution with infinite
support, and the first level of Player moves in a probabilistic strategy may be infinite.
The proof must therefore make use of finite-width approximations ; but the need to
approximate in both depth and width means that the order on probabilistic Nakajima
trees is more subtle than the naive probabilistic extension of the “subtree” order.
(For instance, PTdpMq is not in general a subtree of PTd`1pMq.)
The intricacies of Nakajima tree approximation are dealt with in the work of
Leventis in [Lev16]. In what follows, we describe the steps of his argument, and
reproduce them through game semantics, to get the desired correspondence result.
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4.5.1 Leventis’ method for approximating trees
For each d P N, Leventis [Lev16] proposes a method for approximating the tree
PTdpMq using a sequence of trees Ti P PT d(for i P N) with finite support. (That is,
the probability distributions Ti : VT Ñ r0, 1s have finite support. In this sense the
Ti have “finite width”.)
There are three steps in the design of the method:
• For d P N, define a partial order ďd on PT d.
• Define for each term M a finite-width tree ptdpMq P PT d called its local tree.
• Show that for each term M there is a sequence of terms pLipMqqiPω such that
the sequence of trees ptdpLipMqq approximates PTdpMq in the order ďd.
Because of the mutually recursive definition, each of the above must be done also for
value trees. The details follow.
Ordering trees. Let ε P R with ε ą 0. Define by induction on d P N two relations
ďd,ε and ď
v
d,ε on PT d and VT d, respectively, as follows:
@i ă m,Ti ďd,ε T
1
i
py, pT1, . . . , Tm, x
d








0, . . . qq
@A Ď VT d,
ř
tPÒA T ptq ď
ř
tPÒεA
T 1ptq ` ε
T ďd,ε T
1
where ÒεA “ tt P VT d | Dt1 P A with t1 ďvd,ε tu and ÒA “ Ò0A.




d,0. Leventis shows the two relations are indeed partial
orders, and he gives sufficient conditions for T P PT d to be the lub (w.r.t. ďd) of a
sequence pTnqnPω of trees, namely:
• for all n P ω, Tn ďd T ; and
• for all ε ą 0, there exists n P ω such that T ďd,ε Tn.
Local trees. Recall that for a term M and value tree t P VT d, PTdpMqptq is the
probability that M converges (by head-reduction) to a hnf h with VTdphq “ t. In
contrast, the local Nakajima tree ptdpMq does not model the convergence behaviour
of M , but instead gathers static information about the term structure. To obtain
this we consider the canonical form of M , denoted canpMq and defined to be its
normal form with respect to the reduction
λx.pM `p Nq λx.M `p λx.N pM `p NqP MP `p NP
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which is strongly normalising and confluent [Lev16]. This pushes some instances
of `p to the top level, and indeed canonical terms M,N are obtained as sums of
values, as in the following grammar:
M,N ::“ v |M `p N
v ::“ x | vM | λx.v
Note that head-normal forms are values, but not all values are in head-normal form.
To enforce associativity, commutativity and idempotence of `p one can consider
canonical terms up to the following notion of syntactic equivalence:
Definition 4.28. Let ”syn be the equivalence relation on λ
`-terms generated by:
M `p N ”syn N `1´pM
pM `p Nq `q P ”syn M `pq pN ` p1´pqq
1´pq
P q if pq ‰ 1
M `pM ”syn M
M `1 N ”syn M `1 P
Note that this is not a congruence; we are only concerned with “top-level” sums.
Canonical terms up to ”syn correspond precisely to finitely-supported probability
distributions on values, written as convex sums
ř
iPI pivi. (This representation will
be used in the definition of local trees.)
We note in passing that the semantics of λ`-terms is invariant under , and
that ”syn-equivalent terms have Nakajima-equivalent interpretation:
Lemma 4.29. Let M and N be terms with free variables in Γ. Then:
• If M  N , then JMKΓ – JNKΓ, and so JMKΓnak – JNK
Γ
nak.
• If M ”syn N , then JMKΓnak – JNK
Γ
nak.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.27, it it routine to check that λ d pσ `p τq – pλ d σq `p
pλ d τq and app d pσ1 `p τ
1q – papp d σ1q `p papp d τ
1q for any σ, τ, σ1 and τ 1
(with the appropriate type). Similarly Curpσ `p τq “ Curpσq `p Curpτq, and
from this we easily deduce Jλx.M `p NK
Γ
– Jλx.M `p λx.NK
Γ. To show that
JpM `p NqP K
Γ
– JpMP q `p pNP qK




Γ , JP KΓy – Evd! xappd! JMK
Γ , JP KΓy`pEvd! xappd! JNK
Γ , JP KΓy, which
can be done by a straightforward inspection.
For ”syn, we go through the equations in the definition above. There are obvious
isomorphisms of strategies σ`p τ – τ `p1´pq σ and pσ`p τq`q ρñ σ`pq pτ ` p1´pqq
1´pq
ρq.
Moreover, the Nakajima quotient σnak was defined specifically so that pσ `p σqnak –
σnak and pσ `1 τqnak “ σnak, from which the result follows.
We now define local Nakajima trees and value trees. Leventis’ original presentation
is slightly different, but our definition requires fewer technical tools.
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Definition 4.30. Suppose M P λ`, and let
ř
iPI pivi be the probability distribution
corresponding to canpMq. Then, for d P N, the local probabilistic Nakajima
tree of M of depth d is the tree ptdpMq P PT d defined as follows:






where for any hnf H “ λz0 . . . zn´1.y P0 . . . Pk´1, the local value tree of depth d












, . . .
˘˘
.
The finite-width approximants. The final step is to identify a sequence of trees
ti which approximate PT
d
pMq in the order ďd defined above. These are obtained
as the local Nakajima trees for a sequence of canonical terms LipMq, defined below.
The convergence proof uses that for any ε ě 0 there is k P N such that LkpMq is in
normal form “up to ε”:
Definition 4.31. For d P N and ε ě 0, the sets of canonical d, ε-head-normal
forms and d, ε-normal values are defined by:
NF0,εv “ tv | v value u
NFd`1,εv “ tλx0 . . . xn´1.yP0 . . . Pm´1 | @i, Pi P NF
d,ε
u
NFd,ε “ tM |M ”syn p
ř
iPI piviq ` p1´
ř
i piqP,




i piqPrópP q ď εu,
using the n-ary sum notation.
The terms LipMq are defined by means of the reduction ÑL between canonical
terms defined as follows:
M1 ÑL N1 M2 ÑL N2
M1 `pM2 ÑL N1 `p N2
@i. Pi ÑL Qi
λx0 . . . xn´1.yP0 . . . Pm´1 ÑL λx0 . . . xn´1.yQ0 . . . Qm´1
λx0 . . . xn´1.pλy.MqPQ0 . . . Pm´1 ÑL canpλx0 . . . xn´1.pM rP {ysqQ0 . . . Qm´1q
Terms of λ` have the following property.
Lemma 4.32 ([Lev16]). For every canonical term N there is a unique term LpNq
such that N ÑL LpNq. For a (not necessarily canonical) term M , let L
0pMq fi
canpMq and Li`1pMq fi LpLipMqq. Then, for every d P N and ε ě 0, there exists
k P N such that LkpMq P NFd,ε.
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One can then show that the necessary convergence conditions laid out above are
satisfied, so that:





We now reproduce the steps above with Nakajima-like strategies, aiming to show
a correspondence theorem. It will be helpful to note the following:





We proceed to define for each canonical M P λ` with free variables in Γ a strategy




. The definition is similar to that of JMKΓ, with the difference
that sub-terms of the form pλx.MqN are assigned a trivial strategy. Thus rM sΓ
provides no information about the behaviour of M under β-reduction. This is
reminiscent of the definition of the local tree ptdpMq, and indeed prM sΓd qnak will be
its semantic counterpart; see Lemma 4.37 below.

















πx if M “ x
λd! pΛprN s
x,Γq if M “ λx.N
Ev d! xappd! rN s
Γ , rP sΓy if M “ NP with N ‰ λx.N 1
rN sΓ `p rP s
Γ if M “ N `p P
K otherwise.





This is only defined up to isomorphism, so for a concrete construction we may take
K : tεu Ñ !pUΓqK ‖ U , where ε is the unique initial move of U , and the map has
evident action. We note the following property:





We will show that the strategy prM sΓd qnak corresponds to the local tree pt
dpMq
under the map Ψd. Since the strategies and Nakajima trees involved have finite
width, the proof is a straightforward extension of Ker, Nickau and Ong’s “exact
correspondence theorem” for the λ-calculus [KNO02].
We first prove a technical lemma.
Lemma 4.36. If v P λ` is a value which is not in head-normal form, then rvsΓ – K.
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Proof. If v “ x then it is in hnf. Suppose v “ v1M for M a canonical term. If v
is not in hnf, then either v1 “ pλx.Nq in which case rM sΓ “ K by definition, or
v1 is itself not in hnf, so by the induction hypothesis rv1sΓ – K. Then rv1M sΓ –
Evd! xappd!K, rM s
Γ
y – Evd! xK, rM s
Γ
y which we can easily check to be isomorphic
to K.
Finally if v “ λx.v1 and v is not in hnf, then v1 is not in hnf so rv1sΓ,x – K and
we conclude as above because λd! pCurpKqq – K.
We are ready to state the correspondence result for local trees and strategies:
Lemma 4.37. For every d P N, the following hold:
• For every hnf H P λ`Γ , rHs
Γ
d (and therefore prHs
Γ
d qnak) is a value strategy, and
ΦdpprHsΓd qnakq “ vt
dpHq.
• For every canonical term M P λ`Γ , ΨdpprM s
Γ
d qnakq “ pt
dpMq.
Proof. The proof is by induction on d, and the base case (d “ 0) is immediate.
Suppose d ą 0.
If H is a hnf, say H “ λx0 . . . xn´1.yP0 . . . Pm´1, then the strategy rHs
Γ is
obtained from ryP0 . . . Pm´1s
Γ,x0,...,xn´1 by repeated currying and composition with
the strategy λ associated with the reflexive object U . Write ∆ “ Γ, x0, . . . , xn´1.
Then, the strategy ryP0 . . . Pm´1s
∆ : S Ñ !pU∆qK ‖ U is a value strategy whose top-
level Player move corresponds to the variable y. The subsequent ω Opponent moves
correspond to the arguments given to y: the first m branches are the rPis
∆, and the
following branches are the appropriate copycat strategies. This corresponds precisely
to vtdpHq. (Remark: this deterministic step is the content of the correspondence
result in [KNO02], of which we have given a very informal account.)
Now let M be an arbitrary canonical term. We show the result by induction on
the term structure: M is either a value or of the form N `p P for canonical terms N
and P . If M is a value not in head-normal form, then by Lemma 4.36 rM sΓ – K, so
in particular rM sΓnak – K. It follows from the definition that pt
dpMqptq “ 0 for all t,
so the result holds. If M is a value in head-normal form, then the result follows from
the reasoning of the previous paragraph, using that ptdpMqptq “ 1 if t “ vtdpMq, 0
otherwise.
Finally suppose M “ N `p P for canonical terms N and P . By the induction
hypothesis, ΨpprN sΓd qnakq “ pt
dpNq and ΨpprP sΓd qnakq “ pt
dpP q. Let t P VT d. Recall
from Lemma 4.26 that to obtain the coefficient ΨpprM `p P s
Γ
d qnakqptq, we regard
prN `p P s
Γ
d qnak as a convex sum of value strategies, and sum over those corresponding
to t under Φd. Because the Nakajima quotient only identifies branches corresponding
to the same value tree, this process can be done directly on the strategy rN `p P s
Γ
d .
But rN `p P s
Γ
d “ rN s
Γ
d `p rP s
Γ
d , and so ΨpprN `p P s
Γ
d qnakqptq “ p ¨ΨpprN s
Γ
d qnakqptq `
p1 ´ pq ¨ ΨpprP sΓd qnakqptq. It is clear that pt
dpN `p P qptq “ p ¨ pt
dpNqptq ` p1 ´ pq ¨
ptdpP qptq, so this concludes the proof.




Proof. Strong embeddings are closed under horizontal composition and pairing, and
there is an embedding K ñ σ for any strategy σ, so the result holds by induction on
M , inspecting the cases in the definition of rM sΓ.




and there is an embedding σ ñ τ , then






are value strategies and
there is an embedding σ ñ τ , then Φppσdqnakq ď
v
d Φppτdqnakq for each d.
Proof. Mutual induction on d, where the base case holds immediately.
Let d ą 0 and let σ and τ be value strategies. The embedding must preserve the
label of the unique Player move at depth 1, and that of its immediate successors.
Restricting the embedding to any branch, using that each branch is a substrategy
of depth ď d´ 1, we can apply the induction hypothesis and get the desired result,
since by definition ďvd is a branch-wise ďd.
Now, let σ and τ be arbitrary strategies, and let A Ď VT d. Write σd as a convex
sum
ř
iPI pi ¨ σi of value sub-strategies, and similarly let τd “
ř
jPI qj ¨ τj. The
embedding of the statement can then be seen as consisting of an injection ι : I Ñ J ,
together with embeddings σi ñ τιpiq such that pi ď qιpiq for each i P I. By the
reasoning in the value case above, we have for each i that Φppσiqnakq ď
v
d Φppτιpiqqnakq.

















This shows that Ψppσdqnakq ďd Ψppτdqnakq.
Hence, using the embedding of Lemma 4.38, we get:
Corollary 4.40. For every M , ΨdpprM sΓd qnakq ďd Ψ
dppJMKΓd qnakq, and for every hnf
H, ΦdpprHsΓd qnakq ďd Φ
dppJHKΓd qnakq.
4.5.3 The strategy JMKΓnak as a lub
Lemma 4.41. If M P NFd,ε, then ΨdpprM sΓd qnakq ďd,ε Ψ
dppJMKΓd qnakq.
Proof. We show the statement by induction on d, together with the corresponding
property for values: if v P NFd,εv , then then Φ
dpprvsΓd qnakq ďd,ε Φ
dppJvKΓd qnakq.
The case d “ 0 is immediate. For d ą 0 we consider values first: for v “
λx0 . . . xn´1.yP0 . . . Pm´1 we have:
ΦppJvKΓd qnakq “ py, ΨppJP0K
Γ




pxdnq, . . . q
ΦpprvsΓd qnakq “ py, ΨpprP0s
Γ




pxdnq, . . . q.
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i piqP where all vi P NF
d,ε
v and p1 ´
ř













and the analogous statement for rM sΓd . Write T “ ΨppJMK
Γ
d qnakq and T
1 “ ΨpprM sΓd qnakq.
To show T ďd,ε T
1, let A be an arbitrary subset of VT d. We show that
ř
tPÒA T ptq ď
ř
tPÒεA
T 1ptq ` ε.


















ΨppJP KΓd qnakqptq ď PróppJP K
Γ
d qnakq “ PrópJP K
Γ
q
where the equality is because d ą 0. By the adequacy property (Theorem 4.11),
PrópJP K
Γ

























and therefore if ΦppJviK
Γ
d qnakq P Ò A then Φpprvis
Γ






























tPÒA T ptq ď
ř
tPÒεA
T 1ptq ` ε, as required.
We are finally in a position to show the following crucial step in the proof of the
correspondence theorem:










Proof. First, for every i P ω, ΦpprLipMqs
Γ
d qnakq ďd ΦppJL
ipMqKΓd qnakq by Corol-
lary 4.40, and since JLipMqKΓ “ JMKΓ (Lemma 4.34), ΦpprLipMqsΓd qnakq ďd ΦppJMK
Γ
d qnakq.
This shows that ΦppJMKΓd qnakq is an upper bound for the chain.
To show it is the least, by [Lev16], it suffices to show that for any ε ą 0, there





qnakq. By Lemma 4.32, there
















4.5.4 Wrapping up and full abstraction


















“ PTdpMq (Proposition 4.33).
We combine this with Leventis’ result, to get:
Theorem 4.44 (Full abstraction). For any M,N P Λ`, the following are equivalent:
• M u N ;





Following the game semantics tradition, we investigate an application of concurrent
games to the functional language PCF [Plo77]. Specifically we see how to obtain using
probabilistic strategies a model for terms of Probabilistic PCF, i.e. PCF extended
with a probabilistic primitive. This leads to an “intensional” full abstraction result.
5.1 Syntax and operational semantics
Probabilistic PCF (PPCF) extends PCF with a probabilistic Boolean coin which
gives tt or ff with equal probability. The choice of coin over another probabilistic
primitive (such as the `p operator of Chapter 4), is not particularly significant:
although there are differences in expressivity, it can be shown ([ETP14]) that this
does not affect contextual equivalence.
The types of PPCF are those of PCF, so
A,B ::“ Bool | Nat | AÑ B.
Its terms are those of PCF, augmented with the Boolean primitive coin:
M,N1, N2 ::“ x | λx.M |M N | n | b | succM | predM | ifM N1 N2
| iszeroM | YM | coin
where n and b range over natural numbers and Booleans, respectively. Typing rules
are standard; we only show that for coin:
Γ $ coin : Bool
As for λ`, the operational semantics is given by means of a weighted reduction
relation, defined by the following rules:
pλx.MqN
1
ÝÑM rN{xs if ttN1 N2
1















ÝÑ n` 1 coin
1
2






























ÝÑ ifM 1 N P
This gives for every M and N a probability of reduction PrpM Ñ Nq, got by
summing over all reduction paths (as done in 4.1).
In λ`, observational equivalence was defined with as observables the head-normal
forms; in PPCF, observables are ground type values:
Definition 5.1. Let M and N be PPCF terms such that Γ $M : A and Γ $ N : A.
We write M Àctx N if for every context Cr¨s such that $ CrP s : Bool for every
Γ $ P : A,
PrpCrM s Ñ bq ď PrpCrN s Ñ bq
for b P ttt, ffu. The equivalence induced by this preorder, contextual equivalence,
is denoted »ctx.
5.2 Arenas with questions and answers
PPCF types are interpreted as arenas. There are two ground type arenas,
JBoolK “
q´
tt` ff` JNatK “
q´
0` 1` 2` . . .
from which all types are interpreted inductively using JAÑ BK “ JAK _ JBK (“
! JAK( JBK). Observe, in both cases, the contrast between the initial question q,
indicating the start of the computation, and the answers tt, ff, 0, 1, etc. , indicating
that the computation is terminated and returns with a particular value. This intuition












On the argument side, the roles of Player and Opponent are reversed: Player starts
the computation and Opponent provides a value.
This duality was not apparent in the semantics of λ`. Since the language has no
constants, there are no ‘return values’ and it is sufficient for the model to describe
the dynamics of variable calls. (In other words, all moves are questions.)
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Definition 5.2. A arena with questions and answers is an arena A equipped
with a labelling function lbl : AÑ tQ,Au making each move either a question or
an answer, and such that:
• initial moves are questions;
• answers are maximal;
• bijections in –A preserve the labelling;
The addition of questions and answers to the objects of PG poses no difficulty; all
constructions extend in the obvious way. (Note that in the dual game AK polarity is
reversed but the question/answer labelling remains the same as in A.) The definition
of a strategy σ : S Ñ A is not affected, but the labelling can be lifted: s P S is
assigned the same label as its image σpsq.
With this extra structure in place we can apply a well-bracketing condition
on strategies, which ensures that Player respects the call/return discipline. The
condition is the same as in the concurrent games model of PCF [CCW15]; it is not
affected by the presence of probability.
Before we give the condition let us set some terminology. If σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B is a
strategy and the arenas A and B have questions and answers (assume from now on
all arenas have questions and answers), for X P ConS a question s P X is answered
in X if there is an answer s1 P X such that σpsq _ σps1q. We say X is complete if
every question in X is answered in X. For a gcc ρ in S, the pending question of
ρ is, if it exists, the latest (i.e. maximal) unanswered question ρi P ρ.
Definition 5.3. A visible strategy σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B is well-bracketed if the
following two conditions are met:
(a) For every gcc ρ “ tρ1 _ . . . _ ρn _ ρn`1u in S, if ρn`1 is an answer, then it
answers the pending question in ρ1 _ . . . _ ρn.
(b) If ρ and ζ are gccs of S, forking at ρi “ ζi, and merging at s as follows, with
both branches disjoint,








then the sets tρi`1, . . . , ρnu and tζi`1, . . . , ζmu are complete.
Well-bracketing is stable under composition [CCW15], so that we can define a
bicategory PGbsi! having arenas (with questions and answers) as objects and well-
bracketed and sequential innocent strategies as morphisms. Copycat, and therefore
all structural strategies, are well-bracketed, so that PGbsi! is cartesian closed.
All strategies are probabilistic, but most PPCF primitives (all but coin) have a
deterministic interpretation; when this is the case we omit the valuation from the
graphical representation.
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5.3 Semantics of PPCF
We now give the semantics of PPCF terms as morphisms in PGbsi! , following the
standard methodology, whereby a type A is assigned an arena JAK as defined above,
and an open term Γ $ M : A a strategy JMKΓ : ! JΓK Ñ̀ JAK. The latter uses
the usual semantics of contexts: Jx1 : A1, . . . , xn : AnK “
˘n
i“1 JAiK. (This is the
terminal object if n “ 0.)
We give the interpretation of PPCF terms as well-bracketed, sequential innocent
strategies.








For a nonempty Γ, JbKΓ and JnKΓ are got by precomposing JbK and JnK with the
unique strategy JΓK Ñ̀ 1.









with JcoinKΓ : JΓK Ñ̀ JBoolK defined as for constants.
λ-Calculus constructions. The interpretation of variables, applications, and
abstractions uses the cartesian closed structure in a standard way:
JxKΓ “ $x, the xth projection
Jλx.MKΓ “ CurpJMKΓ,x:Aq
JMNKΓ “ Ev d! xJMK
Γ , JNKΓy
Conditionals. For every ground type X P tBool,Natu we define a strategy
ifX : !pJBoolK & JXK & JXKq Ñ̀ JXK, and whenever Γ $ ifM N1 N2 : X we set
JifM N1 N2K
Γ





The strategy ifNat is displayed below. Note that to make the representation more
convenient we draw it as a strategy ! JBoolK b ! JNatK b ! JNatK Ñ̀ JNatK which
is not a morphism of the Kleisli bicategory PG!. But the two games ! JBoolK b
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! JNatK b ! JNatK and !pJBoolK & JNatK & JNatKq are equivalent in PG, so this
suffices.












Operations on natural numbers. The interpretation of pred is given by:











and we do not give the diagrams for succ and iszero, which should be easy to
recover.






ñ . . .
where Y0 JMK
Γ
“ K and Yn`1 JMK
Γ
“ Evd! xσ,Yn JMK
Γ
y. The colimit exists, since
there is a strong embedding K ñ Y1 JMK
Γ and strong embeddings are preserved by
horizontal composition and pairing.
5.4 Definability
We continue with a definability result for finite sequential innocent strategies. We
define what finite means here:
Definition 5.4. Say a sequential innocent strategy σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B is finite when:
• for every negative s P S, the set ts1 P S | s _ s1u is finite;
• for every positive question s P S, all but finitely many answers in the set
ts1 P S | s _ s1u are maximal.
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• there is a bound to the length of gccs in S;
• For every x P C pSq, vpxq P r0, 1s XQ;
As in the game model for PCF [HO00], the definability result does not hold for
PPCF but for PPCF extended with a family of definition-by-cases primitives
casek M rN1 | ¨ ¨ ¨ | Nks




casek M rN1 | ¨ ¨ ¨ | Nks
p
ÝÑ casek M
1 rN1 | ¨ ¨ ¨ | Nks
i ď k




Γ $M : Nat Γ $ Ni : X
Γ $ casek M rN1 | ¨ ¨ ¨ | Nks : X
where X can be either Nat or Bool. We define
Jcasek M rN1 | ¨ ¨ ¨ | NksK
Γ
“ caseXk d! xJMK
Γ , JN1K , . . . , JNkKy
where




is a strategy which inspects its first argument and, upon return of a value i, continues
as the pi` 1qst argument if i ď k, and stops otherwise.
Now, for p P p0, 1qXQ, the binary choice operator M `pN is definable from coin.
From this we can easily encode, for every finite convex sum of rationals
řn
i“1 pi, an
operator of natural number type, returning each i with probability pi. Combining
this with the definition-by-cases construct, we can define finite rational convex sums
of terms:
ř











From this we derive:
Theorem 5.5 (Finite definability). Let A be a PPCF type, and let σ : S Ñ JAK be
a finite, innocent sequential strategy such that vS is nonvanishing. Then there is a
(PPCF + case) term M such that $M : A and JMK – σ.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the bound on the gccs of σ. In the base case (in
which all gccs have length 1), σ must be trivial, and therefore we take take M to be
any diverging term.
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In the general case, because σ is sequential innocent and finite, there are k Player
moves s1, . . . , sk, pairwise inconsistent, immediately following the initial Opponent
move. By the axioms on valuations we can write σ as a convex sum
řk
i“1 piσk, where
pi “ vSprsisq for each i, and each σk is a value strategy (in the sense of Definition 4.25,
adapted to the arena JAK). By finiteness of σ, each pi is rational, so that by the
remarks immediately preceding the theorem it suffices to give for each i a term Mi
such that JMiK – σi.
So we show the definability result holds for any finite (sequential innocent) value
strategy τ : T Ñ JAK. The proof is exactly that of [HO00]. Write A “ A1 Ñ . . .Ñ
An Ñ Nat. The case where the return type is Bool treated similarly. Consider
Player’s first move t after Opponent has started the game (this is unique and has
probability 1, since τ is a value strategy). If t answers the initial question directly
with an integer l, then M “ λ~f.l will do.
If instead t is an initial question in one of the Ai, then we write Ai “ C1 Ñ
. . . Ñ Cm Ñ Nat. By receptivity of τ , the move t is followed by each Opponent
move available at this stage of the game, namely: the return values in Nat, and ω
symmetric copies of the initial question in each JCjK, which we write qCj . The copies
are redundant, since by the axioms of symmetry each copy has the same future. So
for each j ď m, write Cj “ Dj,1 Ñ . . . Ñ Dj,kj Ñ Nat and consider the branch
starting at qCj as a strategy τj on
q
Dj,1 Ñ . . .Ñ Dj,kj Ñ A1 Ñ . . .Ñ An Ñ Nat
y
.
This has bound on gccs strictly smaller than that of σ, so by the induction hypothesis
there is a term Mj such that JMjK – τj. We abstract away the variables Dj,i to get
a term λ~yj.Mj of type A1 Ñ . . .Ñ An Ñ Nat.
Going back to the move t, we consider the possible answers to it in Nat: let k be
the greatest one with a successor in the strategy (this exists by the second condition
on finite strategies). For each l ď k, isolating the “l-branch”, we obtain as above a
strategy on A1 Ñ . . .Ñ An Ñ Nat, and thus, a term Nl of type A. We define
M “ λ~f.casek pfipλ~y1.M1q . . . pλ ~ym.Mmqq rN1 | ¨ ¨ ¨ | Nks,
and leave out the verification that JMK – τ .
We conclude with a few remarks.
• From here the path to full abstraction is relatively standard, although the
addition of the definition-by-cases construct is more problematic than in [HO00,
DH02], since it is not clear that the term casekM rN1 | ¨ ¨ ¨ | Nks is definable up
to observational equivalence in PPCF. This does not affect the full abstraction
result, since it follows from the main theorem in [ETP14] that PPCF` case
terms have no more distinguishing power than standard PPCF terms.
• In fact, full abstraction can be obtained from the results of [ETP14] even
without a finite definability result. This was carried out in collaboration with
Simon Castellan, Pierre Clairambault, and Glynn Winskel [CCPW18].
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• We have seen that it is possible to give a “sequential innocence” condition
for probabilistic strategies in concurrent games. This is known to be difficult
with Hyland-Ong games, so the authors of [DH02] instead construct a model
for a probabilistic version of Idealised Algol, which does not require innocence.
Although Idealised Algol, which includes first-order references, can be modelled
with concurrent games [CCW19], its probabilistic extension is problematic:
the interaction of concurrency and state already involves nondeterministic
behaviour due to scheduling issues outside of Player’s control. It is notoriously
difficult to mix nondeterminism and probability, so this is a limitation of the
concurrent games model presented here. Recent work by Marc de Visme on
event structures with mixed choice [dV19] seems like a promising solution,




The preceding chapters were concerned with the addition of discrete probability to
concurrent games, and we have seen that to make a strategy σ : S Ñ A probabilistic
it suffices to equip it with a function v : C pSq Ñ r0, 1s assigning a coefficient to each
configuration.
We now aim for a generalised model, supporting probabilistic programs with
continuous datatypes (e.g. with a type of real numbers). It is well-known that the
“naive” approach to probability, in which coefficients are assigned directly to individual
elements of a set, is not satisfying in the situation where this set is uncountable. To
remedy this problem is the purpose of the measure-theoretic approach to probability,
where coefficients are instead assigned to certain subsets of elements. This leads to
the following notion. (A standard textbook on measure and probability theory is
[Bil08].)
Definition 6.1. A measurable space is a set X equipped with a σ-algebra, that
is, a set ΣX of subsets of X containing X itself, and closed under completements
and countable unions. (This implies ΣX is also closed under countable intersections.)
The elements of ΣX are called measurable subsets of X.
If we are to generalise probabilistic concurrent strategies to a continuous setting,
the set of configurations C pSq must therefore be turned into a measurable space. It
is tempting to consider a fully generalised model in which any σ-algebra on C pSq
gives a valid strategy. But this approach quickly proves too abstract in the context
of game semantics, where in order to get notions of composition and identity, one
requires well-understood connections between the measurable space structure, on
one hand, and causality, consistency, polarity, and symmetry, on the other.
Accordingly, we are led to a more involved notion of measurable event structure
with symmetry. This the topic of Section 6.1. We will see that this can be used to
construct an appropriate bicategory of “measurable games and strategies”, using the
same method as in the first part of this thesis. Sections 6.2 to 6.4 are devoted to the
development of this model. We defer to the next chapter the addition of probability.
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r1 P R´8 8
r2 P R´8 8
a1
a2
Figure 6.1: A fibred event structure f : E Ñ E 1.
6.1 Measurable event structures
The key idea is best conveyed using fibrations of event structures, so this will be our
starting point. The presentation we give in 6.1.1 agrees with that given in [PW18],
where measurable event structures were introduced.
In 6.1.2, we will investigate an alternative, more general notion of measurable
event structures. Roughly speaking, to do this we move from discrete fibrations to
presheaves via the standard correspondence – but there are additional subtleties. We
compare the two notions in the spirit of existing work connecting event structures
and presheaves [Win99, SW10].
This new notion of measurable event structure is more easily enriched with
symmetry, which we add in 6.1.3. We build a symmetric monoidal category Mess
(of ”measurable event structures with symmetry”), in which the usual category Ess
of event structures with symmetry embeds fully and faithfully.
6.1.1 Fibrations of event structures
Consider a process outputting two real numbers r1 and r2 consecutively, each chosen
non-deterministically in R. An event structure representation of it is pictured as E
on the left of the arrow in Figure 6.1. Each ‘real line’ represents an uncountable set
of events, all pairwise in immediate conflict. Only a portion of the event structure is
displayed — there are in fact uncountably many such “r2” real lines, one for each
r1 P R.
Configurations of E can have one of three forms: H, tr1u, or tr1, r2u where
r1, r2 P E and r1 _ r2. Our approach involves projecting them to the configurations
of a base event structure E 1, displayed on the right of the figure. The goal is to
encapsulate the uncountable non-deterministic branching in E 1 in fibres over the
configurations of E 1: H, ta1u and ta1, a2u.
Observe that the projection map E Ñ E 1 is rigid (i.e. preserves causal dependency,
cf. Definition 3.23). Rigid maps are appropriate in this context because they provide
a well-behaved notion of fibre:
Lemma 6.2. If f : E Ñ E 1 is a map of event structures, then f is rigid if and only
if the induced map C pEq Ñ C pE 1q is a discrete fibration of partial orders, i.e. for
every x P C pEq, if y Ď fx for some y P C pE 1q, then there exists a unique x1 P C pEq
such that x1 Ď x and fx1 “ y.
Proof. (Only if). Suppose that f : E Ñ E 1 is rigid and that we have x P C pEq and
y P C pE 1q such that y Ď fx. The restriction of f to x is injective by assumption,
and pf |xq
´1y is necessarily the only x1 Ď x such that fx1 “ y. It is a configuration,
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since it is consistent (as a subset of x) and down-closed (f preserves and reflects
causal dependency, and y is down-closed).
(If). Suppose now that f is not rigid, so there are e, e1 P E such that e _ e1 but
fpeq ­_ fpe1q. Consider x “ re1s and y “ rfpe1qs. Then y Ď fx, but since fpe1q P y
and fpeq R y, there can be no x1 P C pEq such that x1 Ď x and fx1 “ y (such an x1
would not be down-closed).
Accordingly, given a rigid map f : E Ñ E 1 and a configuration x P C pE 1q, the
fibre over x is the preimage f´1txu “ tz P C pEq | fz “ xu. If x Ď y P C pE 1q, we
write rx,y : f
´1tyu Ñ f´1txu for the restriction map determined by Lemma 6.2;
rx,y sends z P f
´1tyu to the unique w Ď z such that fw “ x.
Once the configurations of E are organised as fibres, we turn them individually
into measurable spaces. (The measurable space structure on C pEq can then be
obtained via a coproduct construction, but it will not play any useful role in the
development.) We then require that the restriction maps are measurable functions
in the standard sense [Bil08]:
Definition 6.3. A measurable function from pX,ΣXq to pY,ΣY q is a function
m : X Ñ Y such that every U P ΣY has a measurable preimage: m
´1U P ΣX .
The measurable event structures of [PW18] are defined as follows. To avoid
confusion with the alternative presentation we use in this thesis (to be introduced
below), we call them measurable fibrations of event structures.
Definition 6.4. A measurable fibration of event structures consists of a rigid
map f : E Ñ E 1, and for each x P C pE 1q, a σ-algebra Σx on the fibre over x, such
that for every x Ď y P C pEq, the restriction map rx,y is measurable.
6.1.2 Event structures and presheaves
For any category D, there is a well-known categorical equivalence between discrete
fibrations C Ñ D and contravariant functors Dop Ñ Set to the category of sets,
better known as presheaves over D.
With this in mind, the following is not surprising:
Lemma 6.5. For every measurable fibration f : E 1 Ñ E, the following defines a
functor Mf : C pEqop Ñ Meas, where C pEq is a partial order seen as a category
and Meas is the category of measurable spaces and measurable functions:
Mf : x ÞÝÑ pf´1txu,Σxq
px Ď yq ÞÝÑ rx,y
Proof. Direct verification.
The category Meas inherits many properties from Set; in particular it is complete
and cocomplete. (But note that it is not cartesian closed [A`61].) Thus we refer to
functors Cop Ñ Meas as measurable presheaves, which in this thesis we often
simply call presheaves; there should be no ambiguity.
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The converse to Lemma 6.5 is not true, as many presheaves on E are not repre-
sentable in this way. The representable ones can be characterised via a “separatedness”
condition:
Definition 6.6. A presheaf M : C pEqop Ñ Meas is separated if it satisfies the
following condition: for every x P C pEq and u, v P Mpxq, if Mpres Ď xqpuq “
Mpres Ď xqpvq for every e P x, then u “ v.
(Note thatM is separated if and only if, writing U : Meas Ñ Set for the forgetful
functor, the presheaf U ˝M : C pEqop Ñ Set is separated, in the topos-theoretic
sense [MM12], with respect to the Grothendieck topology on C pEq generated by
covering families tres Ď x | e P xu for each x. The thesis does not make use of it.)
We give a characterisation of those measurable presheaves arising from measurable
fibrations. The result is a straightforward adaptation of the representation theorem in
[Win99]. By a nonempty presheaf we mean one for which there exists x P C pEqop
withMpxq ‰ H. Observe that a nonempty, separated presheaf is necessarily rooted,
in the sense that MpHq is a singleton space. (All representable presheaves must be
rooted, since for any f : E Ñ E 1, f´1tHu “ tHu.)
Lemma 6.7 (Adapted from [Win99]). A presheafM : C pEqop Ñ Meas is nonempty
and separated if and only if there is a measurable fibration f : E 1 Ñ E such that
M –Mf .
Although representable presheaves have a more intuitive operational behaviour
in terms of event structures, it is interesting to keep the extra generality, since the
model supports it. Thus we define:
Definition 6.8. A measurable event structure consists of an event structure
E and a presheaf M : C pEqop Ñ Meas. Say pE,Mq is representable if M is
nonempty and separated in the sense of Definition 6.6.
Before introducing maps of measurable event structures, we introduce symmetry.
6.1.3 Symmetry in measurable event structures
Fix E “ pE,–Eq an event structure with symmetry. To make E measurable we take
care to ensure that symmetric configurations of E have isomorphic fibres. A natural
solution is to make M functorial with respect to the bijections in the isomorphism
family –E. We begin by adding them to the category C pEq:
Definition 6.9. The category of configurations C pEq of an ess E is the sub-
category of Set with objects the elements of C pEq, and morphisms generated by
inclusions maps x ãÑ y and symmetries θ : x–E y.
It is worth remarking that any morphism xÑ y in C pEq can be factored uniquely
as x–E x
1 ãÑ y, by the axioms of symmetry.
Definition 6.10. A measurable event structure with symmetry is pE ,Mq
where E is an ess and M : C pEqop Ñ Meas is a functor. Say pE ,Mq is rep-
resentable when pE,M ˝ ιq is, writing ι : C pEqop ãÑ C pEqop for the canonical
inclusion functor.
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In the presence of symmetry, the issue of representability deserves further discus-
sion. Indeed the correspondence between separated presheaves and rigid maps of
event structures does not extend to this setting, i.e. there are rigid maps E 1 Ñ E for
which the induced functor C pE 1q Ñ C pEq is not a discrete fibration (and so does not
give a presheaf).
Nonetheless, ifM : C pEqop Ñ Meas is nonempty and separated, and f : E 1 Ñ E
is the measurable fibration obtained (via Lemma 6.7) from the underlying measurable
event structure, then E 1 can be equipped with an isomorphism family, so that
f : E 1 Ñ E gives a discrete fibration C pE 1q Ñ C pEq with corresponding presheaf
isomorphic to M. The isomorphism family –E1 is set to contain bijections θ : x – y
meeting the following conditions:
• fθ P –E and θ is the bijection x – fx
fθ
– fy – y;
• The map Mpfθq :Mpfyq ÑMpfxq satisfies Mpfθqpyq “ x.
This construction is significant, because the world of measurable fibrations (with
symmetry) is generally more intuitive. (There are other ways to relate event struc-
tures with symmetry and presheaf models, see [SW10].)
We proceed to define a category Mess of measurable event structures with
symmetry. We begin by observing that because maps of event structures with
symmetry preserve both inclusion and symmetries, a map f : E Ñ E 1 induces a
functor C pEq Ñ C pE 1q. We also use f to denote this functor, and f op for the
corresponding functor C pEqop Ñ C pE 1qop. Then we define:
Definition 6.11. Let pE ,Mq and pE 1,M1q be measurable event structures with
symmetry. A map pE ,Mq Ñ pE 1,M1q is a map f : E Ñ E 1 of ess, together with a
natural transformation ntf :M ‚ÑM1 ˝ f op between functors C pEqop Ñ Meas.








ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pE3,M3q consists of the map g ˝ f and the
natural transformation ntg˝f defined as pidfop ‹ nt











There is an obvious notion of identity pE ,Mq Ñ pE ,Mq, and associativity and unit
laws pose no problem:
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Lemma 6.12. Measurable event structures with symmetry and maps between them
form a category, called Mess.
We note the following basic fact about isomorphisms in Mess:
Lemma 6.13. If pE ,Mq and pE 1,M1q are objects of Mess, f : E Ñ E 1 is an
isomorphism of event structures with symmetry, and ntf :M ‚ÑM1˝f op is invertible,
then pf, ntf q : pE ,Mq Ñ pE 1,M1q is an isomorphism.





:M1 “ pM1 ˝ f opq ˝ pf opq´1 pnt
f q´1˝pfopq´1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑM ˝ pf opq´1.
The verification is straightforward.
Objects of Mess support a notion of parallel composition which extends1 that of
Ess using the cartesian product in Meas, and the fact that C pE ‖ E 1q – C pEqˆC pE 1q.
When pX,ΣXq and pY,ΣY q are measurable spaces the product space pX ˆ
Y,ΣXˆY q is the product of X and Y as sets, with σ-algebra the smallest one
containing tU ˆ V | U P ΣX , V P ΣY u. This is a categorical product in Meas (in
particular there are measurable projections X ˆY Ñ X and X ˆY Ñ Y ). We make
use of the canonical functor ˆ : MeasˆMeas Ñ Meas in the next definition.
Definition 6.14. The parallel composition of pE ,Mq and pE 1,Mq is E ‖ E 1
equipped with the functor M ‖M1 defined to be the composite





Given pE1,M1q, pE2,M2q, pE 11,M11q, pE 12,M12q and maps pfi, ntfiq : pEi,Miq Ñ pE 1i ,M1iq
for i “ 1, 2, define pf1, nt
f1q ‖ pf2, ntf2q “ pf1 ‖ f2, ntf1‖f2q where the map ntf1‖f2x1‖x2 :




The empty ess H is assigned the terminal presheaf MH : C pHqop Ñ Meas
mapping the empty configuration H to the singleton space t˚u. (Note that this is the
only nonempty, separated presheaf on C pHq.) It is easy then to check that Mess is
symmetric monoidal:
Lemma 6.15. pMess, ‖,Hq is a symmetric monoidal category, where for objects
pA,MAq, pB,MBq, pC,MCq, the structural isomorphisms aA,B,C, rA, lA and bA,B
associated with the smc Ess (see Lemma 2.40) are equipped with natural transforma-
1This extension is canonical, and it might be informative to deduce this from some general
theory, recognising that Mess is a lax comma object of the form pC p´qop ÓMeasq in the 2-category
Cat. Then, because C p´qop : Ess Ñ Cat is a symmetric monoidal functor and Meas is a
(cartesian) monoid in Cat, Mess inherits a canonical symmetric monoidal structure from Ess. The
presentation we give is more concrete.
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tions
ntaA,B,C : pMA ‖ MBq ‖ MC
‚
Ñ pMA ‖ pMB ‖ MCq ˝ aopA,B,C
ntlA :MH ‖ MA
‚
ÑMA ˝ lopA
ntrA :MA ‖ MH
‚
ÑMA ˝ ropA
ntbA,B :MA ‖ MB
‚
ÑMB ‖ MA ˝ bopA,B
all of which are made up of canonical morphisms using the cartesian structure of
Meas.
The category Mess will form the basis of the model of measurable games and
strategies developed in the next section. Before proceeding with the development,
we briefly remark that Ess occurs as a subcategory of Mess; later we will use this
to show that the games model in the first part of this thesis is a special case of the
forthcoming “measurable games” model.
6.1.4 Embedding Ess into Mess
Every ess E can be turned into a measurable ess with trivial structure: consider
the presheaf 1E : C pEq Ñ Meas, defined by 1Epxq “ t˚u for every x. Then the pair
pE ,1Eq is representable, and has corresponding fibration the identity function E Ñ E .
A measurable event structure of this form is called discrete, because the induced
σ-algebra on C pEq is discrete [Bil08], i.e. every subset is measurable.
Accordingly, we write discpEq “ pE ,1Eq, and it is easy to check (using that 1 is
terminal in the presheaf category) that this defines an embedding disc : Ess Ñ Mess.
6.2 Measurable games and strategies
We finally get to the development of a model of games and strategies based on
measurable event structures with symmetry. The story relies on the development in
Chapter 2, and unfolds in essentially the same order. The first step is the addition of
polarity, which is straightforward: a measurable essp is a measurable ess pA,MAq
where A is also an essp.





Aq is a game with symmetry (cf. Definition 2.12) and
ppA,–Aq,MAq is a measurable essp. Say A is a measurable arena if the un-
derlying game with symmetry is an arena.
With the notion of game in place, we define strategies.
Definition 6.16. A measurable strategy on a measurable game A consists of a
measurable essp pS,MSq, and a map pσ, ntσq : pS,MSq Ñ pA,MAq, such that:
• the underlying map σ : S Ñ A is a strategy;
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is a pullback in Meas.
Receptivity is there to prevent Player from constraining Opponent’s behaviour
further than is allowed by the game. In the measurable setting, any negative extension
of a measurable fibre must agree with the corresponding extension in the game. This
condition serves to ensure a well-behaved interaction with measurable copycat, the
identity on a measurable game, which we introduce below. We will shortly give a
characterisation of pullbacks in Meas.
Measurable strategies compose much like strategies, via a pullback construction
followed by a hiding step. We first investigate pullbacks in Mess.
6.2.1 Pullbacks in Mess
We begin with a characterisation of pullbacks in Meas. Suppose X, Y, Z are mea-







exists and has underlying set the pullback in Set: P “ tpx, zq P XˆZ | gpxq “ hpzqu,
with Π1 and Π2 the usual projections. The associated ΣP is the subspace σ-algebra
induced by ΣXˆZ , using that P Ď X ˆ Z.
We then deduce the following:
Lemma 6.17. For E P Ess, the category rC pEqop,Meass of presheaves on C pEq
(and natural transformations between them) has all pullbacks.
Proof. It is standard that limits exist in a functor category whenever they exist in
the codomain category. Note that they are computed pointwise.








is a pullback square in Ess, and pσ, ntσq : pS,MSq Ñ pA,MAq and pτ, ntτ q :
pT ,MT q Ñ pA,MAq, the ess S ^ T can be equipped with the functor MS^T :
C pS ^ T qop Ñ Meas obtained as the pullback
MS^T
MS ˝ Πop1 MT ˝ Π
op
2
MA ˝ pσ ^ τqop
ntσ˝Πop1 nt
τ˝Πop2
in rC pS ^ T qop,Meass, which always exists by the previous lemma. Call the
projections ntΠ1 and ntΠ2 , respectively.
Lemma 6.18. The measurable ess pS ^ T ,MS^T q is the pullback of pσ, ntσq and
pτ, ntτ q in Mess, with projections pΠ1, nt




pS,MSq pT ,MT q
pA,MAq
pp1,ntp1 q pp2,ntp2 q
pσ,ntσq pτ,ntτ q
commutes in Mess. Because S ^ T is a pullback of event structures with symmetry,







commute. For abstract reasons [ML13], pre-composition with the functor ωop :
C pQqop Ñ C pS^T qop preserves limits (and a fortiori pullbacks), so that the pullback
cone for MS^T in rC pS ^ T qop,Meass can be turned into one in rC pQqop,Meass:
MS^T ˝ ωop








Finally, because the following commutes (using that p1 “ Π1 ˝ ω and p2 “ Π2 ˝ ω)
MQ








there is a a unique natural transformationMQ
‚
ÑMS^T ˝ωop satisfying the necessary
properties.
6.2.2 Composition of measurable strategies
A measurable strategy from pA,MAq to pB,MBq is a measurable strategy on
pA,MAqK ‖ pB,MBq, where the dual measurable game pA,MAqK is pAK,MAq.
(This is well-defined: C pAKq “ C pAq.)
Interaction of measurable strategies. At this point it helps to introduce some
lighter notation. From now on, we will use A,B,S, T , . . . to denote measurable
essps, where the underlying data A,B,MA,MB, . . . is kept implicit. Similarly we
write σ, τ , . . . for maps, omitting the components σ, τ, ntσ, ntτ , etc.
So to compose σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B and τ : T Ñ BK ‖ C, start with the pullback
T f S
S ‖ C A ‖ T
A ‖ B ‖ C
Π2Π1
σ‖C A‖τ
in Mess. The measurable essp T f S is the interaction of σ and τ .
We note an important property of the interaction:
Lemma 6.19. Suppose x Ắey P C pT f Sq, and assume e is a σ-action ( i.e. Π1e is
a positive event of S). Then,
MT fSpyq MT fSpxq







is a pullback in Meas.
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Proof. Consider the interaction cube:
MT fSpyq MT fSpxq
MA‖T pyA ‖ yT q MA‖T pxA ‖ xT q
MS‖CpyS ‖ yCq MS‖CpxS ‖ xCq







The left and right faces are pullbacks by definition. By measurable receptivity of τ
(combined with the obvious fact that
MApyAq MApxAq
MApyAq MApxAq
is a pullback), the bottom face of the cube is also a pullback. Then, standard
categorical reasoning shows that the top face is a pullback, which is the desired
result.
Of course, the dual result holds: if x Ắey for a τ -action e, then
MT fSpyq MT fSpxq








Hiding. The ess T d S is defined as usual, by restricting to the visible events of
T f S. There is a functor
r´s : C pT d Sq Ñ C pT f Sq
which assigns to each configuration its unique witness in the interaction. Then, the
functor MT dS : C pT d Sqop Ñ Meas is simply defined as MT fS ˝ r´sop. In other
words, for every x P C pT d Sq, MT dSpxq :“MT fSprxsq.
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We define the associated natural transformation ntτdσ :MT dS ñMAK‖C ˝ pτ d
σqop as






Lemma 6.20. The composition τ d σ : T d S Ñ AK ‖ C is a measurable strategy.
Proof. Because strategies are closed under composition, all that must be checked is
the measurable receptivity axiom.
We first discuss negative extensions in the interaction T f S. Suppose x Ắey P
C pT f Sq for e a negative (so visible) event; wlog assume e is an A-move, so
xS Ắ
Π1eyS and xA Ắ
pτfσqeyA. We reason once again using the interaction cube:
MT fSpyq MT fSpxq
MA‖T pyA ‖ yT q MA‖T pxA ‖ xT q
MS‖CpyS ‖ yCq MS‖CpxS ‖ xCq
MA‖B‖CpyA ‖ yB ‖ yCq MA‖B‖CpxA ‖ xB ‖ xCq
Since yT “ xT , it is straightforward to check the bottom face is a pullback. The left
and right faces are pullbacks, so the top face is a pullback. By measurable receptivity
of σ, the front face is a pullback. We paste the front and top pullback squares to get
that
MT fSpyq MT fSpxq




is a pullback. We easily deduce that the following is also a pullback:
MT fSpyq MT fSpxq






Going back to the composition τ d σ — let z, w P C pT d Sq with z Ắ´w.
By courtesy, no negative event can immediately depend on a non-visible one, so
rzs Ắerws in C pTfSq for some negative event e, and we are in the situation discussed
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above. The fact that
MT fSprwsq MT fSprzsq






is a pullback corresponds precisely to the measurable receptivity of τ d σ.
6.3 The pseudo-double category MG
Measurable games and strategies can be organised into a bicategory, which we will
call MG. This is a generalisation of the bicategory G defined in Chapter 2, and we
will see that it retains the necessary structural properties.
In the same way as for G, we start by showing that there is a pseudo-double
category MG which is isofibrant and symmetric monoidal. We will then focus
on its horizontal bicategory (in the sense of Definition 2.29) and show it admits a
sub-bicategory which is symmetric monoidal closed, has finite products and supports
a linear exponential pseudo-comonad.
The purpose of this section is to give the details of its construction.
6.3.1 Measurable copycat
For a measurable game A, the construction of ccA : CCA Ñ AK ‖ A goes in the
following way.
Recall that configurations of CCA are of the form x ‖ y for some x, y P C pAq such
that y Ď x (that is, y Ě´ x X y Ď` x). Moreover, morphisms x ‖ y Ñ z ‖ w in
the category C pCCAq are all of the form f ‖ g for some f : x Ñ z and g : y Ñ w
in C pAq which agree on xX y; so in particular from such a pair f, g we can define
f X g : xX y Ñ z X w.
We define the presheaf MCCA : C pCCAqop Ñ Meas as follows. For an object
x ‖ y, MCCApx ‖ yq is defined as the pullback






Then, to define the action of MCCA on morphisms, observe that for any f ‖ g :
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x ‖ y Ñ z ‖ w the following diagram commutes:
MCCApz ‖ wq MApwq
MApzq MApz X wq





where the dashed arrow is the mediating map for the pullback MCCApx ‖ yq; this is
what we take as MCCApf ‖ gq.
It remains to define ntccA :MCCA
‚
ÑMAK‖A ˝ ccopA . For x ‖ y P C pCCAq, nt
ccA
x‖y is
the pairing xΠ1,Π2y of the pullback projections, using that MAK‖ApccApx ‖ yqq “











It is possible to recoverMCCA by considering the appropriate pullback in the functor
category rC pCCAqop,Meass. Then, ntccA arises as a mediating morphism in a partic-
ular diagram. This implies the required functoriality and naturality properties. We
omit the details.
Lemma 6.21. The map ccA : CCA Ñ AK ‖ A defines a measurable strategy, called
the measurable copycat strategy on A.
Proof. We check it is measurably receptive. Suppose x ‖ y, z ‖ w P C pCCAq with
x ‖ y Ď´ z ‖ w. We must check that
MCCApz ‖ wq MCCApx ‖ yq






is a pullback. Observe first that because x Ď`A z and y Ď
´
A w, it must be the case
that xX y “ z X w.
In any category it can be established that the dashed square below is a pullback,
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and our diagram above is an instance of this construction. This can be done by
checking the universal property directly; we omit the details.
Unsurprisingly, measurable copycat is not a strict identity. We proceed to
generalise the 2-cells of G to the measurable setting. This will allow us to define the
associators and unitors of MG in 6.3.3.
6.3.2 2-Cells
The 2-cells in MG are a natural generalisation of those of G , which were of the form
S S 1





To generalise this we first define the symmetry relation between maps of measurable
essps.
Lemma 6.22. Let f, g : E Ñ E 1. If f „ g, the family ϕ “ tϕxux (where ϕx “
tpfpeq, gpeqq | e P xu) is a natural isomorphism between f and g seen as functors
C pEq Ñ C pE 1q.
Proof. For x P C pEq, ϕx is a morphism fx Ñ gx in C pE 1q. Naturality is verified
directly.
We can now define:
Definition 6.23. Maps of measurable essps pf, ntf q, pg, ntgq : pE ,MEq Ñ pE 1,ME 1q
are symmetric (written pf, ntf q „ pg, ntgq) if f „ g and the following diagram
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commutes in rC pEqop,Meass :
ME ME 1 ˝ f op




(Note that ϕ : f
‚
Ñ g is also a natural transformation gop
‚
Ñ f op.) They are
positively symmetric if in addition, f „` g.
Then, maps between measurable strategies are given by:
Definition 6.24. For measurable strategies σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B and σ1 : S Ñ A1K ‖ B1,
a map from σ to σ1 is pf, g, hq where f is a map of measurable essps and g, h are
maps of measurable games (i.e. maps of measurable essps whose underlying map is
a map of games), such that
S S 1





Vertical composition of maps of measurable strategies is done as in G . We must
verify the additional axiom in the definition of positive symmetry; this is not difficult
and we omit the details.
Horizontal composition is more involved. Suppose we have maps
S S 1















ÑMT 1dS1 ˝ pg d fqop.
Explicitly, this is a family of maps
ntgdfxTdxS :MT dSpxT d xSq ÑMT 1dS1ppg d fqpxT d xSqq
and to give this is to give a map MT fSpxT f xSq ÑMT 1fS1ppg f fqpxT f xSqq for
each xT d xS. Recall that pg f fqpxT f xSq is a configuration yT 1 f yS1 P C pT 1 f S 1q
with the property that there exist bijections
φ : fxS ‖ h3xC –S1‖C1 yS1 ‖ yC1 ψ : h1xA ‖ gxT –A1‖T 1 yA1 ‖ yT 1
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such that the following diagram commutes:
h1xA ‖ h2xB ‖ h3xC
σ1pfxSq ‖ h3xC h1xA ‖ τ 1pgxT q
yA1 ‖ yB1 ‖ yC1
ϕxS ‖h3xC h1xA‖ϕxT
pσ1‖C1qφ pA1‖τ 1qψ
(where as usual the maps ϕxS and ϕxT are canonical bijections, obtained by the
positive symmetry requirement in the definition of maps of strategies).
Consider the following diagram, where we write h “ h1 ‖ h2 ‖ h3:
MT fSpxT f xSq
MS‖CpxS ‖ xCq MA‖T pxA ‖ xT q
MS1‖C1pfxS ‖ h3xCq MA1‖B1‖C1phpxA ‖ xB ‖ xCqq MA1‖T 1ph1xA ‖ gxT q
MA1‖B1‖C1pσ1pfxSq ‖ h3xCq MA1‖B1‖C1ph1xA ‖ τ 1pgxT qq
MS1‖C1pyS1 ‖ yC1q MA1‖T 1pyA1 ‖ yT 1q
MA1‖B1‖C1pyA1 ‖ yB1 ‖ yC1q
ntΠ1 ntΠ2













This commutes because every sub-diagram does: the top square commutes by
definition, the bottom-left and bottom-right squares are instances of the naturality
axiom for ntσ
1‖C1 and ntA
1‖τ 1 , the internal square commutes by the discussion of
the previous paragraph, and the remaining two commute because of the symmetry
requirement in the definition of maps of strategies.
By definition, MT 1fS1pyT 1 f yC1q is obtained as the pullback of the bottom-most
two maps in the diagram, so the universal property gives a map MT fSpxT f xCq Ñ
MT 1fS1pyT 1 f yC1q which we take as ntgdfxTdxS .
Lemma 6.25. The family of maps ntgdf is a natural transformation, and g d f “
pg d f, ntgdf q is a map of measurable strategies.
Proof. For the sake of readability, we have given the componentwise definition of
ntgdf above, but observing that every element of the diagram only involves natural
transformations, the family ntgdf can be directly obtained as a mediating map in
the functor category rC pT d Sqop,Meass. This makes it a natural transformation;
we omit the details.
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It remains to check that gd f is a map of measurable strategies. By definition of
ntgdf , for any xT d xS we have that the following commutes:
MT fSpxT f xSq MT fSpyT 1 f yS1q




where the bottom arrow coincides, after hiding, with the image under ofMA1‖B1‖C1 of
the canonical bijection ϕ obtained from the symmetry phK1 ‖ h3q ˝ pτ d σq „` pτ 1 d
σ1q ˝ pg d fq.
6.3.3 Structural isomorphisms
We will get a pseudo-double category after specifying some structural 2-cells: an
associator αρ,τ ,σ : pρdτqdσ ñ ρdpτdσq for every σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B, τ : T Ñ BK ‖ C
and ρ : RÑ CK ‖ D, and unitors λσ : ccB d σ ñ σ and ρσ : σ d ccA ñ σ.
Associator. We start with the associator, which has underlying map of essps the




ÑMRdpT dSq ˝ αopσ,τ,ρ,
whose components must be measurable functions of the form
MpRfT qfSppxR f xT q f xSq ÑMRfpT fSqpxR f pxT f xSqq.
This is obtained canonically since both the domain and co-domain can be seen to
rise as (ternary) pullbacks of the same diagram.
Unitors. Recall that the unitors in G are strong isomorphisms
ρσ : S d CCA ñ S
λσ : CCB d S ñ S
defined for every σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B, whose action on configurations is given in
Lemma 2.22. Let σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B be a measurable strategy. In the proof of the next
lemma, we extend λσ to an isomorphism of measurable strategies:
Lemma 6.26. For any σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B, the functors MCCBdS and MS ˝ λopσ are
naturally isomorphic, and the induced family of maps ccB d σ ñ σ is natural in σ.
Proof. We give an isomorphism MCCBdS ˝ λ´1σ
‚
ÑMS . Lemma 2.22 characterises
the action of λσ on configurations; its inverse λ
´1
σ sends xS P C pSq to px
˚
B ‖ xBqdx˚S
where x˚S is the maximal sub-configuration of xS whose maximal B-moves are all
positive, and σx˚S “ xA ‖ x˚B. Note in particular that x˚B Ď´ xB and x˚S Ď´ xS.
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First, by definition of MCCB and using that x˚B X xB “ x˚B,






is a pullback, so in particular Π2 is an isomorphism. Observe also that










commutes, since ntccB is defined as the canonical injection of the pullback into the
product.
By definition, we also haveMCCBdSppx˚B ‖ xBq d x˚Sq “MCCBfSppx˚B ‖ xBq f x˚Sq
and this is the pullback
MCCBdSppx˚B ‖ xBq d x˚Sq
MS‖Bpx˚S ‖ xBq MA‖CCBpxA ‖ x˚B ‖ xBq
MA‖B‖BpxA ‖ x˚B ‖ xBq
ntσ‖B ntA‖ccB
By composing on the left with projections MS‖Bpx˚S ‖ xBq
π1
ÝÑ MSpx˚Sq and
MA‖B‖BpxA ‖ x˚B ‖ xBq
MApxAqˆπ1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑMA‖BpxA ‖ x˚Bq, we derive that
MCCBdSppx˚B ‖ xBq d x˚Sq




is a pullback. Combining this with the remarks in the previous paragraph, we get
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that
MCCBdSppx˚B ‖ xBq d x˚Sq







commutes, and hence (rearranging) that
MCCBdSppx˚B ‖ xBq d x˚Sq MSpx˚Sq
MA‖BpxA ‖ xBq MA‖BpxA ‖ x˚Bq
ntσ
MA‖BpxA‖x˚B ãÑxA‖xBq
is a pullback. But by measurable receptivity of σ,
MSpxSq MSpx˚Sq




is a pullback, and pullbacks are unique up to isomorphism: we get a mediating
isomorphism MCCBdSppx˚B ‖ xBq d x˚Sq –MSpxSq.
The proof that this is a natural transformation is a straightforward diagram chase
using naturality of ntσ. The proof that the induced λσ is natural in σ is very similar,
and makes use of the naturality of λσ and the additional axiom in the definition of
symmetry for maps of measurable essps. The details are easily recovered.
Theorem 6.27. There is a pseudo-double category MG having
• objects: negative, measurable games;
• vertical morphisms: maps of measurable games;
• horizontal morphisms: measurable strategies; and
• 2-cells: maps of measurable strategies.
The category of objects is written MG0 and the category of morphisms MG1.
Proof. We have given all the data. It remains to verify the two coherence axioms –
this is done by instantiating the universal property of the appropriate pullback.
We proceed to study the categorical structure of measurable games. In passing,
we note that the functor disc : Ess Ñ Mess defined in 6.1.4 induces a pseudo-
double functor (the standard notion of morphism between pseudo-double categories)
disc : G Ñ MG .
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6.4 Categorical properties
In Chapter 2, we studied in detail the structure of the bicategory G, and found that,
given the appropriate data, it is a symmetric monoidal closed bicategory with finite
products and a linear exponential pseudo-comonad. Proceeding in very similar steps,
we show that MG enjoys the same properties.
6.4.1 Symmetric monoidal closed structure
We use Shulman’s theorem (Theorem 2.39). A map f : AÑ B which is courteous,
receptive, „-receptive and measurable receptive can be lifted to a strategy pf : A Ñ̀ B,
and if fK satisfies these properties then we get a colifted strategy qf : B Ñ̀ A. So
MG is isofibrant.
We have seen (Lemma 6.15) that Mess is a symmetric monoidal category, and
for the same reasons, so is Messp, the category of measurable essps. This induces a
symmetric monoidal structure on both MG0 and MG1, with all definitions the same
as for G . (There is one minor subtlety: to ensure that the functor cc : MG0 ÑMG1
sends the monoidal unit of MG0 to that of MG1 we must choose the latter to be
CCH, rather than H. The two are equal as essps but only isomorphic as measurable
essps.)
Lemma 6.28. The pseudo-double category MG is symmetric monoidal.
By Theorem 2.39, its horizontal bicategory HpMG q is symmetric monoidal. We
will focus on a sub-bicategory with finer structure. We apply the same restrictions
as for G and an additional one:
Definition 6.29. A measurable essp E is rooted if MEpHq is a singleton.
Say a measurable game/strategy is rooted when the underlying measurable essp
is. Rooted strategies are closed under composition and tensor, and moreover the
copycat strategy on a rooted game is itself rooted. So we consider the bicategory
MG having:
• objects: negative, rooted measurable arenas;
• morphisms: negative, well-threaded, rooted measurable strategies;
• 2-cells: maps of measurable strategies.
(A measurable strategy is well-threaded and negative just when the underlying
strategy is.)
The symmetric monoidal structure in MG, inherited from HpMG q, is closed. For
(negative) measurable arenas B, C we have B( C “ pB( C,MB(Cq, where B( C
is defined as in Chapter 2 and MB(Cpxq “MBK‖Cpχxq, where χ : B( C Ñ BK ‖ C
is the canonical map. For any A, B, C, there is an isomorphism of categories
Φ : MG rA,B( Cs Ñ MG rAb B, Cs ,
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and to show that MG is closed it remains to give for σ P MG rA,B( Cs an
isomorphism evB,C d pσ b ccBq – Φpσq so that this is natural in σ. We omit the
details: the isomorphism of essps is the same as for G and for the measurable
structure the proof is analogous to that for composition with copycat.
6.4.2 Products
Additionally MG has finite products. The terminal object is the same as the
monoidal unit, i.e. the empty measurable essp.
For binary products, we construct from measurable arenas A and B a measurable
arena A & B “ pA & B,MA&Bq with MA&BpHq “ t˚u, and MA&Bpxq defined as
MApxq or MBpxq according to whether x Ď A or x Ď B. The projections are
obtained by co-lifting as for G, and this makes A& B into a product.
6.4.3 A pseudo-comonad
The pseudo-comonad ! on G is extended to one on MG. We first describe the !
construction on an arbitrary measurable essp. For E P Messp, let !E “ p!E ,M!Eq





The action of M!E on morphisms of C p!Eq is well-defined: for inclusions this is
clear, and for symmetries, recall that if y “ ‖iPω yi P C p!Eq a bijection θ : x –!E y
















The maps δE : !!E Ñ !E and εE : E Ñ !E are turned into maps of measurable essps,
with transformations ntδ and ntε obtained via standard product manipulations which
we omit. Restricting to positive arenas, we have:
Lemma 6.30. The triple p!, δA, εAq satisfies, up to „
`, the laws for a monad on the
subcategory of Messp having positive arenas as objects.
Proof. Direct verification.
We can then lift ! to a pseudo-comonad on MG. The proof and associated data
can be given via the same steps as for G. Likewise, the “Seely” adjoint equivalence
mA,B is obtained exactly as in G. Because the conditions of Theorem 2.58 are
satisfied, we conclude:
Theorem 6.31. The Kleisli bicategory MG! is cartesian closed.
The cartesian closure of MG is interesting not least because Meas itself lacks
this property, and there is an embedding of Meas inside of MG. The embedding is
obtained as follows.
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Any measurable space X can be represented as the negative arena GpXq “ ta _
‘u with MGpXqpta,‘uq “ X. Then, it is easy to check that for any measurable
function f : X Ñ Y there is a map of games Gpfq : GpXq Ñ GpY q, defined as the
identity map of essps and such that nt
Gpfq
ta,‘u “ f . This can be lifted to a strategy





Probability in measurable games
We finally come to the construction of a concurrent games model allowing for non-
discrete probabilistic behaviour. Games and strategies now carry additional structure
and can be enriched with probability measures in a natural way, when given access
to the tools of probability theory. In this chapter, we describe how the compositional
machinery of strategies, and the associated bicategorical structure, can be adapted
to this new setting.
In moving from discrete to continuous probability, we seek to replace valuations
on strategies with the more general notion of measures on a measurable space. It
turns out that the notion of valuation (v : C pSq Ñ r0, 1s) used in Chapters 4 and 5
does not generalise well. The alternative notion of conditional valuation discussed in
Chapter 3 (see Definition 3.1) is a more appropriate choice.
It is the polarised nature of strategies which makes valuations unsuitable, and as
this plays an important part in the technical development, we devote a section (7.2)
to a comparison of the two approaches in the context of event structures without
polarity. Sections 7.3 and 7.4 are concerned with the construction of the games
model. We discuss in particular how this generalises the model of Chapter 3.
7.1 Probability theory
7.1.1 Measures and kernels
A sub-probability measure on a measurable space pX,ΣXq is a map µ : ΣX Ñ
r0, 1s such that µpHq “ 0 and such that for any countable family tUiuiPI Ď ΣX with




i µpUiq. For x P X, the Dirac
measure δx is defined as δxpUq “ 1 if x P U , and 0 otherwise. Finally, given a




gpxqµpdxq is a well-defined element of r0,8q.
A sub-probability kernel [Gir82] from pX,ΣXq to pY,ΣY q is a map
k : X ˆ ΣY Ñ r0, 1s
such that for every x P X the map kpx,´q is a sub-probability measure, and for
every U P ΣY the map kp´, Uq is measurable with respect to Σr0,1s, the subspace
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σ-algebra of ΣR. Such a map provides a notion of sub-probability measure on the
space Y parametrised by elements of X; we write k : X ù Y when k is a kernel
from X to Y .
Importantly, kernels can be composed: given k : X ù Y and h : Y ù Z, their





This is still a sub-probability kernel, and the Dirac kernel δ : X ù X (defined
so that for every x P X the measure δpx,´q on X is the Dirac measure at x) is the
identity for composition of kernels.
7.1.2 Products
If X and Y are measurable spaces, recall from the previous chapter that the product
space X ˆ Y has σ-algebra generated by the “rectangles” U ˆ V , with U P ΣX and
V P ΣY . If X and Y are equipped equipped with sub-probability measures µX and
µY , respectively, the product measure µX b µY on X ˆ Y is uniquely determined
by its value on rectangles:
pµX b µY qpU ˆ V q “ µXpUq ˆ µY pV q.
Using this we can also define the product of kernels: if k : X ù Z and
h : Y ù W , then the kernel k b h : X ˆ Y ù Z ˆW is defined by
pk b hqpx, yq “ kpx,´q b kpy,´q
for any x P X, y P Y .
7.1.3 Standard Borel spaces
To define our model of probabilistic strategies, we must ensure all measurable spaces
are standard Borel.
Definition 7.1 ([Kal06]). A measurable spaceX is standard Borel if it is countable
and discrete or measurably isomorphic to Rn for some n P N.
The restriction is common in probability theory, and many standard theorems
hold only for this restricted class. But it is sufficient for our purposes, and moreover
the class of standard Borel spaces is closed under all the constructions of the model.
We will need the following result:
Lemma 7.2. Let X, Y, Z be standard Borel spaces, and let f : Z Ñ X and r : Y Ñ X








of r along f . Then:
• For every y P Y , z P Z, and U P ΣW , the sections Uy “ tz P Z | py, zq P Uu
and Uz “ ty P Y | py, zq P Uu are in ΣZ and ΣY , respectively.
• If k : X ˆ ΣY Ñ r0, 1s is a sub-probability kernel satisfying kpx, Y zr´1txuq “ 0
for every x, then the map k# : Z ˆ ΣW Ñ r0, 1s defined by k
#pz, Uq “
kpfpzq, Uzq is a sub-probability kernel such that k
#pz,W zpΠ2q
´1tzuq “ 0 for
all z P Z.
Proof. The proof of the first statement is standard. Let k : X ˆ ΣY Ñ r0, 1s be a
stochastic kernel, and let z P Z. Then k#pz,´q is a sub-probability measure, because
kpz,´q is countably additive and p´qz commutes with countable disjoint union.
Now, for each U P ΣW , we must show that k
#p´, Uq : W Ñ r0, 1s is measurable.
For any U of the form EY ˆ EZ , and for any V P Σr0,1s, we have k
#p´, Uq´1V “
tz P Z | kpfpzq, Uzq P V u “ tz P Ez | kpfpzq, EY X r
´1tfpzquq P V u Y tz P ZzEz |
kpfpzq,Hq P V u but by assumption kpfpzq, EY X r
´1tfpzquq “ kpfpzq, EY q for any
z, so we get f´1pkp´, EY q
´1V X EZq Y f
´1pkp´,Hq´1V zEZq, a measurable set. So
the set D of U P ΣW such that k#p´, Uq is measurable contains all generating
elements. To show D “ ΣW , by the λ-π theorem [Bil08] it is enough to show that D
is closed under complements and countable disjoint unions. This is easily checked
using standard measure-theoretic arguments.
From now on we assume all measurable essps are standard Borel.
7.2 Probability in measurable event structures with
symmetry
Throughout this section consider a fixed (standard Borel) measurable event structure
with symmetry, pE ,Mq, without polarity. The absence of polarity suggests that
a single agent is responsible for all events in the process, and our goal is to make
stochastic the behaviour of this agent. Indeed an alternative approach might be to
make all events positive; this will be reflected by the various notions of valuations
we consider, in which plain extensions Ď play the role of positive extensions.
7.2.1 Conditional valuations
Let us restate Definition 3.1 in this context:
Definition 7.3. A (discrete) conditional valuation on an event structure with
symmetry E is a family pvpy | xqqxĎy of coefficients in r0, 1s satisfying
(1) vpx | xq “ 1 for all x P C pEq;
(2) if x Ď y Ď z then vpz | xq “ vpy | xqvpz | yq;
(3) if θ : x–E y and θ Ď θ
1 : x1 –E y
1, then vpx1 | xq “ vpy1 | yq.
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(4) if x Ď y1, . . . , yn, then
ÿ
I
p´1q|I|`1vpYiPIyi | xq ď 1
with the sum ranging over the I Ď t1, . . . , nu with
Ť
iPI yi P C pEq.
For the measurable ess pE ,Mq, we generalise the above by considering a family
of kernels kx,y : Mpxq ùMpyq (labelled kEx,y when there is a risk of confusion),
indexed by extensions x Ď y in C pEq.
The formal definition is as follows:
Definition 7.4. A conditional valuation on a measurable ess pE ,Mq consists
of a sub-probability measure µH on MpHq, and a family K “ pkx,yqxĎyPC pEq of
sub-probability kernels kx,y :MpxqùMpyq satisfying the following conditions:
• (Identity) kx,xpu,´q “ δu for every u PMpxq;
• (Composition) if x Ď y Ď z, then kx,z “ ky,z ˝ kx,y;







where I ranges over nonempty subsets of t1, . . . , nu such that
Ť
iPI yi is consis-
tent;
• (Concentration) for all u PMpxq, kx,ypu,MpyqzMpx Ď yq´1tuuq “ 0;
• (Symmetry) if θ : x–S y and θ Ď θ1 : x1 –S y1, then the kernels kx,x1 and ky,y1
are equal modulo the isos Mpxq –Mpyq and Mpx1q –Mpy1q.
Consider for instance the (representable) measurable ess drawn as a measurable
fibration below (previously used in Chapter 6):
r1 P R´8 8
r2 P R´8 8
a1
a2
Here the base event structure E has trivial symmetry, and the fibres are defined
as MpHq “ t˚u, Mpta1uq “ R, and Mpta1, a2uq “ R ˆ R, with the restriction
map Mpta1u ãÑ ta1, a2uq acting as the first projection. Then we could for instance
define kH,ta1u to be the uniform measure on r0, 1s (extended to the reals by assigning
measure 0 outside of the interval), and kta1u,ta1,a2upr1,´q to be a uniform distribution
on rr1, r1 ` 1s.
Given a conditional valuation on pE ,Mq, we can define a measure µx on Mpxq




An interesting question is the following: what properties are needed of a family
pµxqxPC pEq of measures for it to be induced by a conditional valuation in this way?
An answer is given by the disintegration theorem [Kal06] of probability theory, but
it is outside the scope of this thesis.
7.3 Probability in measurable strategies
7.3.1 Measurable race-freeness
In the discrete model, to make strategies probabilistic we required that the games
be race-free, meaning that there should be no immediate conflict between moves of
opposite polarity.
In measurable games we generalise this condition in a natural way using a pullback
condition:
Definition 7.5. A measurable essp pE ,Mq is race-free if for every x P C pEq, if
x Ď` y and x Ď´ z, then z Y y P C pEq (i.e. E is race-free in the usual sense), and
moreover the diagram





is a pullback in Meas.
It is the case also in measurable games that a strategy on a race-free game is
necessarily race-free:
Lemma 7.6. If A is race-free and σ : S Ñ A is a measurable strategy, then S is
race-free.
Proof. For x P C pSq, if x Ď` y and x Ď´ z, then z Y y P C pSq by Lemma 3.15, and
the cube below commutes (horizontal arrows are restrictions maps, and vertical maps
are instances of ntσ):
MSpy Y zq MSpyq
MApσy Y σzq MApσyq
MSpzq MSpxq
MApσzq MApσxq
The front and back faces are pullbacks by receptivity of σ, and the bottom face is a
pullback by race-freeness of A. So the top face is a pullback, i.e. S is race-free.
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7.3.2 Conditional valuations on measurable essps
Definition 7.7. A conditional valuation on a race-free measurable essp pS,Mq
consists of a measure µH on MpHq, and a family K “ pkx,yqxĎ`yPC pEq of stochastic
kernels kx,y :MpxqùMpyq satisfying the following conditions:
• (Identity) kx,xpu,´q “ δu for every u PMpxq;
• (Composition) if x Ď` y Ď` z, then kx,z “ ky,z ˝ kx,y;







where I ranges over nonempty subsets of t1, . . . , nu such that
Ť
iPI yi is consis-
tent;
• (Concentration) for all u PMpxq, kx,ypu,MpyqzMpx Ď yq´1tuuq “ 0;
• (Symmetry) if θ : x–S y and θ Ď θ1 : x1 –S y1, then kx,x1 “ ky,y1 .
• (`{´-Independence) if x Ď` y, x Ď´ z, then kz,yYz is the pullback-lifting of
kx,y (with respect to the race-freeness pullback).
Definition 7.8. A probabilistic strategy on a measurable game A is a measurable
strategy σ : S Ñ A, together with a conditional valuation on S.
We proceed to discuss composition of probabilistic measurable strategies. Because
of the “conditional” approach, this is more involved than in the discrete case. Let us
briefly discuss the technical steps.
Let σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B and τ : T Ñ BK ‖ C probabilistic strategies with conditional
valuations KS and KT , respectively. A positive extension x Ď` y in C pT d Sq is
always induced from a positive/internal extension rxs Ď`,0 rys in C pT fSq, meaning
that all events in ryszrxs are either internal or positive. (This is because τ and σ are
courteous.) Such an extension can always be decomposed as a chain of extensions
rxs Ďσ u0 Ď
τ u1 Ď
σ
¨ ¨ ¨ Ď
τ
rys
where Ďσ (resp. Ďτ ) means all added moves are σ-actions (resp. τ -actions). For
each step in the chain, a kernel can be lifted appropriately from either KS or
KT . Using kernel composition, we obtain a kernel MT fSprxsqùMT fSprysq, i.e.
MT dSpxqùMT dSpyq.
One difficulty is to show that this does not depend on the particular choice of
chain rxs Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď rys, and this is the aim of the discussion that follows. We will
then see why the obtained family of kernels satisfies the axioms for a conditional
valuation.
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7.3.3 Interaction of probabilistic strategies
Consider the interaction T f S of σ and τ as measurable strategies. We define
an initial measure µTfSH , and a family of kernels k
TfS
x,y indexed by positive/internal
extensions x Ď`,0 y in C pT f Sq.
The initial measure. For this we argue thatMT fSpHq can be seen as a subspace
of MSpHq ˆMT pHq via the canonical map h :MT fSpHq ÑMSpHq ˆMT pHq.
By construction, the maps ntΠ1 : MT fSpHq Ñ MSpHq ˆMCpHq and ntΠ2H :
MT fSpHq ÑMApHq ˆMT pHq generate the σ-algebra on MT fSpHq, so in other
words the following set provides a basis for it:
tpntΠ1H q
´1




pUA ˆ UT q | US P ΣMSpHq, etc. u.
And indeed every element of the above set is equal to h´1pUS ˆ UT q.
Accordingly, a measure µTfSH on MT fSpHq is obtained using the standard
subspace measure construction on the product measure µSH b µ
T
H:






q | U 1 P ΣMSpHqˆMT pHq andhpUq Ď U
1
u.
This is a sub-probability measure because µSH and µ
T
H are. But note that when µ
S
H
and µTH are strict probability measures, µ
TfS
H may not be: the strategies σ and τ are
not guaranteed to agree on the choice of initial state. (This is the case only when h
above is an isomorphism.)
We have defined a measure on MT fSpHq, the “space of initial states”. In what
follows we deal with the subsequent steps.
Lifting kernels from KS and KT . We are only concerned with positive or neutral
extensions, since negative ones do not carry any probabilistic information.
First, consider an extension by σ-actions. If x Ďσ y in C pT f Sq, recall from
Lemma 6.19 that the following is a pullback
MT fSpyq MT fSpxq







and because yC “ xC , the diagram below is also a pullback:









Using Lemma 7.2, the kernel kSxS ,yS :MSpxSqùMSpySq can be lifted through to
a kernel kTfSx,y :MT fSpxqùMT fSpyq satisfying the concentration property.
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This can be done similarly whenever x Ďτ y. More generally, for a extension
x Ď`,0 y, events of yzx are either σ-actions or τ -actions, so every covering chain from
x to y is of the form x Ắλ1u1 Ắ
λ2 . . . Ắλnun Ắ
λn`1y, with λi P tσ, τu for each i.
With respect to this chain we can define a kernel kTfSp,u1,...,un,q “ k
TfS




the extension is trivial (x “ y) we assign it the identity (Dirac) kernel.
In fact, we will see that the properties of the valuations KS and KT ensure that
this kernel does not depend on the choice of covering chain. We first prove two
auxiliary lemmas.




Proof. It is enough to show that the lifting p´q# of Lemma 7.2 preserves composition.
It is a straightforward verification.








Proof. Using that S and T are race-free,
MT fSpy Y zq MT fSpyq
MT fSpzq MT fSpxq
is a pullback in Meas. Then, for u PMT fSpxq, we check that the sub-probability
measures kTfSy,zYy ˝ k
TfS




x,z pu,´q on MT fSpz Y yq are the same.
By the concentration property, it is sufficient that they agree on measurable sets
U P ΣMTfSpyYzq such that U ĎMpx ãÑ yYzq´1tuu, and an inspection of the pullback
above shows that Mpx ãÑ y Y zq´1tuu, viewed as a subspace of MT fSpz Y yq, is
isomorphic to the product MT fSpx ãÑ zq´1tuu ˆMT fSpx ãÑ yq´1tuu.
Moreover, using that the diagrams
MT fSpzq MT fSpxq
MT pzT q MT pxT q
MT fSpyq MT fSpxq
MSpySq MSpxSq
are pullbacks, we see that
MT fSpx ãÑ zq´1tuu –MT pxT ãÑ zT q´1tuT u
and
MT fSpx ãÑ yq´1tuu –MSpxS ãÑ zSq´1tuSu.
So we let V be of the form E ˆE 1 for measurable sets E ĎMT fSpx ãÑ yq´1tuu and
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E 1 ĎMSpxS ãÑ zSq´1tuSu. Then, we have
kTfSy,zYy ˝ k
TfS

































“ kSxS ,ySpuS, E
1
q ˆ kTxT ,zT pZT , E
1
q
and a symmetric calculation shows that kTfSz,zYy ˝ k
TfS
x,z pu, V q has the same value.
We are now in a position to show that any two parallel chains in T f S yield the
same composite kernel:
Lemma 7.11. If x Ď`,0 y P C pT f Sq and we have two chains
x Ắλ1z1 Ắ
λ2 . . . Ắλn´1zn´1 Ắ
λny
x Ắρ1z11 Ắ
ρ2 . . . Ắρn´1z1n´1 Ắ
ρny




. Thus we may write
kTfSx,y for the kernel obtained via any chain.
Proof. By induction on n. If n “ 0, the result holds directly since there is only
one possible chain from x to y. If n ą 0, consider w “ z1 Y z
1
1. By the induction






and similarly we have
kTfSz11,z12,...,z1n,y




Next, observe that x Ắλ1z1 Ắ
ρ1w and x Ắρ1z11 Ắ
λ1w. If λ1 “ ρ1, then it follows





, since both are equal to kTfSx,w . If






















Following the above process, we obtain a family KT fS “ pkTfSx,y qxĎ`,0y of kernels,
indexed by the positive/neutral extensions in C pT f Sq. We proceed to show that
this satisfies a number of properties, ensuring that the hiding step turns KT fS into
a valid conditional valuation.
Symmetry. Conditional valuations must assign the same kernel to symmetric
extensions. It is straightforward to see why this property holds in the interaction.
Lemma 7.12. If θ : x–TfS y and θ Ď θ
1 : x1 –TfS y
1, then kTfSx,x1 “ k
TfS
y,y1 .
Proof. We first show the result holds for a one-step extension θ Ắσθ1. By definition,





:MSpxSq ùMSpx1Sq, and similarly kTfSy,y1 is
lifted from kSyS ,y1S
. But since the extension projects down to an extension θS Ắ
`θ1S





up to the isos
induced by the symmetries θS and θ
1
S. Because the two pullback squares
MT fSpx1q MT fSpxq
MSpx1Sq MSpxSq
MT fSpy1q MT fSpyq
MSpy1Sq MSpySq
are isomorphic (also through the isos induced by the various symmetries), the lifted
kernels are also equal, modulo MT fSpθq and MT fSpθ1q.
Now, a general extension θ Ď θ1 can be decomposed into a chain
θ Ắλ0θ1 Ắ
λ1 . . . Ắλn´1θ1
of one-step extensions, where λi P tσ, τu and θi : xi –TfS yi for each i. The kernels
kTfSx,x1 and k
TfS
y,y1 are then obtained by composing the one-step kernels, hence the result
holds.
7.3.4 The drop condition in the interaction
We turn to the “drop” axiom for conditional valuations, which is more technically








where I ranges over nonempty subsets of t1, . . . , nu such that
Ť
iPI yi is consistent.
Our proof closely follows the steps of Winskel’s argument for probabilistic strate-
gies in the non-measurable setting [Win]. There are two steps. The first is to notice
that the statement is equivalent to its restriction to one-step extensions of the form
x Ắ`,0y1, . . . , yn P C pT f Sq. The second step involves partitioning the yi into two
groups, depending on whether x Ắσyi or x Ắ
τyi. From this we can conclude, using
that σ and τ satisfy the drop condition.
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First, we introduce some notation. The drop is denoted as follows, for x Ď`,0
y1, . . . , yn P C pT f Sq and u PMT fSpxq:







Note that the drop condition requires precisely that all drrx; y1, . . . , ynspuq ě 0.
We observe:
Lemma 7.13. For every x Ď`,0 y1, . . . , yn P C pTfSq, the function u ÞÑ drrx; y1, . . . , ynspuq
is a measurable function MT fSpxq Ñ R.
Proof. Each function u ÞÑ kx,ŤiPI yipu,Mp
Ť
iPI yiqq is measurable by definition. Sums
and products of measurable functions are measurable, so we conclude.
For the purposes of the upcoming development it will be convenient to extend the
set C pTfSq to a lattice C pTfSqJ, obtained by adding to C pTfSq a top element J.
That is, whenever x, y P C pT fSq and xYy R C pT fSq, we set x_y “ J. (If x and
y are compatible we have x_ y “ xY y.) The drop function is also extended: assume
x ‰ J and x Ď y1, . . . , yn P C pT fSqJ. Suppose y1, . . . , yk ‰ J and yk`1, . . . , yn “ J
(without loss of generality, since the definition of drrx; y1, . . . , yns is insensitive to a
permutation of the yi). Then we define
drrx; y1, . . . , yns :“ drrx; y1, . . . , yks.
We show two technical lemmas, before carrying out the first step in the plan
above. (The integrals are well-defined by Lemma 7.13.)
Lemma 7.14. For every x Ď`,0 y1, . . . , yn P C pT f SqJ,




drryn; y1 _ yn, . . . , yn´1 _ ynspunq kx,ynpu, dunq.







p´1q|I|`1kyn,ynYyI pun,Mpyn Y yIqq
ff
kx,ynpu, dunq (7.1)
where we write yI for
Ť
iPI yi, and I ranges over nonempty subsets of t1, . . . , n´ 1u
such that yI Y yn is consistent. Since kx,yIYyn “ kyn,yIYyn ˝ kx,yn , by definition of
kernel composition we have
ż
unPMpynq
kyn,ynYyI pun,Mpyn Y yIqq kx,ynpu, dunq “ kx,yIYynpu,Mpyn Y yIqq.
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Looking back at the main statement, we have





and by substituting the first term, and combining the sums, we recover the expression
for drrx; y1, . . . , ynspuq.
From this we derive another technical result:
Lemma 7.15. For every x Ď`,0 y1, . . . , yn P C pT f SqJ, yn Ď`,0 y1n, and u PMpxq
drrx; y1, . . . , yn´1, y
1




drryn; y1 _ yn, . . . , yn´1 _ yn, y
1
nspunq dkx,ynpu, unq.
Proof. Applying Lemma 7.14 to both terms and cancelling out, we obtain:






drry1n; y1 _ y
1







The double integral can be simplified using the definition of kernel composition. By
another application of Lemma 7.14 we then that this is equal to the LHS.
Using the above, we show that for the drop condition to hold in T fS, it suffices
to check that the property holds for one-step extensions:
Proposition 7.16. The following are equivalent:
(1) For x Ď`,0 y1, . . . , yn P C pT f Sq and u PMT fSpxq, drrx; y1, . . . , ynspuq ě 0.
(2) For x Ắ`,0y1, . . . , yn P C pT f Sq and u PMT fSpxq, drrx; y1, . . . , ynspuq ě 0.
Proof. The p1q ñ p2q direction is clear. Assume p2q holds. We show the property
holds for every extension x Ď`,0 y1, . . . , yn P C pT f Sq and u P MT fSpxq, by
induction on the weight of the extension, defined as
śn
i“1|yizx|. If the weight is
0, then x “ yi for some i. Without loss of generality, assume i “ n. Then, the
expression for drrx; y1, . . . , ynspuq given by Lemma 7.14 simplifies to 0 via a routine
manipulation which we omit.
In the general case, either x Ắyi for each i, in which case (2) applies directly,
or there is x Ĺ y1i Ĺ yi for some i and we are in the situation of Lemma 7.15:
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drrx; y1, . . . , ynspuq is equal to
drrx; y1, . . . , y
1
i, . . . , ynspuq `
ż
u1iPMpy1iq
drry1i; y1 _ y
1







Observe that all extensions in the above expression have weight strictly lower than
that of x Ď y1, . . . , yn. By the induction hypothesis, these are all non-negative, so
that drrx; y1, . . . , yns ě 0.
This completes the first step in our proof that the “drop condition” holds in the
interaction T fS. By Proposition 7.16, it is enough to consider one-step extensions of
the form x Ắ`,0y1, . . . , yn. Recall that positive and neutral events in T fS are either
“σ-actions” or “τ -actions”, so the yi can be partitioned into two groups, accordingly.
We will see that the drop drrx; y1, . . . , yns reduces to a product of a drop in σ and






and we define uT PMT pxT q analogously.
Lemma 7.17. Let x Ắσy1, . . . , yk and x Ắ
τyk`1, . . . , yn in C pT f Sq. Then, for
all u PMT fSpxq,
drrx; y1, . . . , ynspuq “ drrxS; py1qS, . . . , pykqSspuSq ˆ drrxT ; pyk`1qT , . . . , pynqT spuT q.
Proof. Let I Ď t1, . . . , nu be such that yI “
Ť
iPI yi is consistent. Write IS “ ti P
I | i ď ku and IT “ ti P I | i ą ku. Then x Ď
σ YiPISyi and x Ď
τ YiPIT yi. As a
shorthand, yIS and yIT denote YiPISpyiqS P C pSq and YiPIT pyiqT P C pT q, respectively.
By the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 7.10 we derive that
kT fSx,yI pu,MpyIqq “ k
S
xS ,yIS
puS,MSpyISqq ˆ kTxT ,yIT puT ,MT pyIT qq . (7.2)
Then, calculating from the RHS, we have













puT ,MT pyIT qq
¸
where IS ranges over (possibly empty) subsets of t1, . . . , ku such that YiPIyi is
consistent, and IT similarly over subsets of tk` 1, . . . , nu, and we take yH “ x. Now,
pairs pIS, IT q correspond to subsets I Ď t1, . . . , nu such that
Ť
iPI yi is consistent,
since by race-freeness there are no conflicts between σ- and τ -actions. Thus, by 7.2,
the expression above is equal to drrx; y1, . . . , yns.
We arrive at our main result:
Corollary 7.18. Let x Ắ`,0y1, . . . , yn in C pT f Sq. Then, for all u PMT fSpxq,
drrx; y1, . . . , ynspuq ě 0.
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Proof. Direct consequence of the previous lemma and the drop condition for σ and
τ .
7.3.5 Composition of probabilistic strategies
We have studied in detail the probabilistic interaction of two measurable strategies
σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B and τ : T Ñ BK ‖ C, equipped with conditional valuations KS and
KT , respectively. We have defined a family of kernels KT fS “ pkTfSx,y qxĎ`,0y indexed
by positive/neutral extensions in C pT f Sq.
We turn to the composition of σ and τ , the measurable strategy τ d σ : T d S Ñ
AK ‖ C, and equip it with a conditional valuation KT dS .
It is key to observe (as we have already in 7.3.2) that whenever x, y P C pT d Sq
satisfy x Ď` y, their interaction witnesses satisfy rxs Ď`,0 rys. We define kTdSx,y “
kTfS
rxs,rys, since by definitionMT dSpxq “MT fSprxsq (and the same for y). The results
we have about KT fS suffice to show that this defines a conditional valuation.
Theorem 7.19. The family KT dS “ pkTdSx,y qxĎ`y is a conditional valuation, making
τ d σ a probabilistic strategy.
Proof. The (Identity) and (Composition) axioms hold immediately. The (Drop)
axiom is a consequence of Corollary 7.18. The (Concentration) axiom holds because
the concentration property is preserved by kernel composition and lifting (Lemma 7.2).
The (Symmetry) axiom holds by Lemma 7.12, and by definition on the symmetry in
T d S.
7.3.6 Probabilistic copycat
The identity strategy in this setting is a probabilistic version of the “measurable
copycat” introduced in 6.3.1. This was defined for every measurable game A as
ccA Ñ CCA Ñ AK ‖ A, and as we will see, the valuation KCCA is obtained in a
canonical way, because (whenever A is race-free) measurable copycat satisfies a kind
of determinism property.
In the probabilistic model of Chapter 3, the race-freeness property for arenas
ensures that copycat is deterministic, meaning that Player never has to make a choice
between two moves in conflict. Consequently all configurations can be assigned
probability 1. The measurable copycat strategy satisfies an additional property:
Lemma 7.20. Let A be a race-free measurable game. Then, if w Ď` w1 P C pCCAq,
the map MCCApw ãÑ w1q :MCCApw1q ÑMCCApwq is an isomorphism.
Proof. Recall that configurations of CCA are of the form x ‖ y, where x, y P C pAq
and x ĎA y, i.e. x Ě
´
A xX y Ď
`
A y.
Consider a one-step positive extension in C pCCAq. (It suffices to show the result
in the one-step case, since isomorphisms compose.) Without loss of generality we
can take this to be of the form x ‖ y Ắ`x1 ‖ y, because the case x ‖ y Ắ`x ‖ y1 is
symmetric.
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By definition, the map MCCApx ‖ y Ắ`x1 ‖ yq is the dashed mediating map
below:
MCCApx1 ‖ yq MApyq
MApx1q MApy X x1q
MCCApx ‖ yq MApyq
MApxq MApy X xq
The bottom face is a pullback by race-freeness ofA, since yYx Ď` y and yXx Ď´ yXx1
(because x Ď`
AK
x1). The front and back faces are pullbacks by definition, so the top
face is a pullback.
Since pullbacks of identity maps are isomorphisms, we are done.
This means that if w Ď` w1 in C pCCAq, each u PMCCApwq has a unique extension
in MCCApw1q. We define the kernel
kCCA :MCCApwqùMCCApw1q
as the identity kernel, modulo the iso.
7.4 The bicategory of probabilistic measurable strate-
gies
We give a proof that measurable games and probabilistic strategies form a cartesian
closed bicategory PMG, and we show that the bicategory PG of Chapter 3 arises
as a sub-bicategory. To do this we follow the same principles as in Chapters 2 and 6,
and first construct a pseudo-double category.
7.4.1 The pseudo-double category PMG
We start by defining the 2-cells.
Definition 7.21. A map of probabilistic measurable strategies from σ : S Ñ
AK ‖ B to τ : T Ñ CK ‖ D is a map pf, g, hq : σ ñ τ in MG , such that:
(1) for every x P C pSq, the map ntfx :MSpxq ÑMT pfxq is an isomorphism;
(2) for every x Ď y P C pSq, we have kSx,y ď k
T
fx,fy modulo the isos, that is, for
every u PMSpxq and U P ΣMSpyq,








Remark. This definition can be given in greater generality, removing the require-




´1V q ď kTfx,fypnt
f
xpuq, V q.
We conjecture that the forthcoming development would support the extra generality;
however the proofs would likely be more technical. The definition as stated is sufficient
for our purposes: it generalises the 2-cells in the discrete setting of Chapter 3, and
the resulting bicategory is cartesian closed.
Lemma 7.22. Maps of probabilistic strategies are stable under vertical and horizontal
composition.
Proof. Vertical composition of maps poses no problem, as axioms (1) and (2) are
directly seen to be stable under composition.
For horizontal composition, consider maps of strategies f : S Ñ S 1 and g : T Ñ T 1
and the induced map g f f : T f S Ñ T 1 f S 1. Note that (1) holds directly by
Lemma 6.19, since pullbacks of isomorphisms are isomorphisms. If x Ďσ y P C pTfSq,
then the kernel kTfSx,y is lifted from k
T
xT ,yT









pgffqx,pgffqy (via lifting and across the
symmetry isomorphism), we conclude that kTfSx,y ď k
T 1fS1
pgffqx,pgffqy, again modulo the
iso. The same argument goes for σ-extensions, and so the map g f f satisfies axiom
(2).
The conditions are not affected by hiding, so the composition g d f is a map of
probabilistic strategies.
Unitors and associators. We now identify the structural 2-cells, starting with
the unitors.
Lemma 7.23. For every probabilistic strategy σ : S Ñ AK ‖ B, there is an isomor-
phism λσ : ccB d σ – σ of probabilistic strategies.
Proof. The iso is the same as in MG. All we need to show is the kernel preservation
property. We show the existence of λ´1σ .
Let xS Ắ
eyS with e positive. We know that λ
´1
σ xS “ px
˚
B ‖ xBq d x˚S and
λ´1σ yS “ py
˚
B ‖ yBq d y˚S, where x˚S (resp. y˚S) is xS (resp. yS) with its maximal
negative B-moves taken out.
Because λ´1σ is an isomorphism of essps, we have px
˚
B ‖ xBqdx˚S Ắ`py˚B ‖ yBqdy˚S,
and we investigate the shape of covering chains for the extension px˚B ‖ xBq f x˚S Ď
py˚B ‖ yBq f y˚S. It turns out these are of two kinds: either e is an A move with all
immediate predecessors in A, in which case yB “ xB and so we have
px˚B ‖ xBq f x˚S Ắ`py˚B ‖ yBq f y˚S,
or, e is an B-move or some of its immediate precedessors are, in which case the
necessary moves must be played by copycat in the internal copy of B, and:
px˚B ‖ xBq f x˚S Ắ`py˚B ‖ xBq f zS Ắ`py˚B ‖ yBq f y˚S
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for some zS. In the first case, the kernel we are interested in is directly lifted from S,
whereas in the second case it is lifted from S and composed with an identity kernel,
by definition of copycat, so we are done.
For associativity, as discussed in Chapter 2, it suffices to consider the associator
at the level of interactions pR f T q f S Ñ R f pT f Sq as discussed. This is an
isomorphism of essps, so it clearly preserves covering chains and associated kernels,
and therefore the kernel preservation property holds after hiding.
The coherence laws hold because they hold in MG , so that:
Theorem 7.24. There is a pseudo-double category PMG where
• PMG0 consists of race-free, standard Borel measurable games and maps between
them, and
• PMG1 consists of probabilistic standard Borel strategies and maps between
them.
7.4.2 Monoidal structure
To show that probabilistic strategies support a tensor construction, we first investigate
the parallel composition S ‖ T of two measurable essps S and T with conditional
valuations KS and KT .





b kTxT ,yT .
We must show that this satisfies the conditions for a valuation. We start with the
drop condition; other conditions will be straightforward.
Lemma 7.25. Let y Ď` x1, . . . , xn P C pS ‖ T q, and let u PMy. Then
drry;x1, . . . , xnspuq ě 0.
Proof. Let y Ď` x1, . . . , xn P C pS ‖ T q, writing y “ yS } yT and xi “ xSi } xTi for
each i. The proof that drry;x1, . . . , xnspuq ě 0 uses two facts:
drry;x1, . . . , xnspuq ě drry; y
S
} xT1 , x
S
1 } y






drry; yS } xT1 , x
S
1 } y





“ drryS;xS1 , . . . , x
S
nspuSqdrry
T ;xT1 , . . . , x
T
n spuT q. (7.4)
Combining (1) and (2) and applying the drop condition for KS and KT gives the
desired result.
Proof of (1). By Lemma 7.15, we have drry;x1, . . . , xnspuq “ drry;x1, . . . , xn´1spuq´
ş
unPMpxnq drrxn;x1 _ xn, . . . , xn´1 _ xnspunqkpu, dunq. Using this definition, one can
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show by a straightforward induction on n that if xi Ď x
1
i for all i, then drry;x1, . . . , xnspuq ď
dvry;x
1
1, . . . , x
1
ns. Fact (1) then holds because dvry;x1, . . . , xns “ dvry;x1, x1, . . . , xn, xns,
and yS } xTi and x
S
i } y
T are subsets of xi for all i.









j P C pT q.




T , . . . , yS}xTn , x
S
n}y
T , and K ranges over nonempty
subsets of t1, . . . , 2nu such that
Ť





i , and so on. Then we compute:
drryS;xS1 , . . . , x
S
nspuSqdrry



































p´1q|I|`|J |kyS ,xSI puS,Mpx
S


















p´1q|I|`|J |ky,xSI ‖xTJ pu,Mpx
S





“ drry; z1, . . . , z2ns.
From this we define the tensor product of two strategies.
Lemma 7.26. For two probabilistic strategies σ : S Ñ AK ‖ A1 and τ : T Ñ BK ‖ B1,
the family KS‖T defines a conditional valuation and thus there is a probabilistic strategy
σ b τ : S ‖ T Ñ pA ‖ BqK ‖ pA1 ‖ B1q.
Proof. Routine verification.
The tensor construction for strategies induces a symmetric monoidal structure on
PMG . Observe that PMG is isofibrant, since the lifting and co-lifting construc-
tions are copycat-like and can always be equipped with the canonical deterministic
conditional valuation. Therefore:
Lemma 7.27. The bicategory HpPMG q is symmetric monoidal.
7.4.3 The cartesian closed bicategory
We continue on the usual path. We consider the sub-bicategory PMG of HpPMG q
having:
• objects: negative, rooted, race-free, standard Borel measurable arenas;
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• morphisms: negative, well-threaded, rooted, standard Borel probabilistic strate-
gies;
• 2-cells: maps of probabilistic strategies.
The constructions performed in MG to obtain cartesian closure extend to valua-
tions, and all steps are unsurprising. Here is a brief account:
• The monoidal structure is closed: since Curpσq and σ have the same inter-
nal event structure S, leaving the valuation KS unchanged makes Cur an
isomorphism also in this context.
• In the binary product S & T the two components are completely inconsistent:
KS&T is the obvious construction and all axioms are immediate.
• The pseudo-comonad ! on MG becomes one on PMG: we only ever consider
finite configurations of !S, and so whenever necessary we may restrict to an
appropriate finitary tensor
Â
iPI S, and apply results about the monoidal
structure. This gives a valuation K!S .
Theorem 7.28. The bicategory PMG! is cartesian closed.
7.4.4 The discrete sub-bicategory
We conclude by observing that for a measurable strategy of the form discpσq, for
σ : S Ñ A a strategy in G, to give a conditional valuation (i.e. a family of kernels) on
discpσq is to give a conditional valuation (i.e. a family of coefficients) on σ. This way
we obtain a faithful (and full and faithful on 2-cells) pseudo-functor PG Ñ PMG,
and since discrete strategies are closed under all constructions, the structure of PMG





We have presented several models for concurrent games semantics of programs,
building on existing work by Winskel, Clairambault, Castellan and others. For each
model we give a notion of game, a notion of strategy on a game, and a notion of
maps between strategies, and investigate how these objects interact. Each time we
describe in detail the development of a bicategory with structure.
The thesis contains four models:
• Concurrent games with symmetry, known as thin concurrent games in [CCW19].
This model is not new, but some progress is made in understanding the structure
underlying the theory. This model is the main basis for the next three.
• Probabilistic concurrent games, enriching the latter with probability.
• Measurable concurrent games, in which the games and strategies of the first
model are further equipped with measure-theoretic structure, so as to refine
the modelling of computation with continuous data types.
• Probabilistic measurable concurrent games, in which we use measure-theoretic
probability theory to enrich the latter with quantitative information.
We additionally discuss two applications of the probabilistic concurrent games
model, i.e. the second model in the list above. The two applications are to an
untyped and a typed language, respectively, and we have described connection with
related work.
Throughout the thesis we have paid special attention to the bicategorical struc-
ture of the models above, i.e. the various coherence laws obeyed by the 2-cells.
Furthermore, in the construction of cartesian closed bicategories, efforts have been
made to follow a principled approach, so that, when building new models, much of
the verification work can be avoided. As should be clear from the thesis, we have
taken full advantage of this. But this also applies to potential further work.
Remarkably, in the development of measurable concurrent games (Chapter 6),
no aspect of the development appeals to specific properties of measurable spaces.
Our construction only requires a category with finite products and pullbacks, so
in principle Meas could be replaced with another category of spaces, should one
require structure of a different kind.
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We speculate further. It is well-known that the kernels used in Chapter 7 to
make probabilistic the measurable strategies of Chapter 6 are Kleisli maps X Ñ GY
for G a probability monad on Meas [Gir82]. Then, kernel composition is Kleisli
composition, and the identity kernel is the Kleisli identity. So the question must be
asked whether one could generalise the model of probabilistic measurable games to a
model for a Moggi-style computational λ-calculus [Mog91] parametrised by a monad
on an arbitrary category (with finite products and pullbacks). This is less clear, as
some of the results in Chapter 7 (Lemma 7.2, for example) are inherently based on
the nature of kernels. We leave this for further work.
A more concrete direction for future work consists in applying the framework of
measurable games to a versions of PCF and Probabilistic PCF with (say) a type of
real numbers. Such a language is studied for instance in [EPT17]. The questions of
innocence and definability in this framework remain to be answered, although recent
advances in quantum concurrent game semantics may indeed be relevant [CdVW19].
Finally, in yet another direction, we aim to develop intensional semantics for
“statistical” probabilistic programming as discussed briefly in the introduction. This
direction is promising: an initial step was recently made in this direction in joint
work with Simon Castellan [CP19].
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